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ATONY 21CY 

AAIKAPNAZEQE 

PQMAIKHS APXAIOAOLIA® 

AOTOX EKTOZX 

XLIX “O dé dios, eseid7) Tapiv 6 xpovos 
ev @ Tas apxas emiKupoby der, ovveAOovras eis TO 
medtov, ovdEevos OUTE pETLOVTOS THY bTaTElav OUTE 
dudopevnv dmropévovtos AaPeiv, avros darodetxvuow 
dmdtous €k THV etn pore non TV dpyiy Tavrny 
Srp te} Keyapiopevous dvdpas Kal apioro- 
Kparia, ITdoropov Kopivwov Kal Xdpiov Kao- 
ouov, og’ ob Lai: ivou _KaramoAcpunbevres THis 
Hyepovias améoTnoay, emt Tijs <Boopnkooris Kal 
Sevrépas * dAvpmiddos, iv evika orddvov Trot- 
Kparns Kporwvudrns, dpxovros "AGijynae Awo- 
yvnToV. ovToL TapaAaBovres THY dipx7y KkaAav- 
dais LemreuBpias Oarrov 7 Tots mporépois eos 
Hv, mpw 7 TOV dMwy Tt Svamrpagacbar BovdAjv 
ovykadéoavres trept tis Kabddov Tav Snuotiuc@y 

1 re added by Reiske. 
2 Sevrépas Lapus, Sylburg: €Bdouns O. 

1 For chaps. 49-69, 3 cf. Livy ii. 32, 5-7. 
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OF 
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BOOK VI 

XLIX. When ! the time came for them to assemble 
in the field? to elect their magistrates, and no one 
either sought the consulship or would consent to 
accept it if offered, the people themselves chose two 
consuls from among those who had already held this 
magistracy and who were acceptable to both the 
people and the aristocracy, namely Postumus 
Cominius and Spurius Cassius, Cassius being the one 
through whose efforts the Sabines had been con- 
quered and had resigned their claims to the leadership. 
This was in the seventy-second Olympiad,’ the year 
in which Tisicrates of Croton won the short-distance 
foot-race, Diognetus being then archon at Athens. 
Upon assuming office on the calends of September, 
earlier than had been customary with the former 
consuls, they convened the senate before attending 
to any other business and asked for an expression of 

2 The Campus Martius. 
3491 B.c. For Dionysius’ chronology see Vol. I., pp. 

xxix. ff. 
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DIONYSIUS OF HALICARNASSUS 

héyew HElovv yvtwa Sidvoray exer, mp@rov 
arropyvacbat mapakadobvres avdpa nAuKias ev TH 
KpatioTn Tote ovTa Kal ouvecel doxodvra Tov 
adArAwy diadépev, pddvora &° én wh Tpoaipecet 
TOV moAurevpareov ETaLVOULLEVOY, Ort Tis beans 
Tagews TV, ovTE ay avéddevav tay apioTo- 
Kparix@v avewv ovTe TH SHpuw oa Bovdn Gein 
mparrew eTTLTpEeTTWD, *Ayptamay Mevjvov: ds 
emt tas SiaAdayas tiv Bovdjv mapexdAa rtdd_ 
Aéywv: 

“* Ki pev dmacw, @ Bovdyn, tots mapodo. THv 
adTnv yrospny ouveBawvev exew, Kal pnoels 
ewede rais mpos Tov Ojpov duadAayais epmrodey 
eceabar, ef ofs 5é1 diadvodpeba mpos adrous, 
elTe Sucaitous ovow Etre LN» Ouas av 2 radra mpov- 
KEeLTO povov oxomeiy, bu’ ohiye a. av bpiv ednhwoa 
Adyov a ppova. ezrel be Kal avro TobTS TWeES 
olovTat Bovdjs € ere deiv, 7OTEpov jpv Gpewov €ore 
oupPivae mpos Tovs adheaTnKdTas 7) TroAcpuEtiV, ovx 
Tyoopae pdad.ov elvat prot Ov oAtyns SnAdoews 6 TL 
Xpr) TMparTeLw Tapauveoae, aX’ avayKn dd T7Acvovev 
ddd tau Adywv Tous mpos Tas diaAAayas dMorpicus. © : 
Exovtas bu@v, ort Tavavria ovpreifovow ot ye* 
dedirrecbau péMovres ° _ pas Ta havddrata TeV 
xarer@v Kai padias eéyovra ras émavoplwceis 
oppwoobrtras Tav peyioTrwy Te Kal avidTwv 
Kak@v® amepioxéentws Exovot. Kal Tobro mreTOV- 

1 $€ added by Pflugk. 
2 6uds hv BC: opuoce re AD, duws Jacoby, dnodroyjpaow 

Biicheler. The readings of the MSS. are corrupt, and the 
sentence seems complete without these words. 

3 Kiessling: dAAws O. 

4 



BOOK VI. 49, 2-4 

its opinion concerning the return of the plebeians. 
The first senator they called upon to declare his 
views was a man, then in the maturity of his age, 
who was looked upon as a person of superior wisdom 
and was particularly commended for his political 
principles, since he pursued a middle course, being 
inclined neither to increase the arrogance of the 
aristocratic party nor to permit the people to have 
their own way in everything—namely Agrippa 
Menenius. It was he who now urged the senate to 
an accommodation, speaking as follows: 

“Tf all who are present, senators, chanced to be of 
the same opinion, and no one were going to oppose 
the accommodation with the people, but only the 
terms of it, be these just or unjust, on which we are 

_ to be reconciled with them were before you for 
consideration, I could have expressed my thoughts 
to you in few words. But since some consider that 
even this very point should be a matter for further 
consultation, whether it is better for us to come to 
an agreement with the seceders or go to war with 
them, I do not think it easy for me in a brief ex- 
position of my views to advise you what ought to be 
done. On the contrary, a speech of some length is 
necessary, in order to show those among you who 
are opposed to the accommodation that they 
contradict themselves if, while intending to frighten 
you by playing on your fear of those difficulties that 
are the most trivial and easily corrected, they at 
the same time neglect to consider the evils that 
are greatest and incurable. And they have fallen 

4 of ye Reiske: 7 xai O, Jacoby, xai Kiessling. 
5 Sylburg: péAdovras O. 
5 xax@yv Reiske: ixayds O, Jacoby, irapds xal Kiessling. 



DIONYSIUS OF HALICARNASSUS 

Bact Tap’ ovdev Erepov 7% TO} Aoyron@ pa) 
5 Kpivew To oupdepov, GAAG bup@ Kai paved. TOS 
yap av obrou A€yowro mpoopaobat TL TH Svavoia 
TOV xpnoimwv 7 Svvata@v, oltiwes droAapPdvovor 
TnALKavTHY TOAW Kal TocoUTw Tpayydrov Kupiav 
707 eid Dover Te Kal Avmnpav Tots epuoikots 
yeyvopevny 7 dixa Too Syporixod duvyjcecbae 
KaTéxew TE Kal odbew Ta €Ovy padiws, 7 ] €TEpov 
emdgeobat d7jpov avtt Tod Tovnporepou Kpetrrova., 
ds avrois mpoTroAcpajoet TE THS dpyijs Kal Kara 
moAgy ovxtay oupmolvredcer at, Trapéxwv Kal ev 
etpnvy Kal év mrohépous * EaVvTOV [eTpLOV ; ODdEV yap 
ay €Tepov e€xouev eimely @ morTevovtes akuboovow 
buds p47) d€execbat Tas diadrAayds. 

L. “ *Qy _exdTepov oons éort _ Heorov ed Betas, 
e€ avtadv buds aE uboayp’ av €ywye TeV epycv 
oxoreiv, evOuunbévras oti SiacTaciacdvTwv Tpdos 
bpads TOV TaTreworéepwv bia Tods ovTE ToALTLKaS 
ovTe petpiws Tats druxicus xXpnoapevous, Kal 
drravaxwpnadvroy * pev eK THS Toews, ado dé 
pander v vpas Sewov pyre epyalowevwv pare Svavoou- 
Hevea, GAN’ ws dvadaynoovrar xepls aicxuvns 
oKOTIOUVTWWY, dyamnr@s Sefdpevor TO ovpBav diaro 
Ths TUyxNs moMol civ. otk <b Siavooupeveny 7pos 
bpas dverrrépwvrat rais yvespaus, Kal Tobrov 
olovras odior mapeivar Tov edKTatov KaLpov ev @ 

2 xatahdcovow bu@v THv apxyy. Aikavoi pev ye 
kat OvodrotcKor, LaBivoi te Kat to “Epvixwv 

* 76 Hertlein : dare O, Jacoby. 
2 év moAduors O: Kata ‘wolduove Grasberger, Jacoby. 
° dmavaxwpnodyvrwy Bb: mapaxwpnodvrwy ABa, 



BOOK VI. 49, 4-50, 2 

into this predicament for no other reason than 
that in judging what is expedient they do not use 
reason but rather passion and frenzy. For how can 
these men be said to foresee in their minds any 
course that is profitable or possible, when they 
imagine that a state so powerful and mistress of so 
extensive a dominion, a state that is already becoming 
an object of hatred, and a cause of offence to her 
neighbours, will easily be able either without the 
plebeians to hold and preserve the subject nations 
or else to bring some other people into the common- 
wealth, a better people in place of one most knavish, 
who will fight to preserve their supremacy for them 
and will live with them under the same government 
in profound quiet, behaving themselves with self- 
restraint in both peace and war? For there is no 
other possibility they could name that would justify 
their asking you not to accept the accommodation. 

L. “ How utterly silly either of those two expe- 
dients is, I would have you consider from the facts 
themselves, bearing in mind that since the humbler 
citizens grew disaffected toward you because of 
those who treated their misfortunes as neither 
fellow-citizens nor men of self-restraint should, and 
withdrew, indeed, from the city, yet neither are 
doing to you, nor have any thought of doing, any 
other mischief, but are considering only by what 
means they may be reconciled to you without dis- 
honour, many of those who are not well disposed 
toward you, joyfully seizing upon this incident 
presented to them by Fortune, have become elated 
in their minds and look upon this as the long- 
desired opportunity for breaking up your empire. 
Thus, the Aequians and Volscians, the Sabines and 

7 



DIONYSIUS OF HALICARNASSUS 

€Ovos, mpos TH pndéva xpdovov eaiperov memoh- 
aba. tot mpos Has moAguou, Kal Tots evayyos 
kaxots dvoavacyerobvres Anorevovow 2 Hudv Tods 
aypovs. Kapzavias d¢ cat Tuppnvias doa évdova- 
oT@s Hpiv diaxeipeva® SuareAc? Ta pev ek TOO 
davepot adiorarat, Ta 5° adavOs mapackevdlerar. 
doxet te obd€ TO Aativwy ovyyeves ett BeBaiws * 
net Svapevew dirvov eis miorw ® eAOdv, GAAG Kat 
TovTou moAv pépos SiayyéAAerar vooeiv Epwrt 
Kparovpevov Hs amavres yAliyovrar peraBoAjs: 
ot d¢ Téws emoTpatomedevovtTes €erépois vov avTol 
Teixyjpers evdov® Kabjucba, yhv te domopov 
aderkdres Kat avAds Svaprralopevas op@vres Aciav 
Te atreAavvopernv Kal Gepdmovtas avropoAcdyras 
kal ovK €xovres 6 TL xpnodpucba Tots KaKois. Kal 
Tatra mdoxovtes ett dSiadAayroceobar mpos Has 
eArrilopev* ro Snpotikdv, Kal ® ed’ uiv badpyov 
elddres evi KaTadvoacbar yndiopat THY oTdow ; 

LI. “ Oirw 5€ Kakds exovtwy iv tdv br- 
alpiwy ovd€ ra evtds reiyous Sewa Frrdov eore 
foBepd. ovre yap ws trokopKnodpevor TapecKevd- 
opela €x moAdoG Ta ovppayiKa otre ANB 
abtol amoxp@vrés eopev ws pos TooadTa 7roAe- 
piwy €Ovn, rob 8 odXlyov Kal odk a&voudyou 
TrAnpwpatos TO mA€idv €or. Snpotiov, Ofres Kal 
meAdTat Kal xeipwmvakres, od mavu BéeBator TeTApary- 

1 rod added by Reiske. 
2 Anorevovowy Sintenis: Snuevovorw O, dpodow Reiske. 
3 qpiv dvaxe(ueva Kiessling: ydv adeiueva O. 
* Sintenis: BéBaov O, Jacoby. 
5 miory O: mvorv Sintenis, Jacoby. 
° évdov O: yevouevor Kiessling, névovres Jacoby. 



BOOK VI. 50, 2-51, 1 

Hernicans, who in any case have missed no oppor- 
tunity to make war against us, being now exasper- 
ated also at their late defeats, are plundering our 
fields. As to the parts of Campania and Tyrrhenia 
which have continued to be doubtful in their allegiance 
to us, some of them are openly revolting and others 
are secretly preparing to do the same. Not even 
the kindred race of Latins, as it seems, longer 
remains steadfastly loyal to us, though it entered 
into relations of confidence with us, but a large part 
even of this people is reported to be disaffected, 
succumbing to the passion for change which all men 
crave. And we who used to besiege the cities of 
others now ourselves sit at home, pent within our 
walls, having left our lands unsown and seeing our 
farm-houses plundered, our cattle driven off as booty, 
and our slaves deserting, without knowing how to 
deal with these misfortunes. And while we suffer 
all this, do we still hope that the plebeians will 
become reconciled with us, even though we know 
that it is in our own power to put an end to the 
sedition by a single decree? 

LI. “ While our affairs in the open country are in 
this unhappy state, the situation within the walls is 
no less terrible. For we have neither provided 
ourselves with allies well in advance, as if we expected 
to be besieged, nor are we, unaided, sufficiently 
numerous to resist so many hostile nations; and even 

of this small and inadequate army the greater part 
consists of plebeians—labourers, clients, and artisans 
—not altogether trustworthy guardians for a tottering 

7 Reiske: é€Amilovres O. 
8 xai deleted by Sintenis, Jacoby. 



DIONYSIUS OF HALICARNASSUS 

pevns apiorokpatias dvAaKes. ai te viv adro- 
poXriat ouveyets adT@v mpdos tos adbeornKdras 
ywopevat TO ovpTrav UmomTov elvat TrapecKeud- 
Kaow. vd7rép dmavra de Tatra, 7 TOV emurndetav 
ovyKcomed7) Kparoupevns bo TeV TroAELiov Tijs 
yiis ddvvaros ovaa. poBet te 1 nn,” éemedav Te €v 
TO daropa yevopea, ere padov poBycet, xewpis 
Sé TOUT 6 pndéva xpdvov Huds edorabety rats 
dtavolats €@v mdAcuos. amavra 8 3 dmepBadAe 
Ta dewa* ydvara THY atooTaT@v Kal Tratdia, viyTLa. 
Kab ynpatot yoveits, ev eobjow édcewals Kal 
oxnpace mrevOiwous Tepupepopevor a Kara, Thy 
d-yopav Kat Tods orevevTrovs kAaiovres, iicerevov- 
Tes, amTopevor Se€vis exdorov Kal yovarwr, 
amoAodupopevo. THY Karéyovcay adrovs Kal Ere 
paArov KaleEovoav épnuiav Sew) Kal avuTrouovn- 
Tos ibis. oddels yodv €oTw oUTwWS WELOS TOV TPdTOV 
6s ovK avaTpémeTar THY puynv op@v radra Kal 
maoxe. TL mpos Tas avOpwmwv tdxas. wor e/ 
péAAowuwev arriorws® mpos ro SynporiKov Eyew, 
amadAakréov Hiv Kat TadTa Ta OWpaTa ExTOdWY, 
TA pev WS axpnora eis moAopKiay eoopeva, TA 5 
ws od diapevotyra BeBaiws dida. daredAavvopevwv 
5¢7 Kal TtovTwy tis 7) puddgovca thy mow Ere 
AeiPOyjoerar Sivas ; 7) Tive muaTEVGarTES EeTLKOU- 
pia Ta dewa ToAuncopev Urropevew 5 2 pévroe 
oikela AUav Karapuy?) Kal povn BéBaos €Amis, 7 
Trav Tarr puK tiny aku, Bpayeta eorw, worep opare, 
kal ovK afwv emi ravTn péya ppovetv. Ti ody 

1 doBet re ABb: doPetrar Ba. 
2 76n Kiessling: 75 Aysdv O, Jacoby. 
3 8’ added by Portus. 
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BOOK VI. 51, 1-3 

aristocracy. Moreover, the continual desertion of 
these now to the seceders has rendered all the rest 
liable to suspicion. But more than all these things, 
the impossibility of bringing in provisions while the 
country is in the power of the enemy already terrifies 
us, and when we are once in actual want, will terrify 
us still more; and, apart from this, the war allows 
us not a moment’s peace of mind. Yet surpassing 
all these calamities are the wretched wives, the infant 
children, and aged parents of the seceders wandering 
to and fro in the Forum and through every street, in 
pitiful garb and postures of mourning, weeping, 
supplicating, clinging to the hands and knees of 
everyone and bewailing the forlorn condition that 
afflicts them now and will afflict them even more— 
a dreadful and intolerable sight! No one, surely, is 
of so cruel a nature as not to have his heart touched 
at seeing these things, or to feel some sympathy for 
the misfortunes of his fellow-creatures. So that, if 
we are not going to trust the good faith of the 
plebeians, we shall have to get rid of these persons 
also, since some of them will be of no use while we 
are under siege and the others cannot be relied on to 
remain friendly. But when these too are driven away, 
what forces will be left to defend the city? And 
depending upon what assistance shall we dare to 
encounter these perils? Yet as for our natural refuge 
and our only trustworthy hope, the patrician youth, 
they are few, as you see, and it behooves us not to 
let our spirits rise because of them. Why, then, do 

4 8ewa O: Seda (or SetAara) Naber. 
. mepupepopevor O: mepepberpdpevor Cobet, Jacoby. 
® aniorws O: aomeiorws Reiske, Jacoby. 
7 8€C: 3) AB. 
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DIONYSIUS OF HALICARNASSUS 

of Tov 7OAEpov Uropevew elonyovpevot Anpobat Kal 
devaxilovow Huds, add’ odvyi pavepds Tapauvob- 
ow avarwTt Kal dixa mdvov mrapadiddvar Tots 
exOpois dn TV mohw ; 
LAT ¥ “AW tows eywye TerUpwrpLat Traore 

Aéywv Kal Ta pn dewda aid dedivévae- Th mode 8” 
ovdev ErEpov 70 Tov Kudvveverat 7 peraBoar, 
mpayya od xaderov, Kara moAAjv te av piv 
ev7rereay €k TravTos €Ovous Kal Tomov OATd TE Kal 
meAaTnv oxAov ciadéEacbar yévoito. TovTi yap 
€otw 6 roAAot Opvdroto. ta&v evavTiovpevwv TO 
Snpotic@, kat pa Ai’ ody of ! davAdraror. eis 
ToOTO yap On TwWes Kovow edyOeias wore fr) 
yrapas elonyetobar owrnpious, GAN’ edyas Aéyew 
dduvdrous, ots nd€ws dv époiwnv: toia pev Hiv 
xpovov Sobjcerar mepiovoia mept Tadra Ta Tmpay- 
para ywopevous oUTws eyyos ovTwy TH Tone 
Tov €xOpav; mola d€ ovyyvipn TO Xporrap@ Kal 
Th peAAjoe. tav eAevoopevwv ouLpaxwr, ev ov 
xpovilovow ode péAXovor Sewvois ; Tis 8° 6 mapeEwv 
To aogarés avip 7 Oeds Kal Kata TroAAny Hovytay 
ovvdéwv ek TavTos TOTOU? Kal Trapamrepubwv Sedpo 
Thy emukouplav; éru dé Sy, of Tas EavTav Tmarpidas 
exAeiipovres Kal mpos Huds peTavacrnadopevot Tives * 
€aovrar; morepov* of ® oikyoets Te Kal epeoTia Kal 
Biovs kal ro TysGobat apa Tots ToAtrats Sud. TaTépwv 
emipaverav 7 Sdéav oikeias aperhs exovTes; Kal 
tis av brropelvere TA olketa Tapadirav ayala Trav 

1 ody of Reiske: odyi O. 
2 Gelenius: tpdémov AB. 
3 Steph.: ofriwes AB. 
4 Jacoby: mdrepa O. 
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BOOK VI. 51, 3-52, 2 

those who propose that we submit to war indulge in 
nonsense and deceive us, instead of openly advising us 
to deliver up the city at once to our enemies without 
bloodshed and without trouble? 

LII. “‘ But perhaps I myself am infatuated when 
I speak thus, and am asking you to fear things that 
are not formidable. The commonwealth is very 
likely threatened with no other danger as yet than a 
change of inhabitants, a matter of no serious conse- 
quence; and it would be very easy for us to receive 
into the body politic a multitude of labourers and 
clients from every nation and place. For this is the 
plan which many of the opponents of the plebeians 
keep prating of, and these by no means the most 
unimportant of them; to such a pitch of folly, indeed, 
have some already come, that instead of expressing 
salutary opinions they utter wishes impossible of 
realization. But I should like to ask these men: What 
superabundance of time will be afforded us to carry 
out these plans when the enemy is so near the city? 
What allowance will be made for the tarrying and 
delay of our auxiliaries who are to come, though we 
are in the midst of perils that do not tarry or 
delay? What man or what god will grant us security 
and will without molestation get together reinforce- 
ments from every quarter and conduct them hither? 
Besides, who are the people who will leave their own 
countries and remove to us? Are they such as have 
habitations, families, fortunes, and the respect of 
their fellow-citizens because of the distinction of 
their ancestors or a reputation for their own merit? 
And yet who would consent to leave behind his own 

5 of Cb: om. CaR. 
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DIONYSIUS OF HALICARNASSUS 

‘ arr / > ~ 1 aX A ~ ' > otpiwy aloxpas * per aBeiv Kax@v; od 
eipyvns Kat Tpupis: petaAnysopevor Sefpo ijéovow, 
adda Kwddvev Ka mohéyou, ef @v adndov el 
carophwOjcerar To TéAos. TO Snporucdy Kal 
dvéotiov ematoucla mAR00s, olov Kat Td evOevde 
amreAabev Hv, SnAovdte dia ypéa® Kal Karadikas 
Kal Tas OpotoTpdmrous TavTais oupdopas dyarn- 
TOs omo av® TOXN pO puadcpevov ; o Kav 
TaMa oTov 7) Kal per, vov—iva, Ka Tobre i He 
avrois xaprodpefa—did TOOTS ye TOL TO pare # 
oixetov elvaw TE OMOOLALTOV, LATE €Ouoy DV Kal TE Spo 
vopwv Kal madelas EvecBau sm a €u- 7H 
TElpov, Hakp@ 57) Tov Kal T@ mavTl KadKLov av ein 

~ > ¢ a 

eee ar i oat / > 5 > / \ / ‘ LI. “ TS pev y’ > emiywpiw Kat Téxvwv Kat 
yuvak@v Kal yovéwy Kal 7oAA@v aAAwy owparwv 
oikelwy Gunpa eo evOdde, Kai adrod vi Ala rod 
Opébavros adbrods edddovs 6 md0o0s, avayKaios av 

/ ‘ amaot Kat ox e€aperds’ 6 8° émixAnTtds ye odToOt 
Kal émiaKknvos dyxAos, ei yevorro Huiv advvorkos, 
ovdevos atT@ Tovtwv evOdde dvtTos, bmép Tivos 
iguwoevev av® xKudvvevew ayalod, ef pH tis 

> ~ ~ € , / Y / ‘ / air® yijs Te bmdcxorTo pEpy Suioew Kal ToAews 
pLotpay conv 87) Twa TOUS voV upious avra@v ad- 
eAdpevos, cv ovK df voopev Tots moAAdKis deywve- 
capevors brép abta@v moXitas peTadwWdovar; Kal 
tows av ovde TovTois apKeobein Sobeiar povois, 
G\Ad Kal Tyndv Kal dpydv Kal Tov GAwv ayalar PX 

t alaxpas O: yAloxpms Kiessling, Jacoby. 
* ba xpéa Cobet, xai dia xpéa Jacoby: xal xpéa O. xP xp y: Kal x 
3 6rot av Hertlein, 670: Reiske: ézou O. 
4 Sylburg: pmde O. 
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BOOK VI. 52, 2-53, 1 

blessings in order to share ignominiously the mis- 
fortunes of others? For they will come hither to 
share, not in peace and luxury, but in dangers and 
war, the successful issue of which cannot be foreseen. 
Or shall we bring in a multitude of homeless ple- 
beians, like those driven from hence, who because of 
debts, judgments, and other like misfortunes will 
gladly remove to any place that may offer? But 
these, even though otherwise of a good and modest 
disposition—to concede them this much—yet just 
because of their being neither native born nor of like 
habits with us, and because they will not be acquainted 
with our customs, laws, and training, would no doubt 
be far, nay infinitely, worse than our own plebeians. 

LIII. ‘‘ The natives have here their wives, children, 
parents, and many others that are dear to them, to 
serve as pledges; yes, and there is their fondness 
for the soil that reared them, a passion that is im- 
planted in all men and not to be eradicated; but 
as for this multitude which we propose to invite here, 
this people without roof or home, if they should 
take up their abode with us having none of these 
pledges here, in defence of what blessing would 
they care to face dangers, unless one were to 
promise to give them portions of land and some part 
or other of the city, after first dispossessing the 
present owners—things we refuse to grant to our own 
citizens who have often fought in their defence? 
And possibly they might not be content with even 
these grants alone, but would also insist upon an- 
equal share of honours, of magistracies, and of all the 

5 wep ye (or yp) Reiske: pév7’ B, Jacoby, pévror (2) A. 
6 déiwoeev dv Pflugk, dv afvwdoee Jacoby: afudoae O. 
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1 Reiske: woAeuixdv O. 2 Reiske: 7@ O. 
3 dAdas Jacoby, rivas Reiske, 73 Sintenis: judas O. 
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other advantages with the patricians. If, therefore, 
we do not grant them every one of their demands, 
shall we not have them as our enemies when they 
fail to obtain what they ask? And if we grant 
their demands, our country and our constitution will 
be lost, destroyed by our own hands. I do not add 
here that what we need at the present time is men 
trained to war, men of disciplined bodies; not 
husbandmen, labourers, merchants, or followers of 
menial trades, who will be obliged to learn military 
discipline and to give proof of their skill at one and 
the same time (and skill in any unwonted activity is 
difficult), such as a promiscuous collection of men 
resorting hither from every nation is bound to be. 
As for a military alliance, I neither see any formed 
to assist us, nor, if any allies unexpectedly appeared, 
should I advise you to admit them inconsiderately 
within your walls, since I know that many a city has 
been enslaved by troops introduced to garrison it. 

LIV. “ When you consider these things as well as 
those that I have mentioned earlier, and recall, 
further, the considerations which encourage you to 
make the accommodation, namely, that we are not 
the only people, nor the first, among whom poverty 
has raised sedition against wealth, and lowliness 
against eminence, but that in nearly all states, both 

great and small, the lower class is generally hostile to 
the upper (and in all these states the men in power, 
when they have shown moderation, have saved their 
countries, but when they have acted arrogantly, 
have lost not only their goods, but their lives as 
well) ; and when you remember that everything that 

4 Reiske: émicrapévous O. 
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1 é€apaprdvovras O: e€apaprovras Kiessling, Jacoby. 
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is composed of many parts is generally affected with 
a disorder in some one of them, and, furthermore, 
that neither the ailing part of a human body ought 
always to be lopped off (for that would be to render 
the appearance of the rest ugly and its term of life 
brief) nor the disordered part of a civil community 
to be driven out (since that would be the quickest 
way of destroying the whole in time through the 
loss of its separate parts); and when you consider 
also how great is the power of necessity, the one thing 
to which even the gods yield, be not vexed at your 
misfortunes nor allow yourselves to be filled with 
arrogance and folly, as if everything were going to 
succeed according to our wishes, but relent and yield, 
deriving examples of prudence, not from the actions 
of others, but from our own. 

LV. “ For the individual man and the state as a 
whole ought to emulate the most illustrious of their 
own actions and to consider how all their other 
actions may correspond with these. Thus you 
yourselves, when in times past you subdued many of 
your enemies at whose hands you had suffered the 
greatest injuries, desired neither to destroy them 
nor to dispossess them of what was theirs, but 
restored their houses and lands to them and per- 
mitted them to live in the countries that had given 
them birth, and actually granted to some of them 
the privilege both of being your fellow-citizens and 
of exercising equal rights of suffrage. But I have 
yet a more wonderful act of yours to relate, which 
is, that you have permitted many even of your 
own fellow-citizens who commit grievous offences 
against you to go unpunished, while you have 
visited your resentment solely upon those who were 
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1 ody dérws Cobet: od« Eo” daws O, Jacoby. 
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guilty. Of this number were the colonies sent out to 
Antemnae, Crustumerium, Medullia, Fidenae, and 
to many other places. But why should I now 
enumerate all those whom, after you had taken their 
towns by storm, you admonished mildly and as became 
fellow-citizens? And so far has the commonwealth 
been from incurring either danger or censure from 
this course, that your clemency is applauded and at 
the same time your security is not at all diminished. 
After that will you, who spare your enemies, make 
war upon your friends? » Will you, who permit the 
conquered to go unpunished, punish those who aided 

. you in acquiring your dominion? Will you, who offer 
your own city as a safe refuge for all who stand in 
need of it, bring yourselves to drive out of that city 
the natives with whom you have been reared and 
educated and with whom you have shared many 
experiences both evil and good in peace as well as in 
war? No, not if you desire to act with justice and in 
conformity with your traditions, and if without 
passion you judge what is to your interest. 

LVI. ‘“‘ But, someone may say, we know as well 
as you that the sedition ought to be appeased, and 
we have laboured earnestly to that end. Undertake 
now to tell us how we may appease it. For you 
see how headstrong the people are grown: though 
they themselves are the offenders, they neither send 
to us to treat of an accommodation nor give to the 
men we have sent to them answers that are those of 
fellow-citizens or considerate, but indulge in haughti- 
ness and threats, so that it is not easy to guess what 
they want. Hear, then, in what manner I advise 
you to act now in this situation. For my part, I do 
not believe either that the people are irreconcilable 
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toward us or that they will carry out any of their 
threats. My reason is that their actions do not 
agree with their words, and I judge that they are 
far more in earnest than we about the accommoda- 
tion. For while we continue to live in our own 
country, which is most dear to us, and have in our 
own power our fortunes, our houses, our families, 
and everything that means most to us, they are 
without country or habitation, are bereft of their 
dearest relations, and lack for their daily bread. If 
anyone should ask me for what reason, then, the 
people even under these miseries do not accept our 
invitations and why they do not on their own initiative 
send to treat with us, I should answer: Because, most 
assuredly, they thus far hear words from the senate, 
but see no act of kindness or moderation follow the 
words; and they feel that they have been often 
deceived by us, in that we are always promising to 
take some measures of relief for them, but taking 
none. They are unwilling to send envoys to us 
because of those who are accustomed to inveigh 
against them here and because they fear they may 
fail of some of their demands. Perhaps too they 
may be possessed by some feeling of senseless rivalry. 
And no wonder; since there are some even among 
us ourselves in whom this quarrelsome and conten- 
tious spirit resides, both in private and in public 
matters, men who cannot bear to be overcome by their 
adversaries, but are always seeking by any means 
whatever to get the better of them and never to 
confer a favour before they have subdued those who 
are to have the benefit of it. In view of these con- 

7 a€iotow O: aécobv Reiske. 
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1 ei yap elcovrat rodro Kiessling: adrol yap elcovrat rotro 
O, Jacoby, adroi yap reicovra rovrots Reiske. 

2 of O: of 5é Schaller, Jacoby. 
8 eis B: Kal eis R, Jacoby. 
4 wept O: apo Hertlein. 
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siderations I think an embassy should be sent to the 
plebeians consisting of persons in whom they have 
the greatest confidence; and I advise that those to 
be sent be invested with full power to put an end to 
the sedition upon such terms as they themselves shall 
think fit, without again referring anything to the 
senate. For if the plebeians, who now seem to be 
scornful and sullen, shall become aware of this, 
learning that you are in earnest! regarding the 
accommodation, they will condescend to more 
moderate conditions and will demand nothing of us 
that is either dishonourable or impossible. For all 
men, when inflamed with anger, particularly those 
of humble condition, are wont to be enraged against 
those who treat them haughtily, but to be mild 
toward those who court their favour.” 

LVII. When Menenius had thus spoken, a great 
murmuring broke out in the senate and the members 
consulted together, each with their own groups. 
Those who were favourably disposed toward the 
plebeians exhorted one another to devote every 
energy toward bringing the people back to their 
country, now that they had got as the champion of 
their present view the most distinguished man of the 
aristocratic party. The aristocrats, in turn, who 
above everything wished no change to be made in 
the traditional form of government, were at a loss 
how to act in the present juncture, being unwilling 
to change their principles and yet unable to persist 
in their resolutions. And those, again, who were 
neutral and sided with neither of the parties in their 

1 So, following Kiessling. Jacoby’s text means: ‘For they 
(the consuls) will understand this business by themselves. 
And when the plebeians, who . . . sullen, learn that you are 
in earnest.” 
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1 érepov O: Sevrepov Kiessling, Jacoby. 
® rot petpiov O: r&v perpiwy Grasberger, Jacoby. 
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strife, desired to see peace prevail and demanded 
that the senate should consider means to prevent the 
city from being besieged. When silence reigned, 
the elder of the consuls praised Menenius for his 
magnanimity and asked the rest to show themselves 
equally loyal defenders of the state, not only by 
expressing their opinions with frankness, but also 
by carrying out their resolutions without fear; and 
then he called upon a second senator by name in the 
same manner to deliver his opinion. This was 
Manius Valerius, a brother of the Valerius who had 
assisted in delivering his country from the kings, a 
man acceptable to the people beyond any other 
member of the aristocratic party. 

LVIII. He, rising up, first called the attention of 
the senate to the policies he himself had pursued and 
reminded them that, though he had often foretold 
the dangers they would incur, they had made light 
of his predictions. He then requested that those 
who opposed the accommodation should not at this 
time inquire into the reasonableness of the terms, 
but, since they had been unwilling to allow the sedi- 
tion to be appeased while the disputes in the state 
were still unimportant, that they should now at least 
consider by what means it might be speedily ter- 
minated and might not, by going on still further, 
insensibly become perhaps incurable, or in any case 
hard to be cured, and the cause of great evils to them. 
He told them that the demands of the plebeians 
would no longer be the same as before, and he did 
not imagine that the people would enter into a 
compact upon the same terms, asking merely for an 
abolition of their debts, but that they would possibly 
call for some assistance also, by which they might 
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1 rods added by Kiessling; Reiske had proposed odre ye 
mapa Tas Kpioets. 
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for the future live in safety. For since the institu- 
tion of the dictatorship, he said, the law that safe- 
guarded their liberty had been abolished, the law 
which allowed no citizen to be put to death by the 
consuls without a trial, nor any of the plebeians who 
had been tried and condemned by the patricians, to 
be delivered up to those who had condemned them, 
but granted to those who desired it the right of 
appealing the decisions from the patricians to the 
people, and that the judgment of the people should 
be final. He added that almost all the other privi- 
leges enjoyed in former times by the plebeians had 
been taken away, since they had been unable to 
obtain from the senate even the usual military 
triumph for Publius Servilius Priscus, who had de- 
served this honour more than any other man. At this, 
he said, most of the people were distressed, as was to 
be expected, and entertained slender hopes of their 
security, since neither a consul nor a dictator had 
been able, even when they wished, to take care of 
their interests, but the zeal and care they showed 
for the people had actually gained for some of them 
abuse and ignominy. He declared that these things 
had been brought about by plotting, not on the 
part of the more cultivated men among the 
patricians, but on the part of some insolent and 
avaricious men desperately eager for unjust gain, 
who, having advanced a large amount of money at 
a high rate of interest and made slaves of many of 
their fellow-citizens, had, by treating these with 
cruel and arrogant harshness, alienated the whole 

2 guyxiibavtas B: ovyxadvpavras A. 
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1 Reiske: ¢épovar O. 2 *yeudy added by Reiske. 
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body of the plebeians from the aristocracy, and having 
formed a faction and placed at the head of it Appius 
Claudius, an enemy of the people and a champion 
of oligarchy, were through him throwing all the 
affairs of the commonwealth into confusion; and he 
declared that if the sober part of the senate did not 
oppose these men, the state was in danger of being 
enslaved and destroyed. He ended by saying that 
he concurred in the opinion of Menenius, and asked 
that the envoys might be sent immediately, and that 
upon arriving they should endeavour to appease the 
sedition upon such terms as they desired, but if 
these were not granted, they should accept such as 
were offered. 

LIX. After him, Appius Claudius, who was leader 
of the faction that opposed the people, being called 
upon to express his opinion, rose up, a man who set a 
great value upon himself and not without just cause ; 
for his private life was sober and dignified, while his 
political principles were noble and calculated to 
preserve the dignity of the aristocracy. He, taking 
as his starting point the speech of Valerius, spoke as 
follows : 

“ Valerius would have deserved less censure if he 
had merely expressed his own opinion, without 
inveighing against those who hold the opposite view, 
for in that case he would have had the advantage of 
not hearing an exposition of his own faults. How- 
ever, since he has not been content with advising 
such a course as can end in nothing else than in 
making us slaves to the worst of the citizens, but has 
also attacked his opponents and has levelled some of 

3 dy added here by Cobet, after airig by Jacoby. 
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1 +@v Reiske: om. O, Jacoby. 
s Reiske : ovyxwpovpevor O. 
3 xar’ added by Cobet. 
4 Kiessling: dmoAvoua O, Jacoby. 
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his shafts at me, I find it quite necessary for me also 
to speak of these matters, and first to clear myself 
of the charges he has brought against me. For he 
has reproached me with conduct neither seemly nor 
becoming to a citizen, charging that I have chosen to 
get money by every possible means and have de- 
prived many of the poor of their liberty, and that the 
secession of the people took place chiefly because of 
me. Now it is an easy matter for you to learn that 
none of these allegations is true or well grounded. 
For come, tell us, Valerius: Who are the people 
whom I have enslaved on account of their debts? 
Who are the citizens I have kept, or now keep, in 
prison? Which of the seceders is deprived of his 
country through my cruelty or avarice? Why, you 
can name none. For I am so far from having en- 
slaved any one of the citizens for debt that, after 
advancing my own money to very great numbers, 
I have caused none of those who defrauded me to 
be either handed over! to me or disfranchised, but 
all of them are free and all are grateful to me and 
are numbered among my closest friends and clients. 
I do not say this by way of accusing those who have 
not acted as I have, nor do I think any men guilty 
of wrong-doing because they have done what was 
permitted by law; I am merely attempting to clear 
myself of the accusations brought against me. 

LX. “ As to my severity and my having acted as 
the patron of wicked men, with which he has re- 
proached me, calling me an enemy of the people 
and a champion of oligarchy because I adhere to the 

1 Dionysius uses the word mpdceros here in the sense of 
the Latin addicitus. The insolvent debtor was handed over to 
the creditor to work out the amount of his indebtedness. 
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1 6dvyapxlav B: ddAvyapyias R. 
2 Ofrar A: Oetvar OeAjoe BbC. 
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aristocracy, these accusations apply equally to all 
those among you who, as men of superior worth, 
think it beneath you to be governed by your inferiors 
or to allow the form of government you have inherited 
from your ancestors to be overthrown by the worst 
of all constitutions, a democracy. For if this man 
sees fit to call the government of the best men an 
oligarchy, it does not therefore follow that the thing 
itself, because it is traduced by that appellation, 
will be destroyed. But we can bring a much juster 
and truer reproach against him, that of flattering 
the people and desiring tyrannical measures; for 
all the world knows that every tyrant springs from 
a flatterer of the people and that the direct road for 
those who wish to enslave their country is that which 

leads to domination through the favour of the worst 
citizens—the very ones whom this man has ever 
courted and does not cease even to this day to court. 
For you know full well that these vile and low 
wretches would not have dared to commit such 
offences, had they not been urged on by this high and 
mighty man, this lover of his country, and made to 
believe that the act would be attended with no 
danger and that not only would they go unpunished, 
but their lot would even be improved by it. You 
will be convinced of the truth of what I say if you 
will recall that, while he was frightening you with a 
war and showing the necessity of an accommodation, 
he told you at the same time also that the poor would 
not be contented with an abolition of their debts, 
but would also call for some assistance, and would 

3 Cobet: efovras O. 
4 éy@ radra B: rabra éyw R. 
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1 +a wapovra Sylburg, Portus: rods mwapdvras O, 
2 ér. pevwy Kiessling : éemipévwy O, Jacoby. 
3 7Hv added by Reiske. 4 Reiske: dcaddpwv O. 
5 davepds B: davepds A. 
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no longer submit to be governed by you as before. 
And in closing he exhorted you to acquiesce in the 
present state of affairs and to grant everything the 
people should think fit to demand as the conditions 
of their return, without distinguishing whether those 
demands were honourable or shameful, just or unjust. 
With so much arrogance has the senseless multitude 
been inspired by this old man who has enjoyed every 
honour you could confer upon him. Did it, then, 
become you, Valerius, to utter against others the 
reproaches they have not deserved, when you your- 
self lie open to such accusations? 

LXI. “ As for the calumnies which this man has 
uttered against me, what I have said suffices. But 
concerning the subject which you have met to discuss, 
it seems to me that what I not only proposed at first, 
but even now, continuing of the same opinion, still 
propose, was just, worthy of the commonwealth, 
and advantageous for yourselves, namely, not to 
disturb the form of our government nor to alter the 
unalterable customs of our ancestors, nor to banish 
from among men good faith, a sacred thing, through 
the possession of which every state dwells in security, 
nor to give way to a stupid populace which de- 
sires unjust and unlawful things. And not only 
do I not retract any part of my opinion through fear 
of my adversaries, who endeavour to frighten me by 
rousing the plebeians in the city against me, but I 
am much more than ever confirmed in my resent- 
ment, and my indignation at the demands of the 
people is doubled. And I am surprised, senators, at 
the inconsistency of your judgment, in that, after 
refusing to grant to the people at their request an 
abolition of their debts and a discharge from the 
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4 av Sylburg : kav O. dAdo A(?), Sylbur, 7: dAdo 7 B, 
4 7a mpdypara added by Kayner, } mods by iessling. 
4 6s O: xai Reiske, om. Kayser, Jacoby, «s Post. 
5 Kiessling: rexpaipopevos O, Post. 
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judgments against them before they were as yet 
openly your enemies, you now, when they are in 
arms and are committing acts of hostility, deliberate 
whether you will grant these demands and anything 
else they may think fit. They will think fit, of course, 
and will make it the first of their demands to have 
an equal share of honours with us and to enjoy the 
same privileges. Will not the government then be 
transformed into a democracy, which of all human 
constitutions, as I said, is the most senseless and 
the least expedient for you who presume to rule 
over others? It will not be, if you are in your right 
senses. Otherwise you would be the most foolish of 
all men if, after regarding it as intolerable to be 
governed by one tyrant, you should now deliver 
yourselves up to the populace, a many-headed tyranny, 
and grant these things to them, not as a gracious 
concession to their pleading, but constrained by 
necessity and, on the assumption that it is not in 
our power to do anything else now, yielding against 
your will. And when this senseless multitude, 
instead of being punished for its offences, even 
obtains honours as a reward for those offences, how 
headstrong and arrogant do you think it will become ? 
For do not encourage yourselves with the hope that 
the people will moderate their demands if it becomes 
known to them that you all concurred in this 
resolution. 

LXII. “ But in this matter Menenius, a prudent 
man who imputes good intentions to others judging 
them by himself, is very much mistaken. For they 
will urge you with an importunity grievous beyond 
all measure, encouraged both by arrogance, which 
tends always to accompany victory, and by folly, 
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1 én’ éxeivwv O: én’ éxeivors Sylburg. 
2 74 added by Kiessling, Jacoby (?). 
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of which the multitude has so great a share. And if 
not at first, then certainly later, upon every occasion 
when their demands are not granted, they will 
take up arms and attack you violently in the same 
way as before. So that if you yield to their first de- 
mands as a matter of expediency, you will presently 
have something worse imposed upon you, and then 
something else still harsher than that, upon the sup- 
position that your first concessions too flowed from 
fear, till at last they drive you out of the city, as has 
happened in many other places, and, most recently, 
at Syracuse, where the landowners were expelled by 
their clients. If, then, in your indignation in those 
circumstances you intend to oppose their demands, 
why do you not from this instant begin to assume 
the spirit of free men? For it is better to display your 
proud spirit on a slighter provocation to start with 
and before suffering any injury, than, after submitting 
to many injuries, to be indignant only then at what 
has happened, refuse to endure any more, and begin 
too late to be prudent. Let none of you be terrified 
either by the threatening clamour of the seceders or by 
this foreign war; and do not disparage our domestic 
forces as being insufficient to preserve the common- 
wealth. For the strength of the fugitives is slight, 
and they will not be able to hold out long in the open 
in huts during the winter season, as they are now 
doing; and far from being able to go on securing 
provisions by plundering when they have consumed 
their present store, they will not be able even to 
purchase any elsewhere and convey them to their 
camp, by reason of their poverty, since they have no 
money, either individually or in common, and wars, 

3 wéver after draidpios deleted by Kiessling. 
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as a rule, can only be kept up by plenty of money. 
Besides, anarchy, in all probability, and sedition, 
growing out of anarchy, will seize them and soon 
confound and bring to naught their counsels. For 
surely they will not consent to deliver themselves 
up to either the Sabines or the Tyrrhenians or any 
other foreigners and become slaves to those whom 
they themselves together with you once deprived of 
their liberty; and, most important of all, men who 
have wickedly and shamefully endeavoured to destroy 
their own country will not even be trusted by these 
other nations, for fear they might treat the country 
that receives them in the same manner. For all the 
nations round us are governed by aristocracies, and 
the plebeians in no state lay claim to an equal share 
in the government; so that the leading men in 
every state, who do not permit their own populace to 
make any innovations, will doubtless never receive 
this foreign and seditious multitude into their 
country, lest, by permitting them to enjoy equal 
rights and privileges, they themselves should one 
day be deprived of their own position of equality. 
But if I am mistaken after all, and any state should 
receive them, they would thereupon reveal them- 
selves as enemies and men deserving to be treated 
as such. We have, as hostages for them, their 
parents, their wives, and the rest of their relations, 
and better hostages we could not ask of the gods in 
our prayers; let us place these in the sight of their 
relations, threatening,! in case they dare to attack 

1 The main verb of the sentence is corrupt in the Greek. 
Kiessling’s emendation means: ‘let us threaten”; that of 
Kayser: ‘‘let us show (that we shall put them to death)”; 
that of Post ‘we shall strip them (giving the impression that 
we intend to put them to death).” 
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us, to put them to death under the most ignominious 
tortures. And once they understand this, be assured 
you will find them resorting to entreaties and lamen- 
tations, and delivering themselves up to you unarmed, 
and ready to submit to anything whatever. For 
such natural ties have remarkable power to upset 
all arrogant calculations and bring them to 
naught. 

LXIII. ‘‘ These are the reasons why I do not think 
we should fear a war on the part of the fugitives. 
As to the dangers from foreign nations, this is not 
the first time those dangers will have been proved 
to be such in words only, but even before this, 
whenever they have given us the opportunity of 
putting them to the test, they have been found less 
terrible than we apprehended. And let those who 
believe our domestic forces to be inadequate and 
dread war chiefly for this reason learn that they are 
not sufficiently acquainted with them. So far indeed 
as the seceders among the citizens are concerned, 
we shall have an adequate force to cope with them 
if we see fit to choose out the most vigorous of our 
slaves and give them their freedom. For it is better 
to grant these their freedom than to be deprived of 
our supremacy by the others. The slaves are 
already possessed of sufficient military skill by 
having attended us in many campaigns. Against 
our foreign enemies let us not only march out our- 
selves with all possible alacrity, but let us take along 
all our clients and such plebeians as remain; and in 
order that they may be eager for the struggle, let us 
grant them an abolition of their debts, not to all 
collectively, but to each one individually. For if 
we must yield to the times and show some moderation, 
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let not that moderation be extended towards such 
of the citizens as are our enemies, but towards such 
as are our friends, on whom we shall then seem to be 
bestowing favours, not under compulsion, but as the 
result of persuasion. And ifstill other assistance shall 
be needed, this being thought insufficient, let us send 
for the garrisons of the fortresses and recall the men 
from the colonies. How large the number of these 
is may be easily learned from the last census, when 
there were assessed 130,000 Romans of military age, 
of which the fugitives would not make a seventh part. 
I say nothing of the thirty cities of the Latin nation, 
which would be only too glad to fight our battles by 
reason of their kinship, if you would but grant them 
equal rights of citizenship, which they have con- 
stantly sought. 

LXIV. “ But the greatest advantage in war is 
one which neither you yourselves have yet thought 
of nor any of your advisers mentions. This I will 
add to those I have named, and then make an end. 
There is nothing so essential to those who are to 
have their wars crowned with success as good 
generals. In these our commonwealth is rich, while 
there is a scarcity of them among our enemies. 
For very numerous armies, when led by generals who 
know not how to command, disgrace themselves and 
bring about their own defeat as a rule, and the 
larger their bulk is, the more liable they are to this 
fate; whereas good generals, even though the armies 
they receive are small, soon make them large. Hence, 
as long as we have generals able to command, 
we shall never lack men ready to obey. Bearing 
these things in mind, therefore, and recalling the 

3 éyxov Hertlein: zépov O, mévov Jacoby, 6xAov Smit. 
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achievements of the commonwealth, vote for nothing 
mean, ignoble, or unworthy of yourselves. What 
course of action, then, if anyone should ask me, do 
I advise you to take? For this is what you have 
probably long been eager to know. My advice, then, 
is neither to send ambassadors to the seceders nor 
to decree an abolition of their debts, nor to do any- 
thing else that might seem to betray fear or per- 
plexity. But if they lay down their arms, return to 
the city, and leave it to you to consult about them at 
leisure, I advise you first to examine the situation 
and then to treat them with moderation, knowing 
as you do that all senseless creatures, particularly 
a rabble, behave themselves with arrogance toward 

_the meek and with meekness toward the arrogant.”’ 
LXV. When Claudius had done speaking, a great 

clamour and prodigious tumult filled the senate-cham- 
ber fora long time. For those who were reputed to be 
of the aristocratic party and thought they ought to 
consider the more just course in preference to the 
unjust concurred in the opinion of Claudius, and 
asked the consuls preferably to join the better side, 
considering that the power of the magistracy they 
held derived from the kings, not from the people; 
but if they could not do this, then to keep themselves 
neutral and not bring pressure to bear upon either 
faction, but after counting the opinions of the senators, 
to align themselves with the majority. And if they 
scorned both these courses and themselves assumed 
the sole power of concluding the accommodation, 
they said they would not permit it, but would 

1 This seems to have been the ancient term for the aris- 
tocratic party, as may be seen from Theognis and other 
writers. 
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oppose them with the utmost vigour, with words as 
far as they could, and, if it should prove necessary, 
with arms. These were a powerful group, and 
almost all the young patricians adhered to this 
policy. But all the lovers of peace espoused the 
opinion of Menenius and Valerius, particularly those 
who were advanced in years and remembered all the 
calamities which come upon states as the result of 
civil wars. Nevertheless, being overborne by the 
clamour and disorderly behaviour of the young men 
and viewing with concern their spirit of rivalry and 
fearing lest the insolence with which they treated 
the consuls might come close to violence unless some 
concession were made to them, they at last had 
recourse to weeping and entreating their opponents. 

LXVI. The tumult being appeased and silence 
restored at last, the consuls after some consultation 
together pronounced their decision, as follows: 
** As for us, senators, what we desired most was that 
you should all be of one mind, particularly when you 
were deliberating about the public safety; but if 
that could not be, then we desired that the younger 
senators should yield to the older men among you 
and not contend with them, bearing in mind that 
when they have come to the same age they will 
receive the same deference from their juniors. 
But since we observe that you have fallen into strife, 
the most baneful of all human maladies, and that 
the arrogance dwelling in the young men among you 
is great, for the present, since the remaining part of 
the day is short and there is not time for you to 
reach a final decision, leave the senate-chamber and 
go home; and you will come to the next session more 

3 Biicheler: éxxerrwxoras O, Jacoby. 
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moderate in spirit and. with better counsels. But if 
your contentiousness shall persist, we will no longer 
make use of young men either as judges or counsellors 
concerning what is advantageous, but for the future 
shall restrain their disorderly behaviour by fixing a 
legal age that senators must have reached. As to the 
older members, we shall again give them an oppor- 
tunity of delivering their opinions; and if they do 
not agree, we shall put an end to their strife by a 
speedy method which it is better you should hear of 
and learn beforehand. You are doubtless aware 
that we have had a law, as long as we have inhabited 
this city, by which the senate is invested with 
sovereign power in everything except the appointing 
of magistrates, the enacting of laws, and the declaring 
or terminating of wars, and that the power of deter- 
mining these three matters rests with the people, by 
their votes. Now at the present time we are discuss- 
ing nothing other than war or peace, so that there is 
every necessity that the people should be given the 
opportunity to vote and confirm our resolutions. 
We shall therefore summon them to present them- 
selves in the Forum pursuant to this law, and after 
you have delivered your opinions, we shall take their 
votes, believing this to be the best means of putting 
an end to your strife; and whatever the majority 
of the people shall determine, we shall regard 
that as valid. This honour, I presume, is deserved 
by those who have remained loyal to the common- 
wealth and are to share both our good and bad 
fortune.” 

LXVII. Having said this, they dismissed the 
session; and during the following days they ordered 
proclamation to be made that all who were in the 
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errovobvTo adv oluwyh Kal ddupu~@ martépes TE Kal 
Taidia vim Toav amooTtaTmv, TH Kupia TeV 
Hpep@v e&jecav emi thy ayopay oTevoywpov- 
pevynv ex moAAfs étt vuKTOs amacav OyAw TavTo- 
da7@. Kal trapeAPovres emi To tepov tod ‘Hdai- 
orov, eva iv eBos adbrois Tas exkAnoias émitedeiv, 
mMpO@Tov pev em7jveoav Tov Shpwov emi TH omovdy 
Kal mpovpia ris Kata mAHV0s adigews: Emeira 
mapexdAcoay exdexeoOar pel novylas, €ws av 
yevnrat TO mpoBovAevpa. THS Bovdjjs: trois 8 
olKetous TOV amootatav ayabas Tapyvouv eArridas 
éxew, ws od bia paxpod Kopuovpevors Ta PiATara, 
Kal peta ToOTO mapeABovTes eis TO GvVEedpiovy avdTot 
te SiehéyOnoav emveixets Kal petpious Adyous, Kal 
tovs aAdAous HElovv ypnotas Kal piAavOpemrous azro- 
deixvvcbar yrwopas. mpOtov dé THv adAwv éxdAovv 
Tov Meviviov: és avaoras tots atrots éxypyoaro 
Adyots ois Kal Tporepov emi Tas SiadAayds Tay 
Bovdny mapakadrav Kal yrmpnv dmedrvaro THY adTHV 
ag vav mpeoBeiav dmoareAew mpos Tovs adeorn= 
KoTas dua Taxéwv abroxpatopa THv SvadAayav. 
LXVII. Mera ToOToV dvicravro Kadodpevor 

Kal? _mAuctay ot TH _brarucny eaXNKOTES apy7y, 
ols dmraow eddxer Th Mevqviov xphodae yroun, 
ews 1 Kabijcev 6 Adyos els TOV “Army. 6 
avaords, “ “Op peév,” édnoev, “ drt Kal Tots 
tmdrous €oTi Kexapiopevov, ® Bovdy, Kat Tots 

1 réws Jacoby. 
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country and in the fortresses should present them- 
selves, and they gave notice to the senate to assemble 
on the same day. When they found the city was 
thronged with people and that the sentiments of 
the patricians had yielded to the entreaties, tears and 
lamentations both of the parents and infant children 
of the seceders, they went on the appointed day to 
the Forum, which was completely packed with a 
concourse of all sorts of people who had been there 
from far back in the night. And proceeding to 
the temple of Vulcan, where it was customary for the 
people to hold their assembles, they first commended 
them for their alacrity and zeal in attending en 
masse, and then advised them to wait quietly till the 
preliminary decree of the senate should be passed; 
and they exhorted the kinsmen of the seceders to 
entertain good hopes of getting back in a short 
time those who were dearest to them. After that 
they went to the senate-house, where they not only 
themselves spoke with reasonableness and modera- 
tion, but also asked the rest to deliver opinions that 
were expedient and humane. And ahead of all 
the others they called upon Menenius, who, rising 
up, spoke to the same effect as before, exhorting the 
senate to make the accommodation, and expressed 
the same opinion, asking that envoys should speedily 
be sent to the seceders with full powers in regard to 
the accommodation. 

LXVIII. After him the others who had held the 
office of consul, being called upon according to their 
age, rose up and all favoured adopting the opinion 
of Menenius, till it came to the turn of Appius to 
speak. He, rising up, said: “I see, senators, that 
it is the pleasure both of the consuls and of almost 
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dAXows dpiv dAlyou Sev maou Katdyew tov Sipov 
ed’ ols av abros afwot: Kal povos && amdvrwy eyd 
Aeimopar Tdv evavtuwlevtwy mpos tas Siaddoes 
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2 xpHoyos wv. ov pv dia TabTd ye amoorHoopat 
Tov €€ apyis éyvwopevwv ovde Katadreibw Thy 
Taw) ris todirelas Exwv. dow 5° av épnudrepos 
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mepi€orar por Cavr. pev €maivos, TeAevTHaavre 8 
1) Tapa T&v ervywopevwy pvypn. ein pev odv, @ 
Kamradue Ze Kai Oeoi modAews emioxoror ris 
npeTépas qpwes te Kat daipoves, door yhv Tip 

wuatwy epopare, Kadi Kal cvpdépovoa maow 1 
Ttav dvyddwrv Kdbodos, Kat pevobeinv éyd trav 

3 eAridwy ds brép Tod yéANovTos exw ypdvov. €av 
dé te Sewov ek rovTwy KataddBy r&v BovdAev- 
patwy tHv méAW—€orat 5é€ TodTo davepov ov«K Eis 
pakpdv—rovrois pev tayelav exavdpbwow adrol 
doinre Kal awrTnpiay tois mpdyywacw dodadq: 
euot 8, ds otr ev ddAw Kaip@ maémoTe Ta 
noiora ciAdpnv A€yew arti Tov wheApwrdrwr 
ovte viv mpodidwut TO Kowov idiav Karampar- 
Topevos aadddeay, edpeveis einte Kal perdcyror. 

4 Jeois pev 57 Tabra edyouat, Adywv yap oddev Ere 
det>  yodiunv 8 jv Kat mpdtepov amodaivouat, 
Tous wev ev TH mode Siapevovras Tov Sypotikav 
adiecbar* xpedv, tots 8 droordrais mroAepetv 
andon mpobvpia, €ws® av er Siapévwow ev rots 
omrAous.”” 

1 xataeipw rv rag B: xatadjpopar tiv yropny R. 
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all the rest of you to bring back the people upon their 
own terms; and I alone am left of all those who 
opposed the accommodation, with the result that I 
continue to be hated by them and at the same time 
am no longer of any use to you. Nevertheless, I 
shall not on this account depart from my former 
opinion nor willingly desert my post as a citizen; 
but the more I am abandoned by those who for- 
merly espoused the same sentiments, the more I 
shall one day be esteemed by you; while I live, I 
shall be praised by you, and when I am dead, I shall 
be remembered by posterity. But do thou, Jupiter 
Capitolinus, and ye guardian gods of our city, ye 
heroes and divinities who keep watch over the land 
of the Romans, grant that the return of the fugitives 
may be honourable and advantageous to all, and that 
I may be mistaken in my forebodings regarding the 
future. But if any misfortune should come upon 
the commonwealth as a result of these measures— 
and this will soon be manifest—may ye yourselves 
speedily correct them and grant safety and security 
to the commonwealth! And to me, who neither 
upon any other occasion ever chose to say the things 
that were most agreeable instead of those that were 
most profitable, nor am now betraying the state 
while securing my own safety, may ye be favourable 
and propitious! These are the prayers I address to 
the gods; for speeches are of no further use. The 
opinion I express is the same as before, namely, 
to relieve of their debts the people who remain in the 
city, but to make war upon the seceders with the 
utmost vigour as long as they remain in arms.” 

2 Sylburg: dd¢eiofa: AB, 3 réws Jacoby. 
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LXIX. Tatra cindy enavoato. eet 8 ai trav 
mpeoBurépwv papa TH Mevnviov mpooebevro, 
Kal Kabiicev 6 Adyos emi TOUS VEewTEpOUS, opbAs 
ovons dmdons Tis Bovd;js dviorarae Zrrdptos 
Navrws, oixtas ev Tots Tove Aapmpordrns * 
diddoxos- 6 yap Hyepov adtav Tod yevous Nawrvos 
aro TOV ovv Avveig oretAdvrwy THY drouktay 

* WY, "AOnvas i iepeds TToAuddos, Kat 70 Edavov 
a aie Tijs Beds petaviotdpevos, 6 Sueptdar- 
Tov dou map ddA\wv peradapBavovres oi Tob 
yévous ovres tod Navriwy: ds eddKxe Kab dua Ty 
oiketav dperiy Aapmporaros elvar TOV véewy, Kal 
ovK els pakpav Ths dratiKAs efovoias Tevgeabar. 
dpEdevos oi dmronoyeiabac kowny dmohoyiay 3 dmeép 
dmdvre Ta@v vewy, ws ovTe diAoverkia TH mpos 
Tovs Tmarépas ovre avladeia /_Xpnoapeveny ore THY 
evavriav Eoxov ev TH Tporepa Bovdj Tpoaipeow, 
aan’ elmep apa udpravov, did THY TAuctay 
youn opadevrwv, terXevtdv éfy TO moTOV Tov- 
Tov mrapefecbat Thv petaBoAnv. ovyywpetv yoov 
avrots ws dipewov ppovotow errufmpileobar mav oO 
Tl av yy@vrae T@ KoWw® ovpdépev, ws ovdev obayv 
ye mpos Tatra evavruwaopevenr, ada TELoopeveny 
Tots mpeoBurépors. Opova be Toure Kal Tay 
ddAwv véewy atopnvayevwy eKTOS ddiyeov Twaiv 
mave TeV ’Amriov ovyyevav emrawéoarres THY 
evKoopiav atr&v of trator Kal mapaxadéoavres 

1 €v tots mavu Aapwmporarns Sintenis: éy tats mavu Aapmpo- 
Taras O. 

®? els Kiessling: 6s O, Jacoby, om. Reiske. 

1 He is called Nautes by Virgil, Aen. v. 704. 
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LXIX. Having said this, he ended. When the 
opinions of the older senators agreed with that of 
Menenius and it came to the turn of the younger 
members to speak, the whole senate being on tip-toe 
with suspense, Spurius Nautius rose up, the heir of a 
most illustrious family. For Nautius,! the founder 
of the line, was one of those who took out the colony 
with Aeneas, being a priest of Athena Polias;? and 
when he removed from Troy, he brought with him the 
wooden statue of that goddess, which the family of 
the Nautii guarded thereafter, receiving it in succes- 
sion one from another. This man was esteemed the 
most illustrious of all the younger senators for his 
own merits as well, and it was expected that he would 
soon obtain the consulship. He began by making a 
general defence of all the younger senators, de- 
elaring that neither a spirit of rivalry towards their 
elders nor arrogance had induced them to adopt a 
position opposed to that of the others at the last 
meeting of the senate, and if they had committed any 
error, it had been a mistake in judgment due to 
their youth; and in conclusion he said that they would 
now give proof of this by changing their opinion. 
They consented at any rate that the others, as men of 
better judgment, should decree whatever they 
thought most conducive to the welfare of the state, 
assuring them that they, at least, would offer no 
opposition in this matter, but would follow the advice 
of their elders. And when all the other younger 
members made the same declaration, except a very 
small number who were related to Appius, the consuls 
commended their dignified behaviour and exhorted 

2 The epithet Todds, like TloAvodyos, means “ preserver of 
the city.” 
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els TdvTa Ta KOWa TOLOUTOUS EavTOvs TapéexeEL, 
mpeoBevras ethovro d€éKa Tovs emupaveorarous 
Tov mpeaBuTépwv, eKTOS EvOs AmavTas UTaTLKOUs. 
o 8 dmrobderxbévres hoav olde: *Aypimmas 
Meryvos Tatouv vids See Mdvos Odadré- 
plos Odorovacov vids ! igs , [léaAvos Depaul: 
Avos TozmAtov Bes hdl as | Higeties Tlooropuos * 
Koivrou vidos TovBeprtos, Tires AiBovtwos Térov 
vios DAaovwos,3 Lepovwos VodAmixvos TozAtov vids 
Kapepivos, AdAos Tloordpusos TlomAtov vids 
BdABos, AdAos Odepyivios Atdov vids KatApov- 
tavos.4 eta Tatra ths BovdAts Siadvbetons otf 
fev Umator mpoedOdrres eis exkAnoiay To ddéypa 
Ths Bovdtjs avéyywoav Kal rods mpeoBeuvTas 
Tapyyayov:® amavtwy 8 a€iotvtwv tas evToAds 
ds edwKav avrois pabetv, elmov ev T@ pavep@ 
uparrew, ory dy TpoTrW Svvwrrat, gudav TO 
Ojp © Tpos TOUS Tarpucious arep dddov Kal 
amarns Kal Kkarayayely tovs ghevyovras emt Ta 
adgérepa ev TaxeEL. 
LXX. Tavras of rpéoBeis rap’ adrdv* AaBovres 

‘ > \ > A 26 7/ / A \ Tas evtodas advOynpepov e€jeoav. POdcaca dé Thy 

1 6 Aawarns pavios odadrgpios ovedovoaov vios B: om. R. 
6 Aavarns is an error for Aavaros, or possibly Aavarns (ef. v. 
44, 1, where the genitive Aavdrov occurs). Kiessling assumed 
a lacuna after vios in this line, and another in the line below. 

¢ IlomAiov vids . . . [IdaAvos Tloordéusos Kiessling : zromAlov 
vids moarovjuos A, némdos TOGTOU[LLOS 

3’ The cognomen should be either @Adovos or PAdBos. 
Compare the similar error in v. 59, 1. 

‘ KaAovravds Portus: cal vwyevravoes A, Kevouevravos Ba, 
Kal vowevTavos 

5 Sintenis: mpottyayo vO. 
® ouvvOécba after Step deleted by Cobet. 
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them to conduct themselves in the same manner in 
all public matters; after which they chose as envoys 
ten men who were the most distinguished of the older 
senators, all but one being former consuls.1_ Those 
appointed were the following: Agrippa Menenius 
Lanatus, the son of Gaius, Manius Valerius [Volu- 
sus], the son of Volusus, . . ., Publius Servilius 
[Priscus], the son of Publius, . . ., Publius 
Postumius Tubertus, the son of Quintus, Titus 
Aebutius Flavus, the son of Titus, Servius Sulpicius 
Camerinus, the son of Publius, Aulus Postumius Bal- 
bus, the son of Publius, and Aulus Verginius Caeli- 
montanus, the son of Aulus.? After this, the senate 
being dismissed, the consuls went to the assembly 
of the people, and having ordered the decree of the 
senate to be read, presented the envoys. And as 
everyone desired to be informed of the instructions 
which the senate had given them, the consuls 
declared openly that they had ordered them to 
reconcile the people to the patricians by any means 
they could without fraud or deceit and to bring the 
fugitives home speedily. 

LXX. The envoys, having received these in- 
structions from the senate, went out of the city the 

1 For chaps. 69, 3-86 cf. Livy ii. 32, 8-12. 
2 In the Greek each name is given in the official Roman 

order—praenomen, nomen, m of father, cognomen. 
The names of only eight of the ten envoys are preserved, and 
two of these lack the cognomen. Kiessling’s arrangement, 
here followed, assumes only two lacunae in the Greek text, 
each of them involving the loss of a cognomen and a complete 

One of the missing names was probably T. Larcius 
lavus. 

7 map’ adray Reiske: air@ O. 
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mapovoiay avTa@v 1 Omen dunyyeire Tots emt 
orparomedou mdvTa Ta Ev TH OAc ‘yevoueva, Kal 
avrika mavres exAurovTes TO Epupa darnvreov ert 
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dvip, o€vs TH, yroopn mpoidetv wut Trav eoopeveny 
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Kwtidos ovK advvatos, ds éxadeiro pev Aevxuos 
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2 Bpodrov émexdAovv. obdros 6 avijp Tov iyenova 
Tod otparoTrédov XuKivviov diddbas ws ovK 
dpewov ein TO Shum padiws éavTdov éemiTpéemew 
Tots mporewvopmevols, va pr am eéAdrrovos afid- 
cews aTysorépay etpytat tiv KdOodov, aAr 
evavtiodabar péxpt moAdod Kai tpaywdiav Twa 
emBeivar Tots TpaypLact TpoomroTov, dTrooxope- 
vos TE avros avadnypecbar tov UTEP Tob O7jou 
Adyov 76. TE aMa, vmoleuevos a xen) mparrew 7 
Aéyevw, €metoe TOV LiKivviov. Kad peta Tobro 6 
pev Lekivvios ovyKadéoas «is eKKAnoiay Tov 
Sjpov exéAevoe Tovs mpeacBevtas breép av jKovot 
Aéyewv. 
LXXI. THapeAbav 5¢ Mdvos Ovadrépios, domep 

hv aitav mpeaB’tatds te Kai SnuotiKwraros, 
Emipaptupyoavros avT@ tTHv mpobvpiay tod mAxj- 
Bovs edpeveotdrais gdwvais Kal mpoonyopiats, 
ere) Gwwi7hs eTvxe TowovTos éexpyoato Adyots: 
‘ 171A: re BL 2 Reiske: mpoeuzety O. 
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same day. But the news of everything that had 
passed in the city reached those in the camp ahead of 
them, and presently all the plebeians left the en- 
campment and met the envoys while they were still 
upon the road. Now there was in the camp a very 
turbulent and seditious man who had a shrewd mind 
for foreseeing something of the future far in advance, 
and he was not lacking in ability to express his 
thoughts, being a great talker and babbler. He had 
the same name, Lucius Junius, as the man who had 
overthrown the kings, and desiring to make the 
similarity of their names complete, he wished also to 
be called Brutus. To most people, it seems, he was a 
laughing-stock because of his vain pretentiousness, 
and when they wished to make sport of him, they 
ealled him by the nickname Brutus. This man now 
showed Sicinius, who was the commander of the camp, 
that it was not to the best interest of the people to 
submit readily to the proposals that were offered, 
lest by beginning with too moderate a demand, they 
might find their return home less honourable, but 
to oppose them for a long time and to inject into the 
negotiations an element of play-acting; and after 
promising to take upon himself the defence of the 
people and suggesting everything else that was to be 
done and said, he prevailed upon Sicinius. There- 
upon Sicinius, assembling the people, asked the 
envoys to state their reason for coming. 
LXXI. Then Manius Valerius, who was the old- 

est of the envoys and most in sympathy with the 
common people, came forward, while the crowd 
testified their affection for him by the friendliest 
expressions and appellations; and when he _ had 
secured silence, he spoke as follows: 
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ec O nde e a ” Ao 5 vdev vpas ere To + Kw dev coTw, @ Synporat, 
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Too ovvedpiov yropny exdexopevot, nd eis xpo- 
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Aovres ® ra mpayyarrd. tadra, 57 4 Tijs Bovdjjs 
ere puoperns ° d€éxeobe dopevor TAS xdperas 
advT@av, @ Snporac, peTa maons mpobupias Kal 
omovd7s, év peyarw TUBE Wevor THY Tooavrny 
evruxiav Kai _ TOM tots Jeois yapw etddres avris, 
ei mods 7 ‘Pwpaiwv 7, Tocovrey dpxovoa 
dvOpeimev, Kat avvedpiov, & THY Tyyepoviay Exel 
mavrov Tov ev TavTn Karav, ovK OV avrots 
maTpiov ovdevt THY avtTimdAwy elkew, dyiv povots 
drokatakAivovrat THs a€uwwoews EKovTEs, Kal OUTE 
axpiBoroyetobar mepi TOV KabnKdvrwy EexaTéepois 
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adv0dders budv aroxpicets, ds emoimoaabe mpos 

1 +6 added by Sintenis. 2 Sylburg: xareivac O. 
. 3 dyaBdAovtes B: avadaBovres A. 4 Sintenis: 5e O. 
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“ Nothing now hinders you, plebeians, from re- 
turning to your homes and being reconciled to the 
senators. For the senate has voted you an honourable 
and advantageous return, and has decreed an am- 
nesty for all that has happened. They have also sent 
us as envoys, men whom they knew to be the greatest 
friends of the people and deservedly honoured by 
you, giving us full powers with respect to the accom- 
modation, so that we may not judge of your senti- 
ments by appearances or conjectures, but may learn 
from you yourselves upon what terms you think fit 
to put an end to the sedition, and, if there is any 
moderation in your demands and they are not 
impossible or precluded by some irreparable dis- 
honour attached to them, we may grant them to you 
without waiting for the opinion of the senate or 
exposing the negotiations to long delays and to the 
jealousy of your adversaries. Since, then, the senate 
has passed this decree, do you receive their favours, 
plebeians, joyfully, with the greatest alacrity and 
enthusiasm, setting a high value upon so great good 
fortune and returning profound thanks therefor to 
the gods, in that the Roman commonwealth, which 
rules over so many people, and the senate, which has 
the command of all the blessings therein, though it is 
an established custom with them to yield to none of 
their adversaries, nevertheless willingly yield some 
of their dignity in favour of you alone. For they 
neither thought fit to enter into such a minute 
discussion of the rights of each side as might be 
expected from superiors when treating with their 
inferiors, but instead took the initiative themselves 

5 éreindpicperyns O: éndiopévns Sintenis, Jacoby. 
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in sending envoys to propose an accommodation, 
nor did they receive with anger the haughty answers 
you gave to their former envoys, but endured this 
insolent and puerile exhibition of your arrogance as 
good parents would endure that of their foolish 
children; and they thought they ought to send another 
embassy and accept less than their full rights, and 
to submit to anything, citizens, that is reasonable. 
Now that you have met with so great good fortune, do 
not delay, plebeians, to tell us what you desire and 
do not mock at us. But when you have put an end 
to the sedition, return with joy to your country 
which gave you your birth and rearing, blessings for 
which you made her a sorry recompense and return 
when you left her, as far as in you lay, to be desolate 
and a pasture for flocks. But if you let this oppor- 
tunity slip, you will wish time and again for another.”’ 
‘LXXII. When now Valerius had done speaking, 

Sicinius came forward and said that those who de- 
liberated wisely ought not to examine the expediency 
of any measure from a single point of view, but 
should suggest to themselves the opposite view as 
well, particularly when affairs of so great moment 
were under consideration. Then he asked any who 
pleased to answer these proposals, laying aside all 
modesty and caution; for their situation, now that 
they were reduced to such distress, did not permit of 
their yielding to either hesitation or undue modesty. 
When there was silence, they all looked at one 
another to find out who would speak for the common 
cause; but none appeared, though Sicinius repeated 
the same request several times. At last Lucius 
Junius, the man who wanted Brutus to be added to 
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his name, came forward in accordance with his pro- 
mise, and being received with general applause from 
the crowd, delivered a speech of the following tenor: 

“It seems, plebeians, that the dread of the patri- 
cians is still so firmly rooted in your minds that it 
holds you in terror, and, humbled on that account, 
you shrink from uttering in public the arguments 
that you are wont to use to one another. For 
each one of you, perhaps, thinks that his neighbour 
will plead the common cause and that all the others 
rather than he will undergo any danger there may be, 
while he himself, standing in a place of safety, will 
enjoy, free from fear, his share of the benefit arising 
from the boldness of the other. But in this he is 
mistaken; for if we should all hold this opinion, the 
cowardice of each one of you will prove a common 
injury to all, and while every man consults his own 
safety, he will be destroying the common safety of 
all. But even if you did not know before that you 
are freed from this dread and that you have your 
liberty secure as long as you have your arms, learn 
it now at least, taking these men as your teachers. 
For these arrogant and stern men have not come with 
orders for you, as before, or with threats, but begging 
and beseeching you to return to your homes, and now 
begin to deal with you as with free men upon equal 
terms. Why, then, are you any longer in awe of 
them and why are you silent? Why do you not as- 
sume the spirit of free men, and having now broken 
at last the curb which held you, tell all men what you 
have suffered at their hands? Unhappy men, of 
what are you afraid? That you will suffer some harm 
if you follow my lead in giving free rein to the 
tongue? For I shall expose myself to the danger of 
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declaring to them frankly the justice of your cause, 
concealing nothing. And since Valerius has said 
that nothing hinders you from going back to your 
homes, the senate having given you leave to return 
and having decreed you an amnesty besides, I shall 
give him this answer—that which is the very truth 
and must needs be told. 

LXXIII. ‘‘ As for us, Valerius, there are many 
other reasons that hinder us from laying down our 
arms and putting ourselves in your power, but these 
three are the most important and the most obvious: 
First, because you have come to accuse us as if we 
had offended, and when you give us leave to return 
you count it as a favour to us; next, because when 

_ you invite us to an accommodation you do not give 
any hint upon what terms of justice and humanity we 
are to enter into it; and lastly, because there is no 
certainty of your fulfilling your promises to us, since 
time and again you have consistently deceived and 
deluded us. I shall speak to each of these points 
separately, beginning with the matter of justice; 
for it is the duty of all who speak either in private 
or in public to begin with justice. Well then, if we 
are doing you any injustice, we do not ask for either 
impunity or an amnesty; though we do not choose 
even to share the same city with you any longer, but 
will live wherever Fate shall lead us, leaving it to 
Fortune and to the gods to direct our course. But 
if, suffering injustice at your hands, we have been 
compelled to experience this condition in which we 
now are, why do you not acknowledge that, having 
yourselves wronged us, you stand in need of pardon 
and an amnesty? But as it is, you profess to be 
giving the pardon for which you ought to be asking, 
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and prate boastfully of acquitting us of the resent- 
ment of which you yourselves seek to be acquitted, 
thereby confusing the very essence of truth and 
reversing the very meaning of justice. That you 
are not the victims, but the doers of injustice, and 
that you have not made handsome returns for the 
many great services you have received from the 
people in respect both to your liberty and to your 
sovereignty, learn from me now. I shall begin my 
argument with the matters you yourselves are 
acquainted with, and I beg of you in the name of the 
gods, if I make any false statement, that you will 
not tolerate it, but will promptly refute me. 
LXXIV. “Our earliest government was mon- 

-archy, under which constitution we lived till the 
seventh generation. And during all these reigns 
the people never suffered any loss of rights at the 
hands of their kings, and least of all from those who 
reigned last, to say nothing of the many important 
advantages they enjoyed from their rule. For, 
besides the other methods the kings used of courting 
and flattering the people in order to win them to 
themselves and make them enemies to you—which is 
the practice of all rulers who aim at extending their 
power to tyranny—when they had made themselves 
masters of Suessa, a very prosperous city, after a long 
war, and had it in their power to grant no part of the 
spoils to anyone, but to appropriate the whole to 
themselves and surpass all other kings in riches, 
they did not think fit to do so, but brought out all 
the booty and placed it at the disposal of the army, 
so that, besides the slaves, cattle and the other spoils, 
which were many and of great value, every one of us 
received five minae of silver for his share. But we 
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disregarded all this when they used their power more 
in the manner of tyrants to injure, not us, to be sure, 
but you; and resenting their behaviour, we gave 
up our affection for our kings and joined you, and 
rising with you against them, both those of us who 
were in the city and those in camp, we drove them 
out, and bringing to you their power, entrusted it to 
you. And though it was often possible for us to go 
over to the side of the expelled kings, yet we scorned 
to accept the lavish gifts they offered us to induce us 
to violate our pledge to you, but patiently endured 
many great and continuous wars and dangers on your 
account. And up to this time, which is the seven- 
teenth year, we have been worn out with fighting 
against all mankind for our common liberty. For 
while the government was still unsettled—as often 
happens in the case of sudden revolutions—we 
ventured to contend with the two most renowned 
cities of the Tyrrhenians, Tarquinii and Veii, when 
they sought with a large army to restore the kings; 
and fighting, a few against many, and displaying 
the greatest enthusiasm, we not only overcame and 
drove back these foes, but preserved the power for 
the surviving consul. Not long afterwards, when 
Porsena, king of the Tyrrhenians, was also endeavour- 
ing to restore the exiles both with the united forces 
of all Tyrrhenia commanded by himself and with those 
which the others had long before raised, we, though 
unprovided with an adequate army, and for that 
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reason forced to undergo a siege and reduced to the 
last extremity and to a dearth of everything, yet by 
enduring all these hardships forced him to depart 
after first becoming our friend. And last of all, 
when the kings for the third time sought to effect 
their restoration with the aid of the Latin nation and 
brought against us thirty cities, we, seeing you 
entreating, lamenting, calling upon every one of us, 
and reminding us of our friendship, our common 
rearing, and the campaigns we had shared together, 
could not bear to abandon you. But looking upon 
it as a most honourable and glorious thing to fight 
your battles, we rushed into the midst of perils and 
hazarded on that occasion surely the greatest 
danger of all, in which, after we had received many 
wounds and lost many of our relations, companions 
and comrades in arms, we overcame the enemy, 
killed their generals, and destroyed the whole 
royal family. 
LXXV. “ These are the services we rendered to 

assist you in freeing yourselves from the tyrants, 
exerting ourselves beyond our strength because of 
our enthusiasm, and engaging in the struggle quite 
as much through the promptings of our own valour 
as because of necessity. Now hear what we have 
done to gain for you the respect of and the rule over 
others, and to acquire for you a power greater than 
was at first expected; and, as I said before, if I 
deviate from the truth, you will contradict me. For 
you, when it seemed that your liberty was firmly 
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assured, were not contented to stop there, but intent 
upon bold and new undertakings, and regarding as a 
possible enemy every creature who clung to liberty, 
and declaring war against almost all the world, in all 
the perils and in all the battles fought to support 
that greed for power you thought fit to waste our 
bodies. I say nothing of all the cities that sometimes 
singly, sometimes two jointly, fought with you in 
defence of their liberty, some of which we overcame 
in pitched battles and others we took by storm and 
compelled them to become subjects to you. For 
what need is there to relate these actions in detail 
when we have such an abundance of material? But 
who were they who assisted you in acquiring and 
subjecting to you all Tyrrhenia, a country divided 
into twelve principalities and exceeding powerful 
on both land and sea? Whose assistance rendered 
the Sabines, this powerful nation which had ever 
contended with you for the primacy, unable any 
longer to contend for equality? And again, who 
subdued the thirty cities of the Latins, which not 
only gloried in the superiority of their forces but 
prided themselves on the superior justice of their 
demands? And who compelled them to fly to you 
imploring you to prevent their enslavement and the 
razing of their cities? 

LXXVI. ‘I omit the other dangers in which we 
engaged along with you while we were not yet at odds 
with you and indeed laid claim ourselves to some 
share of the expected profits of empire. But when 

1 $2 iows Bb: Sejoews A, cai ws Ba, 1” ions Reiske. 
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at last it was clear that the empire that you had 
gained was a tyranny, that you abused us like slaves, 
and that we no longer continued to entertain the 
same feelings towards you, and when almost all your 
subjects revolted, the Volscians setting the example, 
which was followed by the Aequians, the Hernicans, 
the Sabines, and many others, and a unique opportu- 
nity seemed to offer itself, if we chose to take 
advantage of it, to accomplish one of two things, 
either to overthrow your empire or to render it 
more moderate for the future, do you remember into 
what despair of your domination you fell and how 
you were in the last stage of discouragement lest 
we should either not assist you in the war or, indulging 

_our resentment, should go over to the enemy, and 
what entreaties and promises you made? What did 
we, the humble folk who had been treated out- 
rageously by you, do then? We allowed ourselves 
to be overcome by the entreaties and prevailed upon 
by the promises which the excellent Servilius here, 
who was consul at the time, made to the people, and 
retained no resentment against you for the wrongs 
of the past, but conceiving good hopes of the future, 
we entrusted ourselves to you; and having subdued 
all your enemies in a short time, we returned with 
many prisoners and rich spoils. For these services 
what return did you make to us? One that was just 
and worthy of the dangers to which we had exposed 
ourselves?* No, indeed; far from it! Why, you 
violated even the promises which you had ordered 
the consul to make to us in the name of the common- 
wealth; and this excellent man himself, whom you 

2 zov dvdpa B: om. R. 
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had basely used to trick us, you deprived of his 
triumph, though he of all men most deserved that 
honour, and you attached this disgrace to him for 
no other reason than because he asked you to per- 
form the act of justice that you had promised and 
made it clear that he resented your deceit. 
LXXVII. “ And just recently (for I shall add this 

one more instance to that part of my discourse 
which relates to justice before I make an end), 
when the Aequians, the Sabines, and the Volscians 
with one accord not only rose against you them- 
selves, but invited others to do likewise, were not 
you, the proud and stern, obliged to fly to us, the 
mean and despised, and to promise everything in 
order to secure your safety at that time? And that 
you might not seem to be intending to deceive us 
again, as you had often done before, you made use 
of Manius Valerius here, the greatest friend of the 
people, as a cover for your deceit ; confiding in whom 
and believing ourselves in no danger of being imposed 
upon by a dictator, and least of all by a man who had 
treated us well, we assisted you in this war also, and 
having fought not a few battles, and those neither 
inconsiderable nor obscure, we overcame your 
enemies. But, once the war was ended in a most 
glorious manner and sooner than anyone had ex- 
pected, you were so far from rejoicing and feel- 
ing yourselves under great obligation to the people, 
that you thought fit to keep us still in arms and 
under our standards against our will, that you might 
violate your promises as you had determined from 

3 évexa, added by Sylburg; Steph.? had added izép before 
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the beginning. Then, when Servilius would not 
submit to the deceit nor to the dishonour of your 
action, but brought the standards into the city and 
sent the forces to their homes, you, making this an 
excuse for not doing us justice, insulted him and kept 
not a single one of your promises to us, but at one 
and the same time committed three most lawless 
acts, in that you destroyed the prestige of the senate, 
you ruined the credit of Servilius, and you deprived 
your benefactors of the recompense that was due to 
their labours. Since, therefore, patricians, we have 
these and many other things of the like nature to 
allege against you, we do not think fit to have 
recourse to supplicating and entreating you, nor, 
like men guilty of heinous crimes, to secure our 
return by accepting impunity and amnesty. How- 
ever, we do not feel that we ought to enter into a 
minute discussion of these grievances at present, 
since we are met to treat of an agreement, but 
leaving them to indifference and oblivion, we simply 
put up with them. 
LXXVIII. “ But why do you not declare openly 

the terms of your mission and say plainly what you 
have come to ask? On the strength of what hopes 
do you ask us to return to the city? The prospect of 
what kind of fortune awaiting us are we to take to 
guide us on the way? ‘The prospect of what cheer 
or joy that is going to receive us? For we have not 
as yet heard you promise any act of kindness or of 
benefit—no honours, no magistracies, no relief of our 
poverty, nor, in a word, anything else whatever. 
And yet it is not what you intend to do that you 
should tell us, but what you have already done, in 

8 Portus: AaBdvres O. 
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order that, having already some action before us as 
an earnest of your goodwill, we may infer that the 
remaining actions will be of like nature. I suppose, 
though, that they will answer to this that they are come 
with full powers in all matters, so that whatever we 
can persuade one another to accept is to be valid. 
Grant this to be so, and let the natural results follow ; 
I offer no objections. But I desire to learn from 
them what is to happen afterwards, when we have 
stated the conditions upon which we think fit to 
return and these conditions have been accepted by 
them: Who will stand surety to us for the carrying 
out of the terms? ‘Trusting to what assurance shall 
we drop the arms from our hands and put our persons 
-again in the power of these men? Shall we trust 
to the decrees of the senate that will be drawn up 
concerning these matters? For surely they have 
not been drawn up already. And what shall hinder 
these from being annulled in turn by other decrees, 
whenever Appius and those of his faction shall think 
fit? Or shall we trust to the high standing of the 
envoys who pledge their own good faith? But the 
senate has already made use of these men to deceive 
us. Or shall we trust to agreements sworn to by 
oaths taken in the name of the gods, gaining our 
assurance from these? But for my part, I am more 
afraid of this than of any other kind of assurance 
men can give, because I observe that it is treated 
contemptuously by those in positions of command, 
and because I understand, not now for the first time, 
but as the result of many experiences in the past, 
that forced agreements made by men desirous of 
ruling with those who strive to retain their free- 
dom last only as long as the necessity exists which 
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compelled those agreements. What kind of friend- 
ship, therefore, and good faith is that under which 
we shall be obliged to court one another against our 
will while we each are watching for our own opportu- 
nities? And after this will come suspicions and 
continual accusations of one another, jealousies and 
hatreds and every other kind of evil, and a constant 
struggle to see which of us shall first effect the 
destruction of his adversary, each believing that 
in delay lies disaster. 
LXXIX. “ There is no greater evil, as all are 

aware, than civil war, in which the conquered are 
unfortunate and the conquerors are unjust, and it is 
the fate of the former to be destroyed by their. 
‘dearest ones, and of the latter to destroy those who 
are dearest to them. To such misfortunes and to 
such abhorred calamities do not summon us, patri- 
cians, nor let us, plebeians, answer their summons, 
but let us acquiesce in the fate which has separated 
us. No, let them have the whole city to themselves 
and enjoy it without us, and let them reap alone 
every other advantage after they have driven the 
humble and obscure plebeians from the fatherland. 
As for us, let us depart whithersoever Heaven shall 
conduct us, feeling that we are leaving an alien 
place and not our own city. For there remains to 
none of us here either an allotment of land, or an ances- 
tral hearth, or common sacrifices, or any position of 
dignity, such as one would possess in one’s fatherland, 
the desire for which things might induce us to cling 
to this country even against our will; nay we have 
not even the liberty of our own persons which we 
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have purchased with many hardships. For some of 
these advantages have been destroyed by the many 
wars, some have been consumed by the scarcity of the 
necessaries of daily life, and of others we have been 
robbed by these haughty money-lenders, for whom 
we poor wretches are at last obliged to till our 
own. allotments, digging, planting, ploughing, tend- 
ing flocks, and becoming fellow-slaves with our own 
slaves taken by us in war, some of us being bound 
with chains, some with fetters, and others, like the 
most savage of wild beasts, dragging wooden clogs 
and iron balls. I say nothing of the tortures and 
insults, the stripes, the labours from dawn till dark, 
and every other cruelty, violence, and insolence that 
we have undergone. Accordingly, now that we are 
freed by Heaven from so many and so great evils, 
let us gladly fly from them with all the eagerness and 
ability each of us possesses, taking as the guides of 
our journey Fortune and the god who ever preserve 
us, and looking upon our liberty as our country and 
our valour as our wealth. For any land will receive 
us as partners, since we shall be no cause of offence 
in any case to those who receive us, and in some cases 
shall actually be of service. 
LXXX. “Of this let many Greeks and many 

barbarians serve us as examples, particularly the 
ancestors of both these men and ourselves; some of 
whom, leaving Asia with Aeneas, came into Europe 
and built a city in thecountry of the Latins, and others, 
coming as colonists from Alba under the leadership 
of Romulus, built in these parts the city we are now 
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ovd€ Tupi Kal owdipw KaKwoavTes THY éKAEuTO- 
pevnv yiv, odd’ dAdo pwynpdovvov oddev aiwviov 
Katadimovres €xOpas, ws tais mapeomovdn- 
pévats duyais® Kai els aBovdAjrovs avdyKas 

4 KataKdAeobeicais bos eori Spav. Oeovs Te emupap- 
Tupdpevot Kat Saiwovas, ot Ta Ovnta mavTAa KaTa 
diknv dyovat, Kal Karadurovres ekelvois avampd- 
Eacba. tas brep Hpdv Sikas, exetvo povov a&wod- 

nn od ‘ ev, ols €otw judy ev TH moAK TéKva vimia Kat 
yovels Kal el TwWes apa yuvaikes juiv eeAjcovar 
Kkowwveiy THs TUxnS Ta GwHpaTta amodaPeiv. 
Tad? ipiv amdxypn AaBeiv, Kai odKére oddevds 
” / ~ > ~ / > > 

aArov deducba trav ex Ths matpidos. addr 
evtvyxeire Kal Cire Biov dv av mpoaipjobe, ovrws 
amoAlrevTa Kal akowwrnta mpos Tovs TameworTé- 
pouvs dpovodbvres.” 

+ pév ye Bz pévroe ye A. s oe A: didiwv B. 
8 Sylburg: €Acevor O. 4 Sylburg: Aumnpdr O. 
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leaving. We have with us forces not merely a little 
larger than they had, but actually three times their 
number, and a more just cause for removing. For 
those who removed from Troy were driven out by 
enemies, but we are driven hence by friends; and 
it is a more pitiable experience doubtless to be 
expelled by one’s own people than by foreigners. 
Those who took part in the expedition of Romulus 
scorned the country of their ancestors in the hope of 
acquiring a better; but we, who are abandoning the 
life which had for us no city and no hearth, are 
going forth as a colony that will be neither hateful to 
the gods nor troublesome to men nor grievous to any 
country, and moreover we have not inflicted blood- 
_shed and slaughter upon the kinsmen who are driving 
us forth, nor have we laid waste with fire and sword 
the country we are leaving, nor left behind any other 
memorial of an everlasting hatred, as is the usual 
practice of people who are driven into exile in viola- 
tion of treaties and reduced to unenviable straits. 
And calling to witness the gods and other divinities 
who direct all human affairs with justice, and leaving 
it to them to avenge our wrongs, we make but this 
one request, that those of us who have left in the 
city infant children and parents, and wives, in case 
these shall be willing to share our fortunes, may get 
them back. We are satisfied to receive these, and 
we ask for naught else besides from our fatherland. 
But fare you well and lead the life you choose, you 
who are so unwilling to associate as fellow-citizens 
and to share your blessings with those of humbler 
estate.” 

5 Gd’ before oddé deleted by Reiske. 
® duyats Sintenis: duAais AB. 
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LXXXI. {0 pev on Bpodros Tovovrous ely 
Adyous emavoato* Trois dé mapodow ooo. Te meph 
Ttdv Sikaiwy elrev adnOA eclvac eddxet Kal doa 
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TKovow. ovde yap of mpeoBers TO Sdicpua KaT- 
éxew toxvov evOvpovpevor Tas eK Too Svorxua pod 
THs moAEws druxias, kat 7oAvs Wy _Xpovos ev @ 
Kkarngets Kat dSedaKkpupevor Kal ti xpi) éyew 
dmopodvres elori}Keoay, émewd1) 5° 6 Te mohds 
Opiivos éemavoato Kal ow7) Karéoxe ri? €K~ 
KAnoiar, TraphAdev amoAoynodpevos mpos* radra, 
domep eddxet tov adAAwy modurav * Trucig TE 
Tpovxew Kal agwwoet, Tiros Adpxuos, Os dis 
amrodeixOeis Uraros Suvacreia te TH KaAovpern 
ductatopia * KpdticTa mavrwr avOpwmwv xpnod- 
Hevos iepav Kal oeBaopod peorny éemoince vopt- 
abivar tHv émidbovov apynv. émBadAdpevos Se 

.5 a 5 / a 0 pv \ ‘ \ 
TrEpt TOV OLKGLOU TFOLELGUGL AOyOUS, KAL TA [LEV 

a eerijxero Naber: efexeiro O, Jacoby, exéyuto Steph.*; 
efexetro eis Sdxpva Reiske, egéyet ra Sdxpva Jacoby (in note). 

2 apos added by Sylburg. 
3 rodtrav O: BovAevrady Kayser, wAciorov Kiessling. 
4 Suvaoreia te (om. TE Jacoby) Th Kadoupévn diuxtato ‘a 

Pflugk, Jacoby: 8uvacrelas rijs kaAovpévns Sixraropias f} A 
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LXXXI. With these words Brutus ended his 
speech. All who were present regarded as true 
everything he said about principles of justice, as 
also the charges he made respecting the arrogance 
of the senate, but particularly what he said to show 
that the assurance offered for the performance of 
the agreement was full of fraud and deceit. But 
when at the last he described the abuses which the 
am le had suffered at the hands of the money- 
enders, and put every man in mind of his own mis- 
fortunes, no one was so stout of heart as not to be 
melted away by tears and to bewail their common 
calamities. And not only the people were affected 
in this manner, but likewise those who had come 
from the senate; for even the envoys could not 
restrain their tears when they considered the mis- 
fortunes that had arisen from the breaking up of the 
city, and for a long time they stood with eyes 
downcast and full of tears, and at a loss what to say. 
But after this great lamentation had ceased and 
silence fell upon the assembly, there came forward 
to answer these accusations a man who seemed to 
excel the rest of the citizens 1 in both age and rank. 
This was Titus Larcius, who had twice been chosen 
consul and had of all men made the best use of the 
power called the dictatorship, causing that invidious 
magistracy to be looked upon as sacred and worthy 
of allrespect. He, undertaking to speak to the point 
of justice, now censured the money-lenders for having 

1 The word “citizens’’ is suspicious here; see the critical 
note. Kayser proposed to read ‘‘senators,’’ while Kiessling 
wished to substitute an adverb, ‘‘very greatly,’’ modifying 
** excel.”’ 

5 cept B: tovs epi R. 
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Tots SavevotiKois eyKaday ws copa kat amdvOpwra. 
Svamrempaypevors, Ta d€ TOV TeviTw KalanTope- 
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Md ‘ ~ > € \ ~ > \ A > 

UBper Kai TH Kal? ydovas Civ ederxds Kal du 
aprayis €x tav aAdotpiwv sbanpereiv tats ém- 
Oupiats twapeckevacpevoy, Siaxpivecbal Te oidpevos 
deity amd Tdv ekcewHv Ta Tovnpa Kal amo TOV 

/ 7 A / + ‘ diravOpwrias Seouevwv Ta picovs déia, Kal 
/ \ »” PS) 6 /, 2 mr / 

Towovtous Tivas adAdovs diatieuevos dyous, 
adnbeis pév, ody dmaoc 5€ Tols axovovor Kexapt- 

/ ? ” > A A 4? > / apevous, odK errefev, GAAA Opods Hv ef’ exdorw 
Tos Kal TOV pev ayavaxTnoes ws eaiar- 
TOVTOS TAS Avrras, Tov 3° eloporoynoets ws oddev 
TOV adn bev dmroKpuTTopevov" eAarrov d€ 7oAA@ 
totr Hv Barépov® To Hépos, dare hdpavilovro 
T@® TOAAD Kal trepiqv 7 Too ayavaxrobvros Bor. 
LXXXII. ’OAiya S€ tovrous ere mpoobevtos Tob 

Aapkiov kal ris émavactdcews * adr@v Kal Tis 
mpotreretas T@v BovAcvpdtwr Kabaapevov mapa- 
AaBav tov XAdyov 6 Tob Sipwov mpoeoTnKws TOTE 
LuKivvwos ete paddov érpdxyuve tas dpyas abrarv, 

1 Reiske: déxara O. 
2 S:ariOéuevos Cobet: xabiorduevos O, Jacoby. 
3 Sylburg: Odrepov O. 
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acted with cruelty and inhumanity, and now re- 
proached the poor for unjustly demanding to be 
relieved of their debts through violence rather than 
as a favour, and told them they were in the wrong 
to direct their anger against the senate for their 
failure to obtain any reasonable concession from that 
body, instead of against those who were really to 
blame. He also endeavoured to show that, while 
there was a small part of the people whose offence 
was involuntary and who were forced by their 
extreme poverty to demand the remission of their 
debts, yet the greater part of them were abandoned 
to licence and insolence and to a life of pleasure, 
and were prepared to gratify their desires by robbing 
others; and he thought a difference ought to be 
made between the unfortunate and the depraved, 
and between those who needed kindness and those 
who deserved hatred. And though he advanced 
other arguments of this kind, which, while true 
enough, were not pleasing to all his hearers, he could 
not persuade them; but everything he said was 
received with a great murmur, some being indignant 
at his opening their griefs afresh, and others owning 
that he concealed no part of the truth; but the latter 
group was much smaller than the other, so that it 
was drowned out by numbers, and the clamour of the 
indignant group prevailed. 
LXXXII. After Larcius had added a few more 

remarks to those I have reported and had reproached 
the people for their uprising and the precipitancy of 
their resolutions, Sicinius, who was then at the head of 
the populace, replied and inflamed their passions still 

4 éravactdcews O: admavactdcews Portus, éravaracews 
Cobet. 
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Aéywv ws ek tovtwr av &dvawro pddwora TeV 
Aoywv Katapabety ofae tysat Kal xdpures av- 
tovs drodefovrar KareAOdvras «is tHv marpida. 
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~ A af? 
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/ A a ‘A 4 4 > / owypw Kat Awad Kal mdon AdBn doAdvpévors, 
A / ‘ / > A A @ cs ul 
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avéxeobe airdv. tyeis re, & mpéoBes, } A€yere 
> > a € ~ / “a A 4 > 

ep’ ols Kadeire qpds diKaious, 7) pi) Aéyovres éK 
Tijs exkAnoias dure: od yap av ere peradotnmev 
dpiv Adyov.” 
LXXXIII. ‘Qs & exavoaro, mdvres of mapovres 

eveDopvBynoav ws Ta Séovra Achoytopevw ovyKara- 
7éuevor. Kal peta Todro jHavyias yevouevns 
Mevijios ‘Aypirmas, domep Kal Tovs ev TH BovAy 
Adyous dep Tob Sypov Sieber Kal Tod wepPOFvar 
THv adbtoKpdropa mpeoBelav yvaipunv! dmodnvd- 

A fevos aitiiraros Hv, Sueonpnverv ori BovAerar Kal 
adros eimeiv. trois 5€ Kar edvynv TO mpaypa 
> / A / 7 DT / ¢ at > , a] 

epavn Kal vuvi ye Tor Adywr brédaBov aKxovcecbat 
1 yodpnv O: rihv yrdpnv Kiessling, Jacoby. 
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more, saying that from these words of Larcius in par- 
ticular they might learn what honours and gratitude 
would await them when they returned to their country. 
“ For if to those who are in the direst straits, who are 
imploring the assistance of the people, and have come 
hither for that purpose, it does not occur even now 
to speak words of moderation and humanity, what 
sentiments must we expect them to entertain when 
things have succeeded according to their wishes, 
and when those who are now insulted by their words 
become subject to their deeds? From what arrogance, 
from what abusive treatment, from what tyrannical 
cruelty will they refrain? But if you are contented 
to be slaves all your lives, to be bound, scourged, and 
destroyed by fire, sword, famine, and every other 
abuse, don’t waste any time, but throw down your 
arms, offer your hands to be bound behind you, and 
follow them. But if you have any craving for liberty, 
do not bear with them. And as for you, envoys, 
either state the terms upon which you summon us 
or, if you will not do so, withdraw from the assembly. 
For after this we shall not give you leave to 
speak.” 
PUXXXIIL When he had ceased speaking, all 
present shouted uproariously, showing that they 
approved of his reasoning and agreed with him. 
Then, when silence prevailed, Menenius Agrippa, he 
who had delivered the speech in the senate in behalf 
of the people and had, more than any other, brought 
about, by the motion he had offered, the sending 
of the envoys clothed with full powers, signified that 
he too wished to speak. The people looked upon 
this as the best thing they could ask, and now at 
least expected to hear proposals tending to a sincere 
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ovpBdces adAnbwas Kal yropas owrnpiovs 1 
dpdotv éxovTwy. Kal TO Lev mp@rov emeppoOnoav 
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** “Hyets dmeordAnpev tro THs Bovdjs,? @& 
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KOUVOV TUX GUS mpoagopa ), aa Suaddoovres dmdon 
modu Kab unary TH ordow Kal KaTaoTN- 
govres eis tov e& apxis KOo[OV THY Todurelav, 
€xovres S€ tovrov tiv e€ovoiay avroKpadropa. 
WOTE TEpl prev TOV SiKaiwy oddev av oldpcba Seiv, 
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1 Sylburg: owrnpias O. 2 Portus: pnbevi AB. 
3 Sylburg : BovAedparos O. 
_ agvobrat O: Hglwrae Kiessling. 
5 dnd Tis Boudss Sylburg: bad rod brdrov O. 
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accommodation and advice salutary to both parties. 
And first they all roared their approval, calling to 
him with a great shout to speak; then they became 
quiet, and so great silence prevailed in the assembly 
that the place was as hushed as a desert. He seemed 
to employ in general the most persuasive arguments 
possible and those which gauged well the inclinations 
of his audience; and at the end of his speech he is 
said to have related a kind of fable that he composed 
after the manner of Aesop and that bore a close 
resemblance to the situation of the moment, and by 
this means chiefly to have won them over. For this 
reason his speech is thought worthy of record and 
it is quoted in all the ancient histories. His discourse 
was as follows : 

“We have been sent to you by the senate, 
plebeians, neither to excuse them nor to accuse you 
(for neither of these courses seemed to be opportune 
or suited to the conditions now disturbing the common- 
wealth), but to use every effort and every means to 
put an end to the sedition and to restore the govern- 
ment to its original form; and for that purpose we 
are invested with full powers. So that we do not 
think it at all necessary to discourse at great length, 
as Junius here has done, concerning principles of 
justice; but as regards the humane terms on which 
we think we ought to put an end to the sedition, and 
the assurance you shall have for the performance 
of our agreement, we shall tell you the decisions to 
which we have come. When we considered that 

5 Cobet: odros O. 
? waxpov exunkivery Adyov Meutzner: eis paxpdov éexunkivwv 

xpovor O, eis waxpov exunkivew xpdvov Jacoby. 
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pevois OTe aoa Oepameverar ordois e€ amdons 
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idiats mapedd0noav trois KaTadiKacapevois, Kal 
tovtous €Aevépous elvar BovAdpeba, Kal Tas KaTa- 
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T&v €k Tod trapeAnAvbdros ypdvov ovpBodaiwr, 
a thv amdoracw édokev juiv mowjoat, tTodrov 
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Tob auvedpiov Kowh BovdAevoapevors } davA, vopov 
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Aoyias tavTas Kal To aodades tpiv mapéEovoas 
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every sedition in any state is cured only when the 
causes that produced the disagreement are removed, 
we thought it necessary both to discover and to put 
an end to the primary causes of this dissension. 
And having found that the harsh exactions of debts 
have been the cause of the present ills, we are 
reforming those exactions as follows: We think it 
just that all those who have contracted debts and 
are unable to pay them should be relieved of their 
obligations; and if the persons of any who are in 
default in their payments are already held under 
restraint by the limit for payment prescribed by 
law, it is our decision that these also shall be free. 
As for those who have been convicted in private suits 
and handed over to the creditors who won their 
suits against them, it is our wish that these also 
shall be free, and we set aside their sentences. With 
regard to your debts of the past, therefore, which 
seemed to us to have led to your secession, we redress 
them in this manner; as to your future debts, what- 
ever shall be approved of both by you, the people, 
and by the senate in joint consultation, after a law 
has been passed for that purpose, let it be so ordered. 
Are not these the things, plebeians, that divided you 
from the patricians? And did you not think it enough 
if you obtained these, without aiming at anything 
else? They are now granted to you. Return, then, 
to your country with joy. 

XXXIV. ‘The assurances which shall confirm 
this agreement and secure to you the performance 
of it shall all be according to law and conformable to 

1 BovAevoapévors O: BovAcvoopévors Biicheler, Jacoby. 
2 ®eobe ABa: oleobe Bb. 
8 wpéyecbe A: dp... c0ar Ba, dpéyecbe Bb. 
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1 Cobet: pévew O. 
2 évéxvpa A: dunpa B. 
3 Reiske: pxpai O. 
* ire Sintenis: cire O, ef ye Reiske, ef twa Jacoby, ére 

Post, 75y Pflugk. 
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the practice of those who put an end to their en- 
mities. The senate will confirm these arrangements 
by a vote and give the force of law to the conditions 
that shallbe drawn up. But rather let your demands 
be drawn up by you here, and the senate will agree 
to them. That the concessions now made to you 
will stand firm and unchanged and that nothing 
contrary to them shall be carried out later by the 
senate, first, we envoys are your sureties, giving you 
our persons, our lives, and our families as pledges ; 
and in the next place, all the other senators who shall 
be named in the decree. For no decree will ever 
be drawn up contrary to the interests of the people 
so long as we oppose it, since we are the leading 

- members of the senate and always deliver our opinions 
first. The last assurance we shall give you is that 
in use among all men, both Greeks and barbarians, 
which no lapse of time shall ever overthrow, namely, 
the one which through oaths and treaties makes the 
gods sureties for the performance of agreements. 
Under this assurance many bitter enmities between 
private individuals and many wars that have arisen be- 
tween states have been composed. Come now, accept 
this assurance also, whether you permit a few of the 
principal members of the senate to give you their 
oaths in the name of their whole body, or think fit 
that all the senators who are named in the decree 
shall swear over the sacrificial victims to maintain 
the agreement inviolable. Do not traduce, Brutus, 
assurances given under the sanction of the gods and 
confirmed by the pledging of hands and by treaties, 

5 NayPavere Bb: AapPaverar ABa. 
® Cobet: émypadpopevous O, Jacoby. 
7 yyvopevas B: yevouevas R. 
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nor destroy the noblest of all human institutions ; 
and as for you, plebeians, do not permit him to men- 
tion the wicked deeds of impious and tyrannical 
men, deeds far removed from the virtue of the 
Romans. 
LXXXV. “I shall mention one other assurance 

which no man fails to know or questions, and then 
have done. And what is that? It is the assurance 
that introduces the common advantage and preserves 
both parts of the state through their mutual assis- 
tance. This, after all, is the first and only assurance 
that draws us together, and it will never permit us 
to be sundered from each other. For the ignorant 
multitude will always need and never cease to need 
prudent leadership, while the senate, which is capable 
of leadership, will always need multitudes willing to 
be ruled. This we know, not merely as a matter 
of opinion and conjecture, but also by actual 
experience. Why, then, do we terrify and trouble 
one another? Why do we speak evil words when we 
have kindly deeds in our power? Why do we not 
rather open our arms and, embracing one another, 
return to our country to find there our old-time 
enjoyment of the dearest pleasures and the satis- 
faction of a yearning that is sweetest of all, in- 

stead of seeking securities that come to naught 
and faithless assurances, as do the deadliest foes 
who suspect the worst of everything? As for us 
of the senate, plebeians, one assurance suffices, that 
ou will never, if you return, behave yourselves 

badly toward us, and that is the knowledge we have 
of your excellent rearing, of your law-abiding habits, 

4 npiv B: dyiv R. 5 Sylburg: judas O. 
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5 Cobet proposed to delete xai. 
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and of all your other virtues, of which you have given 
many proofs both in peace and in war. And if, as a 
necessary consequence! of this assurance and ex- 
pectation, the contracts should be revised by us 
jointly, we are confident that in all other respects at 
least you will be good citizens, and we have no need 
of either oaths or hostages or any other assurances 
from the people. However, we shall oppose you in 
nothing you desire. Concerning the matter of 
assurances, then, upon which subject Brutus en- 
deavoured to malign us, this is enough. But if any 
groundless hatred is implanted in your minds, causing 
you to entertain a bad opinion of the senate, I desire 
to speak to that point also, plebeians, and I beg 
of you in the name of the gods to hear me with silence 
and attention. 
LXXXVI. ‘‘ A commonwealth resembles in some 

measure a human body. For each of them is com- 
posite and consists of many parts; and no one of 
their parts either has the same function or performs 
the same services as the others. If, now, these 
parts of the human body should be endowed, each for 
itself, with perception and a voice of its own and a 
sedition should then arise among them, all of them 
uniting against the belly alone, and the feet should 
say that the whole body rests on them; the hands, 
that they ply the crafts, secure provisions, fight with 
enemies, and contribute many other advantages 
toward the common good; the shoulders, that they 

1 This is an attempt to get a plausible meaning out of the 
text as it stands. Post would add an adjective and get: 
“because of compulsion too strong for this assurance,” etc. 
It is possible, however, the dvayxnv (“compulsion”) has 
= a word meaning “inadequacy,” “violation,” or the 
ike. 
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bear all the burdens; the mouth, that it speaks; 
the head, that it sees and hears and, compre- 
hending the other senses, possesses all those by 
which the thing is preserved; and then all these 
should say to the belly, ‘And you, good creature, 
which of these things do you do? What return do 
you make and of what use are you to us? Indeed, 
you are so far from doing anything for us or assisting 
us in accomplishing anything useful for the common 
good that you are actually a hindrance and a trouble 
to us and—a thing intolerable—compel us to serve 
you and to bring things to you from everywhere for 
the gratification of your desires. Come now, why . 
do we not assert our liberty and free ourselves from 

_ the many troubles we undergo for the sake of this 
creature?’ If, I say, they should decide upon this 
course and none of the parts should any longer 
perform its office, could the body possibly exist for 
any considerable time, and not rather be destroyed 
within a few days by the worst of all deaths, starva- 
tion? No one can deny it. Now consider the same 
condition existing in a commonwealth. For this also 
is composed of many classes of people not at all 
resembling one another, every one of which con- 
tributes some particular service to the common 
good, just as its members do to the body. For 
some cultivate the fields, some fight against the 
enemy in defence of those fields, others carry on 
much useful trade by sea, and still others ply the 
necessary crafts. If, then, all these different classes 
of people should rise against the senate, which is 

4 éni moAd Bb: émi (eet Ba) 7d woAd ABa, Jacoby. 
5 cuyxepévny R: ovvnypévnv B(?), Jacoby. 
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composed of the best men, and say, ‘As for you, 
senate, what good do you do us, and for what reason 
do you presume to rule over others? Not a thing can 
you name. Well then, shall we not now at last 
free ourselves from this tyranny of yours and live 
without a leader?’ If, I say, they should take this 
resolution and quit their usual employments, what 
will hinder this miserable commonwealth from 
perishing miserably by famine, war and every other 
evil? Learn, therefore, plebeians, that, just as in our 
bodies the belly thus evilly reviled by the multitude 1 
nourishes the body even while it is itself nourished, 
and preserves it while it is preserved itself, and is a 
kind of feast, as it were, provided by joint contribu- 

_ tions, which as a result of the exchange duly dis- 
tributes that which is beneficial to each and all, 
so in commonwealths the senate, which administers 
the affairs of the public and provides what is expe- 
dient for everyone, preserves, guards, and corrects 
all things. Cease, then, uttering those invidious 
remarks about the senate, to the effect that you have 
been driven out of your country by it and that 
because of it you wander about like vagabonds and 
beggars. For it neither has done you any harm nor 
can do you any, but of its own accord calls you and 
entreats you, and opening all hearts ? together with 
the gates, is waiting to welcome you.” 
LXXXVII. While* Menenius was thus speaking, 

many and various were the cries uttered by the audi- 

1 Literally, ‘‘by the many.” But the text is probably 
corrupt. Kayser would read ‘‘ by the other members.” 

2 Or, following the reading of the early editors, “‘ opening 
its arms.” The report concerning the readings of the various 
MSS. is incomplete. 

8 For chaps. 87-89 cf. Livy ii. 33, 1-3. 
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ence throughout his whole speech. But when at the 
close of it he had recourse to lamentations, and enu- 
merating the calamities that would befall both those 
who remained in the city and those who were driven 
out of it, bewailed the misfortunes of both, tears flowed 
from the eyes of all and they cried out to him with 
one mind and voice to lead them back to the city 
without waste of time. And they came very near 
quitting the assembly that moment and entrusting 
all their affairs to the envoys without settling any- 
thing else relating to their security. But Brutus, 
coming forward, restrained their eagerness, saying 
that, while in general the promises made by the senate 
were advantageous to the people and he thought it 
proper that the latter should feel very grateful to 
them for those concessions, he nevertheless feared 
the time to come and the tyrannical men who 
might one day if occasion offered, again attempt 
to make the people feel their resentment for what 
they had done. There was one safeguard only, he 
said, for any who were afraid of their superiors, and 
that was for them to be convinced that those who 
desired to injure them had not the power to do so; 
for as long as there was the power to do evil, 
evil men would never lack the will. If, therefore, the 
plebeians could obtain this safeguard, they would 
need nothing more. And Menenius, having replied 
and asked him to name the safeguard he thought the 
people still needed, he said: “ Give us leave to choose 
out of our own body every year a certain number of 

3 edrcifey B(?): eAdeivar R. 
4 Sylburg: dence O. 
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magistrates who shall be invested with no other 
power than to relieve those plebeians to whom any 
injury or violence is offered, and to permit none of 
them to be deprived of their rights. This favour we 
entreat and beg you to add to those you have already 
granted us, if our accommodation is not one in word 
only, but a reality.” 
LXXXVIII. When the people heard these words, 

they cheered Brutus loud and long, and asked the en- 
voys to grant them this also. These, having withdrawn 
from the assembly and conferred briefly, returned 
after a short time. And when silence prevailed, 
Menenius came forward and said: “ This is a matter 
of great moment, plebeians, and one full of strange 
suspicions, and we feel some alarm and concern lest 
we shall form two states in one. However, so far 
as we ourselves are concerned, we do not oppose 
even this request of yours. But grant us this 
privilege, which is also for your own interest. Allow 
some of the envoys to go to the city and inform the 
senate of these matters; for even though we have 
the power from them to conclude the accommodation 
in such a manner as we think fit and may at our own 
discretion make such promises in their name as we 
please, yet we do not think proper to take this. upon 
ourselves, but since a new matter has been unex- 
pectedly proposed to us, we will divest ourselves of 
our own power and refer the matter to the senate. 
However, we are persuaded that the senate will be 
of the same opinion as we are. I, therefore, will 
remain here together with some of the other envoys, 
and Valerius with the rest shall go to the senate.” 

1 Sylburg: ratra O. 
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This was agreed upon, and the persons appointed to 
inform the senate of what had happened took horse 
and rode in all haste to Rome. When the consuls 
had proposed the matter to the senators, Valerius 
expressed the opinion that this favour also should be 
granted to the people. On the other hand, Appius, 
who from the first had opposed the accommodation, 
spoke openly in opposition on this occasion also, 
erying out, calling the gods to witness, and fore- 
telling what seeds of future evils to the common- | 

wealth they were about to sow. But he was not able 
to prevail with the majority of the senate, who, as I 
said, were determined to put an end to the sedition. 
Accordingly, a decree of the senate was passed con- 
firming all the promises made by the envoys to the 
people and granting the safeguard they desired. 
The envoys, having transacted this business, returned 
to the camp the next day and made known the 
decision ofthe senate Thereupon Menenius advised 
the plebeians to send some persons to receive the 
pledges which the senate was to give; and pursuant 
to this, Lucius Junius Brutus, whom I mentioned 
before, was sent, and with him Marcus Decius and 
Spurius Icilius. Of the envoys who had come from 

e senate one half returned to the city with Brutus 
and his associates; but Agrippa with the rest 
remained in the camp, having been asked by the 
plebeians to draw up the law for the creation of their 
magistrates. 
LXXXIX. The next day Brutus and those who had 

been sent with him returned, having effected the 
agreement with the senate through the arbiters of 

2 Sylburg: ouxidos O. 
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4 rv added by Reiske. 
5 Kiessling, pwrepov Ba: apo rprdv ABb. 
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peace who are called by the Romans fetiales.1 And 
the people, dividing themselves into the clans of that 
day, or whatever one wishes to term the divisions 
which the Romans call curiae,? chose for their annual 
magistrates the following persons: Lucius Junius 
Brutus and Gaius Sicinius Bellutus, whom they had 
had as their leaders up to that time, and, in addition 
to these, Gaius and Publius Licinius and Gaius 
Visellius Ruga. These five persons were the first 
who received the tribunician power, on the fourth 
day before the ides of December,’ as is the custom 
even to our time. The election being over, the 
envoys of the senate considered that everything 
for which they had been sent was now properly 
settled. But Brutus, calling the plebeians to- 
gether, advised them to render this magistracy 
sacred and inviolable, insuring its security by both 
a law and an oath. ‘This was approved of by all, 
and a law was drawn up by him and his colleagues, 
as follows: “ Let no one compel a tribune of the 
people, as if he were an ordinary person, to do 
anything against his will; let no one whip him or 
order another to whip him; and let no one kill him 
or order another to kill him. If anybody shall do 
any one of these things that are forbidden, let him be 
aceursed and let his goods be consecrated to Ceres; 
and if anybody shall kill one who has done any of 
these things, let him be guiltless of murder.” And 
to the end that the people might not even in future 

whl Os oe OE POE Meds 2s. L4aeos 
3 December 10. 

6 guveBovAeve R(?): cuveBovdAcvoe B. 
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1 éyydvovs ABa: éxydvous Bb. 
* Kayser: émtpébwvra O, Jacoby. 
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be at liberty to repeal this law, but that it might for- 
ever remain unalterable, it was ordained that all the 
Romans should solemnly swear over the sacrificial 
victims to observe it for all time, both they and their 
posterity; and a prayer was added to the oath that 
the heavenly gods and the divinities of the lower 
world might be propitious to those who observed it, 
and that the displeasure of the gods and divinities 
might be visited upon those who violated it, as being 
guilty of the greatest sacrilege. From this the 
custom arose among the Romans of regarding the 
persons of the tribunes of the people as sacrosanct, 
which custom continues to this day. 

_ XC. After they had passed this vote they erected 
an altar upon the summit of the mount where they 
had encamped, which they named in their own 
language the altar of Jupiter the Terrifier,1 from the 
terror which had possessed them at that time; and 
when they had performed sacrifices to this god and 
had consecrated the place which had received them, 
they returned to the city with the envoys. After this 
they also returned thanks to the gods worshipped in 
the city, and prevailed upon the patricians to pass a 
vote for the confirmation of their new magistracy. 
And having obtained this also, they asked further 
that the senate should allow them to appoint every 
year two plebeians to act as assistants to the tribunes 
in everything the latter should require, to decide 
such causes as the others should refer to them, to 

1 No other writer mentions Territor or the like as an 
epithet of Jupiter; but a small marble altar, said to have 
been found in the neighbourhood of Tivoli, bears the 
inscription SANCTO IOVI TERRITORI sAORVM (C.I.L. XIV. 
3559). 
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1 odxéf added by Reiske, ody by Casaubon. 
2 zov added by Kiessling. 
3 rév added by Reiske. 
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have the oversight of public places, both sacred 
and profane, and to see that the market was supplied 
with plenty of provisions. Having obtained this 
concession also from the senate, they chose men 
whom they called assistants and colleagues of the 
tribunes, and judges. Now, however, they are called 
in their own language, from one of their functions, 
overseers of sacred places or aediles,! and their power 
is no longer subordinate to that of other magistrates, 
as formerly; but many affairs of great importance 
are intrusted to them, and in most respects they 
resemble more or less the agoranomoi or “ market- 
overseers ’’ among the Greeks. 

_ XCI. When? affairs had been settled and the 
commonwealth restored to its former state, an army 
was raised by the generals against their foreign foes, 
as the people now displayed great alacrity and in a 
short time got everything ready that was necessary 
for the war. The consuls having drawn lots for their 
official duties according to custom, Spurius Cassius, 
to whom the oversight of affairs in the city fell, 
remained at home, retaining a sufficient part of 
the forces which had been raised, while Postumus 
Cominius took the field with the rest of the army, 
consisting of not only an adequate part of the Romans 
themselves but also no small auxiliary force of Latins. 
And deciding to attack the Volscians first, he took 
a city of theirs called Longula at the first assault, 
though the inhabitants undertook to make some 
show of bravery and sent some forces into the field 
in hopes of holding back the enemy; but these were 

1 Cf. Varro, L.L. v. 81: aedilis qui aedis sacras et privatas 
procuraret. 2 Cf. Livy ii. 33, 4f. 

4 Srduewe Reiske: Eeype O. 
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1 drodetapevwv O: Scampagayévew Jacoby. 
reine O: éyxaraAndpbévra Sylburg, Jacoby. 
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put to shameful flight before they had performed 
any brilliant action and did not display the least 
courage even during the assault on their walls. At 
all events the Romans in one day not only possessed 
themselves of their country without effort, but also 
took their city by storm without much difficulty. 
The Roman general permitted the soldiers to divide 
all the goods left in the city, and then, leaving a 
garrison there, led his army against another city of 
the Volscians called Polusca, not far distant from 
Longula. When none dared to oppose him, he 
marched through the country with great ease and 
assaulted the walls; and then, some of the soldiers 
forcing open the gates and others scaling the walls, 
they made themselves masters of this city also that 
same day. After the consul had taken the city he 
chose out a few of the inhabitants who had been the 
authors of the revolt and put them to death; and 
having punished the rest by taking away their effects 
and disarmed them, he obliged them to be subjects 
of the Romans for the future. 

XCII. He? left in this city also a small part of the 
army as a garrison, and the next day marched with 
the rest to Corioli, a city of very great note and the 
mother-city, so to speak, of the Volscians. Here a 
strong force had been assembled, the walls were not 
easy to be taken, and everything necessary for war 
had been prepared long before by the inhabitants. 
The consul undertook to storm the walls and per- 
sisted in his efforts till late in the afternoon, but was 

1 For chaps. 92-94, 3, cf. Livy ii. 33, 5-9. 

® Sigonius: aoAovoxara AB. 
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1 Sylburg: pdpxios O, 
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repulsed by the enemy after he had lost many of his 
men. The next day he got ready battering rams, 
mantlets, and scaling-ladders and was preparing to 
make an attempt against the city with his entire 
forces; but learning that the Antiates were planning 
to come with a large force to the assistance of the 
Coriolani because of their kinship with them, and 
that those chosen to make the expedition were already 
upon the march, he divided his army and determined 
to continue the assault on the city with one half of it, 
leaving Titus Larcius in command, and with the other 
half to stop the advance of the approaching force. 
Thus two actions took place on the same day, and the 

_ Romans gained the victory in both, as all of them 
fought with great ardour and one man in particular 
displayed incredible bravery and performed deeds 
that beggar description. This man was of patrician 
rank and of no obscure lineage, Gaius Marcius by 
name; he was sober and restrained in his private 
life and had the spirit of a freeman in full measure. 
The circumstances of the two actions were as follows: 
Larcius, having marched out of the camp with his 
army at break of day, advanced to the walls of 
Corioli and assaulted the city in many places. 
The Coriolani, for their part, elated by their expecta- 
tion of aid from the Antiates, which they were con- 
vinced would soon reach them, opened all their gates 
and made a general sally against the enemy. The 
Romans sustained their first attack and wounded 
many of those who engaged them, but later, as the 
number of the assailants increased, they were forced 
down hill and gave way. Marcius, whom I mentioned 
before, upon seeing this, stood his ground with a few 
followers and awaited the solid mass of the enemy 
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tov S€ Tov Tpdmov dAovons THs moAews of pev 
aro. ‘Pwyuaio. mpos apmayjv trav éyKara- 
Andbévrwy > érpamovto Kai wéxpt moAAod SveréAovv 
mpookeipevor Tais wpeAciais ypnudtwy te moA- 
Adv irapydvrwr &v TH xwpiw ® Kal avdpamddwv. 

XCIII. ‘O dé Mdpxwos 6 mp@ros Kai pdovos 

1 éyivero B: éyévero R. ® xal R: xai ai B. 
8 reyav AB: oreydv R. 
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as they attacked. When he had struck down many 
of them and the rest gave way and fled toward the 
city, he followed, slaying, one after another, all who 
came within reach, and calling out without inter- 
mission to those of his own men who fled to face 
about, to take courage, and to follow him. These, 
ashamed of their behaviour, rallied and pressed 
hard upon their opponents, smiting and ursuing 
them; and in a short time they had all routed 
their antagonists and were attacking the walls of 
the city. Marcius, exposing himself now with 
greater boldness, kept advancing farther and farther, 
and coming to the very gates, entered along with 
those who were fleeing inside the walls. And when 
many others also forced their way inside with him, 
there ensued a great slaughter on both sides in many 
parts of the city, some fighting in the streets and 
others in defence of the houses that were being taken. 
Even women assisted the inhabitants in their struggle 
by hurling down tiles upon the enemy from the 
roofs; and everyone according to his strength and 
power bravely defended his native city. However, 
they did not hold out long against these perils, but 
were obliged to surrender to the conquerors. The 
city having been taken in this manner, most of the 
Romans turned to plundering the property found 
there, and continued for a long time intent on the 
booty, as there was a large quantity of money and a 
great number of slaves in the place. 

XCIII. But Marcius, who had been the first and 

4 Exdotrw tis O: éxaoto.s Biicheler. 
5 Sylburg: éyxaradedbevrwy O. 
6 éy 7 xwpiw B: om. R. 
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brooras } tods moAeuiovs Kal AapmpoTratos amav- 
Twv yevopnevos ‘Pwyalwy év Te TH Tevyopaxia Kat 
tots évrds teiyous ay@ot, Aapmpdorepos ev? TH 
devTtépw ayav. TH mpos Tods “Avridras ovoravre 
epdvn. ovde€ yap tavrTys ediKaiwoev aoAed- 
Ofvar THs payns, ad’ dua tO KparnOAvar rhv 
moAw dAtyous tods aKorovljoa Suvnfevtas én- 
aydpevos exwper Spduw, Kal KatadaBov mrapa- 
TeTaypevas On Tas Suvdpers Kal peAdovoas eis 
xelpas iévae, THY Te dAwow Tis, TOAcws mp@Tos 
dvayyeMer Tots oerepois, TEKPNpLOV adtijs dtro- 
deucvds TOV KamrVvov Os d.mr6 TOV eumpnoDeady 
oixiav odds éfépeto, Kal Senfeis tod badrov 
Kara TO Kaprepwraroy Tay ToAcLicov <iAciro.® 
Kab erevd7) 7a. onpeta 71p9n Tis paxns, mp@ros 
opoce Tots evav rious EXcpel Kal moMovs TOV ets 
xelpas eAOdvtwv dmoxretvas eis peony adrav THY 
padayya WOeirar. of = “Avredrat ovarddny peev 
ovKeTe pdaxec0ar mpos avrov dméuevov, ain’ 
e€ddermov tas tages Kal’ ods yevouro emir, 
KUKAw 5€ mepiiotavto aOpdor Kai €Baddov dz0- 
xXwpodvres emidvTa Te Kal émdpuevov. Oo dé IIdo7o- 
pos * ws éyvw tobro, Seloas pr Tt povwleis 6 
avip 7a0n, tods Kpatictovs THY véwy apwyods 
abT@ méume: KaKeivot moujoavTes TuKVvods TOS 
Adyous €uBdAdovor Tots troAepios. od Se€apevwv 
8’ adrods tav Kata pérwrov, ddd’ cis gpuynv 
Tpamevrov, Tpoowrepw mpoxwpodvres * edpi- 
okovot Tov Mapkwov tpavpdrwv peorov Kal mept 

1 xal uovos broods Reiske, xal mpd moAA@y broords Jacoby : 
Kal mpourooras O. 

2 év O: ér ev Kiessling. 
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only man to sustain the shock of the enemy and had 
distinguished himself above all the Romans both in 
the storming of the city and in the struggles which 
took place inside the walls, gained greater distinction 
in the second battle, which was fought against the 
Antiates. For he resolved not to be absent from this 
action either, but as soon as the city was captured, 
he took with him the small number of men who were 
able to follow him, and advancing at a run, found 
the two armies already drawn up and on the point 
of engaging. He was the first to inform the Romans 
of the capture of the city, and as a proof of it showed 
them the smoke which was rising in great volume 
from the houses that had been set on fire. And having 

_ obtained leave of the consul, he drew up his men in a 
compact body opposite the strongest force of the 
enemy. As soonas the battle signals were raised, he 
was the first to come to grips with his opponents, 
and having killed many of those he encountered, he 
forced his way into the midst of their ranks. The 
Antiates no longer ventured to engage him hand to 
hand, but leaving their ranks where he attacked, they 
surrounded him in a body, and retreating as he ad- 
vanced and pursued them, they assailed him with 
their missiles. Postumus, being informed of this and 
fearing lest the man, thus isolated, might meet with 
some disaster, sent the bravest of the youth to his 
relief. These, doubling their files, charged the 
enemy ; and when the first line failed to sustain their 
charge, but turned to flight, they pressed forward 
and found Marcius covered with wounds and saw 

3 eiheiro Bb: éAirrec A, EActTe Ba. 
- 4 IIderopos Cary, IIdcrovpos Kiessling, Jacoby: moarovpios 
O (and similarly below). 

® Portus: troxwpodvtes O. 
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avTov dop@at vexpovs | TE Keupévous moods Kal 
jpaveis. peta Tobr’ 7d Kowds €xcbpouv Hye- 
pova TOV Mdpxtov € ExXovTEs emt TOUS ETL Svapuévov- 
Tas ev Tafet, KTEiVOVTES Tovs dprorapevous Kal 
Womep dvd pamddous TOpAaxpufLevor. duo pey 57) 
Adyou Kat ot dAdou ‘Pepator ev TabTy Th paxn 
éyevovro, Kparioroe | &° avr&v ot mpoaonivavres 
TOV Mdpxvov- omep dmravras 5 avros * é Mdpxws, 
os xa Ths viKns dvappirdyurs * aitwwratos iV. 
emrel de ouveakoratey non, ob pev ‘Pepator dy- 
Exwpovv emt 70 oTparomedov peya emt TH viky 
ppovobvres Kal moAAovs ev dvnpnKores TOV 
*"Avriarav, dg 7 oi aixpaharous a dyovres. 
XCIV. TH 8 ” é€fs THE pa ovyKahéoas 6 Ile- 

aTopos eis é€xKAnoiav Tov orparov €7ra.tVOV Tob 
Mapxiov dueEHAVe =aoddy Kal orepdvous adTov 
dproretous avednoev apdorépwv Xaprorypia TOV 
adywvwv arrod.dous. edwpijaaro 5° adrov ima 
ToAc LOT H orparnyucots ETrLOH [LOLS KeKoopnpevys 
Kat déka owpacw aixpwaharrous, én exelvep 
Tmoujoas ovs BovAouro AaBeiv, dpyupie Te Ogov av 
e€eveyKacbau Svvarto adbros, Kal amo Ths adAns 
Actas oats Kal 3 Kadais drrapxais. Bors be 
yevonerns €& dmrdvrov peyaAns, ws av én 
awovvTwy TE Kal ovvndopevenv, mpoceAbav 6 
Mdpxwos T@ TE dmdry xdpw eidevau peydAnv 4 
eon Kal Tots aMous dmacw én tats Tyas dv 
adrov n&lovv: od perro Kkaraxpyoecbat ye adrats, 
dpreoOjoecbau de T@ TE imme THS Aapmpornros 
TOV onpetov evexev Kal €vi aixpwaddsren, os 
eruxev abt@ E€vos dv. of 5€ orparidrat Kal mpd- 

1 Sylburg: adrods O, 
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many lying round him, some dead and others dying. 
Thereupon they advanced together under Marcius as 
leader against those of the enemy who still kept their 
ranks, killing all who made any resistance and treating 
them like slaves. Though all the Romans displayed 
notable valour in this action, and the bravest of them 
were those who defended Marcius, yet brave beyond 
all the rest was Marcius himself, who was without 
any doubt the chief cause of the victory. When at 
last it grew dark, the Romans retired to their camp 
greatly exulting in their victory, having killed many 
of the Antiates and carrying with them a great 
number of prisoners. 
XCIV. The next day Postumus, having assembled 

_ the army, spoke at length in praise of Marcius and 
crowned him with the crowns of valour, as rewards 
for his behaviour in both the actions. He also 
presented him with a war-horse adorned with the 
trappings belonging to that of a general, together 
with ten captives, leaving it to him to take such as he 
wished, and also as much silver as he could carry 
away himself, and many other fine first-fruits of the 
booty. When all raised a great shout in token 
of their approval and congratulation, Marcius came 
forward and said that he was very grateful both 
to the consul and to all the others for the honours of 
which they held him worthy; however, he would not 
avail himself of them all, but would be content with 
the horse, for the sake of the splendid trappings, 
and with one captive, who chanced to be a personal 
friend of his. The soldiers, who even before this 

2 dvapdirdyws R: dvaudiPddAws B, 
3 qzoAAais kai B: om. R. 
4 peydAnv B: om. R. 
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TEpov aydpevor TOV avdpa THs yevvaidTnTos ert 
HaAAov eBavpacav Tis breporias Tod mAovTOU Kal 
OTL PETpiWs YveyKE THY TooatTyV evruxiay. ék 
Tovrou KopwoAaves ered Oy Too epyov, Kal 
TavTwY eyeyover TOV KATA TH avray HAckiav 
emupaveoraros. Ths 5é€ mpos tods *Avridras 
paxns totro AaBovons ro TéAos at Aowrai ta&v 
Odorovokwv modes SieAvovto tiv mpds Tods 
‘Pwpaiovs €xOpav, Kal door Ta Gpuow eketvous 
eppovouv, ot 7 ev Tois GmAois On OvTEs Kal oi 
TapacKkevalopevor Tov mdAeuov, émémavvTo. ois 
amacw 6 IIdaropos eémenk@s xpynodpevos, av- 
€orpeev emi 7a. olxeia, Kal Suadiie THY OTparidy. 
Kdaous 8° 6 ETEpos TOV bmdtwv 6 karahepbels 

ev Th ‘Posyn TOV ved Tijs Te Anpntpos Kal 
Avovicov Kai Képns ev 7@ petaéd ypdovm Kab 

, id > : Fa. | a / ~ lepwoev, Os €oTw emi Tols Tépyact TOO peyloTou 
TOv inmodpoywv strép avras dpupevos Tas 
ddécess, evEapEvon | pev abrov Avdouv Tlooropiov 
Tob Suxraropos dep Ths ToAews avalyoew Tots 
Jeois, Kal? ov xpovov eweMev aywvilecbau mpos 
thy Aativwy otpatidv, ths te BovdAfs peta TO 
viKnpa THY KaTacKevIV adTod mdiocapevyns ek TOV 
Aadidpwv rrowjoacba: maéoav, tore 5€ Tob Epyov 
AaBdvros tiv ovvrédcvav. 
XCV. *Eyévovro 8 ev 7H adt@ xpovw Kal 

\ A an / /, ¢ / ~ m™pos Tas TOV Aarivew moheus dndoas ov fica 
Kawal pel” Spy brrép eipnvns Kal pudias, 
émrew51) TapaKwhaat Te ovoev émexeipnoav ev TH 
ardce, Kal ovvnddpevor. TH Kalddw Tod Shou 
davepol joav, tod te moAduov tod mpos Tovs 
amooTdvras éroiuws eddkovv ovvdpacbar. jv Se 
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had admired the man for his valour, now marvelled at 
him still more for his contempt of riches and for his 
moderation in such good fortune. From this action 
he was surnamed Coriolanus and became the most 
illustrious man of his age. Such having been the 
outcome of the battle with the Antiates, the rest of the 
Volscian cities proceeded to give up their hostility to 
the Romans; and all who had sympathized with them, 
both those already in arms and those making their 
preparations for war, refrained. Postumus treated 
them all with moderation, and then, returning 
home, disbanded the army. 

Cassius, the other consul, who had been left at 
Rome, in the mean time consecrated the temple 

- of Ceres, Liber and Libera, which stands at the end 
of the Circus Maximus, being erected directly above 
the starting-places.1_ Aulus Postumius the dictator 
had made a vow, when he was on the point of engag- 
ing the army of the Latins,” to dedicate it to the gods 
in the name of the commonwealth, and the senate 
after the victory having decreed that this temple 
should be built entirely out of the spoils, the work was 
now completed. 

XCV. At* the same time, a new treaty of peace and 
friendship was made with all the Latin cities, and 
confirmed by oaths, inasmuch as they had not at- 
tempted to create any disturbance during the sedition, 
had openly rejoiced at the return of the populace, 
and seemed to have been prompt in assisting the 
Romans against those who had revolted from them. 

1 The exact site of this temple is not known, but it pre- 
sumably stood on the slope of the Aventine. 

2 See vi. 17, 2 ff. 
3 Cf. Livy ii. 33, 4. 
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TO. ypapevra. ev tais ovvOjKats Toudde* * * “Papat- 
ous Kat Tats Aarive moAeow amdoas <tpnv7) 
7™pos aAArjAous €oTw, pexpts av ovpavds TE Kat 
yh thy adbtivy ordow éxywou' Kal pyr abvrol 
ToAepetrexoay Tpos aaj dous pyr adAobev roAepi- 
ous } emayerwoay, pjre Tots emupepovar mdA€epov 
ddovs TapexeTwoay _doganeis, Bonfetrwody TE 
Tots mrohepouj.evous anaon Suvdpet, Aaddpwv Te 
Kat Aeias Tis ex mroh€ pny Kowdyv TO toov Aayyave- 
TWOaY Lépos éxdrepou TOV TE idStwrix@v cvpBo- 
Aaiwy at Kpices ev Huéepais yryvéecOwoay Séxa, 
tap ols av yévntat To ovpBddAaov. tats dé 
ovvOnKas Tavras pander efeorw mpoabeivas pnd 
adeAeiv dim” avTav o Tt av Py) ‘Pewpatous TE Kal 
Aarivous amacu Soxj.” Tatra pev oy ‘Papatot 
Te kat Aativot ovveOnkavro 2 ampos aAdAndovus 
opocavres Kal? lepdv. _ efngicaro de Kal @valas 
dmodobvat Tots Beots 7 Bovdn xapvornpiovs emt 
Tats mpos TOV SfLov Bia dNayals mpoobetoa pola 
nuEpav tats KaAovpévais Aativats €oprats dvaiv 
ovous, THY [eV mparny dvrepwsoavros Baotrdws 
Tapxvviov Kal’ dv xpdvov éviknae ® Tuppyvous, 
Thv 8 €érépav Tob SHpuov mpoobevros ore Tovs 
Baoureis exBaddy erevbépav émroinoe THY TToAw* 
ais 7 Tpirn TOTE mpoceveunOn THs xaGodou Tov 
amooTavTwv evera. TH de mpooractav Kal Thy 
emipeAciav TOV ev adrats ywopuevwy Ovody re Kal 
aywvev ot TOav Snudpywv brynpéra mapéeAaBov, of 
ThVv vov ayopavomiKny eéxovres e€ovcliav, womrep 

1 oAeptous O: moAdpous Jacoby. 
* ovvebijxavro Reiske: ovvé?nxay O, Jacoby. 
3 Portus: évixnoar O. 
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The provisions of the treaty were as follows: ‘‘ Let 
there be peace between the Romans and all the Latin 
cities as long as the heavens and the earth shall 
remain where they are. Let them neither make 
war upon one another themselves nor bring in foreign 
enemies nor grant a safe passage to those who shall 
make war upon either. Let them assist one another, 
when warred upon, with all their forces, and let each 
have an equal share of the spoils and booty taken in 
their common wars. Let suits relating to private 
contracts be determined within ten days, and in 
the nation where the contract was made. And let 
it not be permitted to add anything to, or take 
anything away from these treaties except by the 

consent both of the Romans and of all the Latins.”’ 
This was the treaty entered into by the Romans 
and the Latins and confirmed by their oaths sworn 
over the sacrificial victims. The senate also voted 
to offer sacrifices to the gods in thanksgiving for 
their reconciliation with the populace, and added 
one day to the Latin festival,! as it was called, 
which previously had been celebrated for two days, 
The first day had been set apart as holy by Tar- 
quinius when he conquered the Tyrrhenians; the 
second the people added after they had freed the 
commonwealth by the expulsion of the kings; and 
to these the third was now added because of the 
return of the seceders. The superintendence and 
oversight of the sacrifices and games performed 
during this festival was committed to the tribunes’ 
assistants, who held, as I said,? the magistracy now 
called the aedileship; and they were honoured by 

1 Feriae Latinae. 
2 In chap. 90, 3. 
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epnv, Koopnbeévres bd Tis Bovdfjs mroppupa kal 
Opovep erehavrivyp Kal tots dAdo émonpots ols 
elyov ot Baotrets. 
XCVI. Ov OMG S° dorepov xXpovw Tis €opris 

TOV dmraruKca@y els Mevijvos ’Aypinmas ereAevr7)~ 
ge tov Biov, 6 wKnoas LaBivovs Kat TOV dar. 3 
adTa@v OpiapBov emupaveorarov KaTayayov,” @ 
mevobecioan 1) Bovdr) Thy Kdbodov emer pewpe Tots 
dvydou, Kad 6 Stjwos muorevoas améoTy rev 
OTrAwy: Kal abrov eOarbev 7) mods Snpooia Kal 
KadXdiorn mavtwv avOpmimwv Kal Aapmporarn 
Taph. ovoia yap ovK aw TO avdpt els preyado- 
mpémrevav EKKO[MUOTS Kal radis amoxyp@oa: wore 
Kal Tots emUTpOTOLS adTod Tav mraidwy Bovdevo- 
pevois edo€ev ws eva Tav mod edTEADs ex- 
Kopioa Te Kal diac. od pevTot ye 6 Shjwos elacer, 
aAAa ouvayayovres of SyHpapxyor TO 7Ajbos els 
éxAnoiav Kal mohAa dreABovres eyicebpua, TOV TE 
Kata moe pov Epywv Tod avd pos Kal TOV moXA- 
TUCBY, THY TE owppoodyny adbrob Kal m7 Avrornra 
Too Biov, padvora be Thy ets Xpnpariapoy eyKpd- 
Tevav emi HjKuorov apavres Tots erraivols, alayvoTov 
efynoav elvat TOV mpayyaTwr avdpa tHALKodTOV 
donpov Kal Tamew?s Kndelas Tuxety Sia meviav: 
Tapyveody Te TO Onpw Thy Samdvynv dvadefa- 
ofan, Kal ovveweveyKeiy Kat avdpa doov ay 
avrol Tag wou. tots 5 dxovoaow dopevors * 
eyeveto, Kal adrixa dépovros éxdorov 7d Taxbev 
TOAD TL xPribe ie: diaddpov.4 pabodaa de 

1 dn’ Cary: ef Kiessling, Jacoby. 
~ Karayaydv Kicetling : ayayav 
% Cobet: dopevov O, Jacoby. i d:addpov B: om. R. 
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the senate with a purple robe, an ivory chair, and 
the other insignia that the kings had had. 

XCVI. Not! long after this festival Menenius 
Agrippa, one of the ex-consuls, died. It was he who 
had overcome the Sabines and had celebrated a most 
notable triumph for that victory; and it was through 
his persuasion that the senate had allowed the 
seceders to return and that the populace, because 
of their confidence in him, had given up their arms. 
He was buried at the expense of the public and 
his funeral was the most honourable and the most 
splendid that has fallen to any man. His estate, it 
seems, was not sufficient to defray the expense of a 
magnificent funeral and burial, so that even the 
guardians of his children resolved after consultation 
to carry him out of the city and bury him like any 
ordinary person at little expense. This, however, 
the people would not permit; but the tribunes, 
having assembled them and paid lengthy tributes 
to the achievements of Agrippa in both war and 
peace, lauding to the highest degree his modera- 
tion and his frugal manner of life, and, above 
all, his refraining from amassing riches, said it 
would be the most dishonourable thing imaginable 
that such a man should be buried in an obscure 
and humble manner by reason of his poverty; and 
they advised the people to take the expense of 
his funeral upon themselves and every man to 
contribute towards it such an amount as they, the 
tribunes, should assess. His audience gladly heard 
this proposal, and when each man had presently 
contributed the amount he was assessed, a large 
sum was collected. The senate, being informed 

1 Of. Livy ii. 33, 10f. 
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T0008 7%) Bovdr 8 aicydvns 7d mpaypya édAaBe Kal 
Expwe pn Kar’ avdpa epavou@ tov émupavéorarov 
‘Pwpaiwy epudety Oamrrduevov, Gd éx Trav 
Sypoctwy dikaiwoe TO avddAwpa yevécbar Tots 

/ > / A > /, ¢ A ~ 

Taplais emiTpeaca THY emyeAccav. of S€ moAAv 
mavu pucbdoavres xpnudtwv Tas mapoxas KdopD 
te wodvtekeoTdtTw KoopHnoavres adbtod TO Gaya 
Kal mdvtTa Ta Aowra emixopnynoavres eis peyaAo- 
mpérrevav EOaxpav adrov agiws Ths aperis. avridiro- 
tywovpevos 8 6 Shuos mpos ri Bovdjy. odd’ 

> \ > / A A / > /, 

avtos Hiwae TO cvvercevexOev Siddopov amodiddv- 
Twv T&v Tapud@v amodaBeiv, aA éeyapicato Trois 
mavot Tod avdpos oikteipwv tiv amopiay, wa 
pndev avd€wv emirndevowor ris Tod matpos 
Gperis. éyévero 5€ Kal ripnors ev tH xpdvw 
tovTm Sia tv brdtwv e& Hs edpeOncav dmép 
evdeka Tavrwv pupiddes at Tysnodpevar.4 
Kai ra pev ent ris tovrwv trateias mpaybevra 

‘Pwpalos tabr’ Hv. 

1 The sentence appears to be seriously corrupt; we should 
expect something like umép evdexa modtrady pupiddas rev 
Tiunoapévwv. Jacoby retained the reading of the MSS.; 
Sylburg proposed zodirav for mdvrwv. 
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of this, was ashamed of the business and resolved 
not to allow the most illustrious of all the Romans 
to be buried by private contributions, but thought 
it fitting that the expense should be defrayed 
from the public funds; and it entrusted the care 
of the matter to the quaestors.1 These let the 
contract for the furnishing of his funeral for a very 
large sum of money; and having arrayed his body in 
the most sumptuous manner, and furnished every-. 
thing else that could tend to magnificence, they 
buried him in a manner worthy of his virtue. There- 
upon the people, in emulation of the senate, refused 
on their part to receive back the sum they had con- 
tributed, when the quaestors offered to return it, 
but presented it to the children of the deceased in 
compassion for their poverty and to prevent them 
from engaging in any pursuits unworthy of their 
father’s virtue. There was also a census taken at 
this time by the consuls, according to which the 
number of the citizens who registered was found to 
amount to more than 110,000. 

These were the acts of the Romans in this con- 
sulship. 

1 Livy, l.c., knows naught of this action by the senate. 
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AAIKAPNAZEQS 

PQMAIKHS APXAIOAOTIAS 

AOTOZ EBAOMOZ 

I. Térov 5€ Teyaviov Maxepivov} kat TozmAtov 
/ \ 4 > / / Myvuxiov tiv trarov eéovoiay mapadaBdvrwv 

atrov omdvis loxupa thy ‘Papnv Karéoyev ex THs 
amoordcews*® aBotca tiv dapyjv. 6 pev yap 
dios anéorn Tav matpikiwy pera® rihv per- 
omwpwiv tonpepiay bm adray pdAora Thy apyhv 
Tob omdpou: e€éAumov S€ Tiv xwpav of yewpyodvTes 
dpa TH Kwyoe Kal Sudornoay* of pev edrvyéore- 
pow® mpos rods matpicious, 76 S¢ Ontucdv pépos 
ws tovs Snuorikods: Kali Siéwewvav e€ exeivov 

\ > / ” Ld ze 4, \ xwpis addjAwy dvres Ews 08 Karéorn Kal ovv- 
HAbev 7) mdds eis EavTjVY od TOAA@ mpdtepov b- 
adayeioa THs xeysepwis tpomhs. tov 5é peratd 
xpovov, ev @ O mas emuredctra omdpos* wpaios, 
Epnios 1) xwpa Tov emyseAnoopéevwn Hv Kal ént 
moddv xpdvov Sierédecev, wore pndé KateADobar 

1 Maxepivov Sigonius: xapepivov A, xayeplov B. 
2 Sintenis: dooracias O. 
5 wera R: zepi B. 
* d€crnoavy BC: peréornaay R. 
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I. After! Titus Geganius Macerinus and Publius 
Minucius had entered upon their consulship, Rome 
suffered from a great scarcity of corn, which had its 
origin in the secession. For the populace seceded from 
the patricians after the autumnal equinox, just about 
the beginning of seed-time, and the husbandmen 
left their farms at the time of this uprising and 
divided, the more prosperous joining the patricians, 
while the labourers went over to the plebeians; and 
from that time the two classes remained aloof from 
each other till the commonwealth was composed and 
reunited, the reconciliation being effected not long 
before the winter solstice. During that interval, 
which is the season in which all planting of corn is 
best done, the land was destitute of people to cul- 
tivate it, and remained so for a long time. So that 
even when the husbandmen returned, it was no 

1 Cf. Livy ii. 34, 1-3. 

5 edruxéorepor Capps: ebyepéarepor O, edyevéorepor Cmg, 
xaptéorepor Sintenis. 
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Tots yewpyois avadaBety adriy ere pddwov elvac 
dovAwy te arooTdce. Kal KTyvav oAdbpw pel? 
av advrnv eweMov epydleobar KEKaKWHEVTY, 
adoppiis TE od moAdois! «is Tov emidvTa éviavTov 
drapxovons ovTEe OTTEppaTwY ovTE Tpophs. Taira 
7 Bovdry pablotca mpéoBers Siereumeto mpos? 
uppnvovs Kat Kapavods kat to Kadovpevov 
wpevtivoy mediov otrov daov av dvvawro mAe- 

otov wrnoopéevous: IIdmAws dé Odarépios Kai 
Aevkuos Teydvos eis Xuxediav ameorddnoar, 
Odad€pios prev vids dv TlomAucdAa, Teydvuos Sé 
Garépov ra&v tmdtwv adeAddos. tUpavvor Sé TOTE 
KaTa TdAets ev Hoav, émipaveoratos dé I'eAwy 6 
Aewvopuévous vewoti tiv “Immoxpdrous * rupavvida 
Tapedngeds, odxi Avoviovos 6 LupaKovovos, as 
Atkivnios yéeypape Kat I'éAdvos Kai aAdot ovxvol 
Tov ‘Pwpaiwy ovyypapéwy ovbev efnraKdres TOV 
TeEpt TOUS xpdvous axpiBas, a ws adTo Sn Aot Toupyov, 
add’ elk TO TpooTVXOV amopawopevor. 1) pev yap 
els LuceAiav dmroderxOetoa mpeapela kara Tov 
SevtTepov eviavTov THs €PdounKooris Kal Sevtépas 
oAvpmiddos e&émevoev ApxYovTos "AGiynow “YBpe- 
Aidov, émraxaidexa Sve Povey eT@v pera THY 
2k Body Tav Baoréwr, cs obrol te Kal of dor 
axedov dmavres ovyypadeis opodoyotor: Avo- 
vdawos 8° 6 mpeaBurepos oySonKooT@ Kal méuTTw 
pera. Tadra €rer Lvpakovalois émavacras Karéoye 
THv Tupavvida Kata TOV TpiTov éevavToV TIS 
evernKoorhs Kat. Tpitns dAvumiddos adapyovros 

1 zoAdois B: moAAijs 
2 Sveméumrero mpds iar Sudmresmrev els B. 
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longer easy for them to bring it back under cultiva- 
tion, inasmuch as it had suffered both from the 
desertion of slaves and the loss of animals with which 
they were to cultivate it, and as few of the husband- 
men had any store of grain on hand for the next year 
for either seed or food. The senate, being informed 
of this, sent ambassadors to the Tyrrhenians and to 
the Campanians and also to the Pomptine plain, as it 
is called, to buy up all the corn they could, while 
Publius Valerius and Lucius Geganius were sent to 
Sicily ; Valerius was a son of Publicola, and Geganius 
was brother to one of the consuls. Tyrants ruled 
in the various cities at that time, and the most 
illustrious was Gelon, the son of Deinomenes, who 
had lately succeeded to the tyranny of Hippoc- 
rates,—not Dionysius of Syracuse, as Licinius and 
Gellius and many others of the Roman historians 
have stated, without having made any careful 
investigation of the dates involved, as the facts show 
of themselves, but rashly relating the first account that 
offered itself. For the embassy appointed to go to 
Sicily set sail in the second year of the seventy- 
second Olympiad,? when Hybrilides was archon at 
Athens, seventeen years after the expulsion of the 
kings, as these and almost all the other historians 
agree; whereas Dionysius the Elder, having made 
an uprising against the Syracusans in the eighty- 
fifth year after this, possessed himself of the tyranny 
in the third year of the ninety-third Olympiad,® 

1 Gelon became tyrant of Gela in 491, and from 485 to his 
death in 478 was tyrant of Syracuse. 

2 490 B.c. ® 405 B.c. He reigned from 405 to 367. 

3 rod ddeAgod after ‘Imzoxpdrous deleted by Cobet. 
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6 ’A@rjvno. KadAiov rob! per’ ’Avruyévn. dAtyous 
Lev obv E€reot Siapaprety TOV ypdvwv Soin tis av 
toropukois avipdow dpyaias Kal moAverets ovv- 
TATTOMEvols TpaypyaTetas, yeveats S¢ Svaiv 7 Tpt- 
civ dAats arromAavnOyvar THs aAnOelas odK av ém- 
Tpépevev, add’ Eouxev 6 mpATos ev Tais xpovoypadgi- 
ats? rodro Kataywpicas, & mdvtes HKoAovOnaay ot 
Aouroi, tooobro pdvov ev rais apxatiais edpaw 
avaypadais, dr. mpéaBers ameotdAnoav emt rovTwv 
Tav bratwv eis LukeAlav otrov wvncdpevor Kal 
mapijcav exeidev ayovres fv 6 TUpavvos edwKe 
Swpedy, odKeért unv® mapa Tov ‘EMnukdv eLerdoar 
avyypapewy dois Hv tUpavvos tore LiKeAlas, 
aBacaviorws 5€ mws Kal KaTd TO mpooTuyov 
eivar tov Avoviavov. 

II. Of pev odv emi XuxeAias mA€ovtes mpéaPets 
Xetuave xpnodpevor kara Oadarray Kat KiKAw Tv 
vijgov tepimdciv avayxacbevtes ypoviol te KaT- 
7xXOncav mpos Tov TUpavvov, Kal THY YEyLepuV 
exet diatpipavres wpav kata Odpos émavpABov eis 

2 *Iradiay moAAas Kopilovtes ayopds. ot 8 eis TO 
Ilwpevrivov dmooradévres mediov dAlyouv pev 
ed€noav ws KaTdoKoTot mpos tov OvdodAovaKwy 
avaipeOjvar SiaPdrAnbevres bd Tadv ek ‘Padpyns 
duydiwyv, xadera@s 5€ wavy Sia thy mpobvpiay 
T&v idwkévwv® atta Siacdoar Suvnbevres ra 
cdpara, Sixa TOY xpnudtwv avéorpepay eis tiv 

3 ‘Pwpynv dmpaxror. duow Se Tovrois ovveBy 
mabety Kai trois eis thy “Iradidrw ddixopévois 

1 rod B: om. R. 
2 xpovoypadias Bb: dpoypadias A, Jacoby. 
3 uv Bb, pev Post: om. R. 
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Callias, the successor of Antigenes, being then 
archon at Athens. Now an error of a few years 
in their dates might be allowed to historians who 
are composing works dealing with ancient events 
extending over many years, but a deviation from the 
truth by two or three entire generations would not be 
permissible. But it is probable that the first writer 
to record this event in his annals—whom all the rest 
then followed—finding in the ancient records only 
this, that ambassadors were sent under these consuls 
to Sicily to buy corn and returned from thence with 
the present of corn which the tyrant had given them, 
did not proceed further to discover from the Greek 
historians who was tyrant of Sicily at that time, 
but without examination and at random set down 
Dionysius. 

II. The ambassadors who were sailing to Sicily, 
having met with a storm at sea and being obliged 
to sail round the island, were a long time in reaching 
the tyrant; then, after spending the winter season 
there, they returned to Italy in ! the summer bringing 
with them a great quantity of provisions. But those 
who had been sent to the Pomptine plain came very 
near being put to death by the Volscians as spies, 
the Roman exiles having accused them of being such. 
And having with very great difficulty been able to 
escape with their lives, through the zealous efforts 
of their personal friends there, they returned to 
Rome without their funds and without having effected 
anything. The same fate happened to those who 

1 This is the conjecture of Gelenius; the MSS. have “‘ after.”’ 

* xara Gelenius: pera B, Jacoby, pera ro R. 
5 idogévav R: iSiwv Eévwv B. 
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an oe NX 
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III. ’Emi ris €Enrooris cal rerdprns dAvpmiddos 

atroi BC: ev Tavry TH move A. 
tatra BC: atra A. 
Kiessling : éxadeiro O, Jacoby. 
enixAnotv B: KAfjow AC, Suidas. 
eis A, Suidas: apés B, om. Cobet. cof © Ww pe 
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went to Cumae.t_ For many Roman exiles who had 
escaped with Tarquinius from the last battle, and 
were now residing in that city, at first endeavoured to 
prevail upon the tyrant to deliver up the ambassadors 
to them to be put to death; and when they failed to 
gain this request, they asked that they might detain 
their persons as pledges till they should receive 
from the city that had sent them their own fortunes, 
which they declared had been unjustly confiscated 
by the Romans; and they thought it proper that the 
tyrant should be the judge of their cause. The 
tyrant of Cumae at that time was Aristodemus, the 
son of Aristocrates, a man of no obscure birth, who 
was called by the citizens Malacus or “ Effeminate’’— 

-a nickname which in time came to be better known 
than his own name—either because when a boy he 
was effeminate and allowed himself to be treated 
as a woman, as some relate, or because he was of a 
mild nature and slow to anger, as others state. 
It seems to me that it is not out of place to interrupt 
my account of Roman affairs at this point for a short 
time in order to relate briefly what opportunities 
he had to seek the tyranny, by what methods he 
attained to it, how he conducted the government, 
and to what end he came. 

III. In the sixty-fourth Olympiad, when Miltiades 
1 Literally, “‘the Italian Cymé,” so designated to distin- 

guish it from one or more other cities bearing the same name. 
Cumae was reputed to have been founded by colonists from 
Chalcis and Eretria in Euboea (cf. chap. 3). But the name 
was evidently given in honour of the native city of a part at 
least of its founders, and it is probable that that city was 
Cymé near Chalcis, a place that was early i Hg with Chalcis, 
losing its separate identity. As a result, the better-known 
Cymé on the coast of Asia Minor was sometimes given the 
credit of having sent out this colony. 
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‘1 yap added by Reiske. 
2 croudrwv B: cropiwy R. 
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was archon at Athens,! the Tyrrhenians who had 
inhabited the country lying near the Ionian Gulf, 
but had been driven from thence in the course of 
time by the Gauls, joined themselves to the Umbrians, 
Daunians, and many other barbarians, and undertook 
to overthrow Cumae, the Greek city in the country 
of the Opicans founded by Eretrians and Chalcidians, 
though they could allege no other just ground for 
their animosity than the prosperity of the city? 
For Cumae was at that time celebrated throughout 
all Italy for its riches, power, and all the other 
advantages, as it possessed the most fertile part of 
the Campanian plain and was mistress of the most 
convenient havens round about Misenum. The 
barbarians, accordingly, forming designs upon these 
advantages, marched against this city with an army 
consisting of no less than 500,000 foot and 18,000 
horse. While they lay encamped not far from the 
city, a remarkable prodigy appeared to them, the 
like of which is not recorded as ever having happened 
anywhere in either the Greek or the barbarian world. 
The rivers, namely, which ran near their camp, one 
of which is called the Volturnus and the other the 
Glanis,? leaving their natural channels, turned their 
streams backwards and for a long time continued to 
run up from their mouths toward their sources. The 
Cumaeans, being informed of this prodigy, were then 
at last encouraged to engage with the barbarians, in 
the assurance that Heaven designed to bring low 
the lofty eminence of their foes and to raise their 
own fortunes, which seemed at low ebb. And having 

1 §24/3 B.c. 
2 The Adriatic; cf. i. 10, 1 and note; i. 18, 3. 
3’ The name usually appears as Clanius. 
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1 Reiske: dpzacdpevo QO, 
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divided all their youth into three bodies, with one of 
these they defended the city, with another they 
guarded their ships, and the third they drew up 
before the walls to await the enemy’s attack. These 
consisted of 600 horse and of 4500 foot. And though 
so few in number, they sustained the attack of so 
many myriads. 

IV. When the barbarians learned that they were 
ready to fight, they uttered their war-cry and came 
to close quarters, in the barbarian fashion, without 
any order, the horse and foot intermingled, in the 
expectation of utterly annihilating them. The place 
before the city where they engaged was a narrow 
defile surrounded by mountains and lakes, a terrain 
favourable to the valour of the Cumaeans and 
unfavourable to the multitude of the barbarians. 
For they were knocked down and trampled upon by 
one another in many parts of the field, but parti- 
cularly around the marshy edges of the lake, so that 
the greater part of them were destroyed by their 
own forces without even engaging the battle-line of 
the Greeks. Thus their huge army of foot defeated 
itself, and without performing any brave action 
dispersed and fled in every direction. The horse, 
however, engaged and gave the Greeks great 
trouble; yet being unable to surround their enemies 
by reason of the narrow space, and Heaven also ren- 
dering the Greeks some assistance with lightning, 
rain and thunder, they were seized with fear and 
turned to flight. In this action all the Cumaean 
horse fought brilliantly, and they were allowed to have 

® Epuyev A; Edevyev R. 
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1 é€v O: ra&v év Jacoby. 
2 das B: om. R. 
3 MadAaxés before ’Aptorddnuos deleted by Kiessling. 
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been the chief cause of the victory ; but Aristodemus, 
nicknamed Malacus, distinguished himself above all 
the rest, for he alone sustained the attack of the 
enemy and slew their general as well as many other 
brave men. When the war was at an end and 
the Cumaeans had offered sacrifices to the gods in 
thanksgiving for their victory and had given a 
splendid burial to those who had been slain in the 
battle, they fell into great strife concerning the 
prize for valour, disputing to whom they ought to 
award the first crown. For the impartial judges 
wished to bestow this honour upon Aristodemus, 
and the people were all on his side; but the men in 
power desired to confer it upon Hippomedon, the 
commander of the horse, and the whole senate 
championed his cause. The Cumaeans were at that 
time governed by an aristocracy, and the people 
were not in control of many matters. And when a 
sedition arose because of this strife, the older men, 
fearing that the rivalry might proceed to arms and 
bloodshed, prevailed on both parties to consent that 
each of the men should receive equal honours. 
From this beginning Aristodemus became a champion 
of the people, and having cultivated proficiency in 
political oratory, he seduced the mob by his harangues, 
improved their condition by popular measures, 
exposed the powerful men who were appropriating 
the public property, and relieved many of the poor 
with his own money. By this means he became 
both odious and formidable to the leading men of 
the aristocracy. 

V. In the twentieth year after the engagement 

4 wevitwv B: modiray A. 
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with the barbarians ambassadors from the Aricians 
came to the Cumaeans with the tokens of suppliants 
to beg their assistance against the Tyrrhenians who 
were making war upon them. For, as I related in 
an earlier book, Porsena, king of the Tyrrhenians, 
after making peace with Rome, had sent out his son 
Arruns with one half of the army when the youth 
desired to acquire a dominion for himself. Arruns, 
then, at the time in question was besieging the 
Aricians, whom he had forced to take refuge inside 
their walls, and he expected to capture the city 
soon by famine. When this embassy arrived, the 
leading men of the aristocracy, who hated Aristo- 
demus and feared he might do some harm to the 
established government, thought they had got a 
very fine opportunity to get rid of him under a 
specious pretence. They accordingly persuaded the 
people to send two thousand men to the aid of the 
Aricians and appointed Aristodemus as general, 
ostensibly because of his brilliant military achieve- 
ments; after which they took such measures as 
they supposed would result in his either being 
destroyed in battle by the Tyrrhenians or perishing 
at sea. For being empowered by the senate to raise 
the forces that were to be sent as auxiliaries, they 
enrolled no men of distinction or reputation, but 
choosing out the poorest and the most unprincipled 
of the common people from whom they were under 
continual apprehension of some uprisings, they 
made up out of these the complement of men who 
were to be sent upon the expedition. And launching 
ten old ships that were most unseaworthy and were 

1 v. 36, 1f. 
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commanded by the poorest of the Cumaeans, they 
embarked the forces on board these ships, threatening 
with death anyone who should fail to enlist. 

VI. Aristodemus, merely remarking that he was 
not ignorant of the purpose of his enemies, namely, 
that in word they were sending him to the assistance 
of the Aricians, but in fact to manifest destruction, 
accepted the command, and hastily setting sail with 
the ambassadors of the Aricians, and accomplishing 
the voyage over the intervening sea with great 
difficulty and danger, came to anchor at points along 
the coast nearest to Aricia. And leaving a sufficient 
number of men on board to guard the ships, on the 
first night he made the march, which was not a long 
one, from the sea to the city and appeared 
unexpectedly to the inhabitants at dawn. Then, 
encamping near the city and persuading the citizens 
who had fled for refuge inside the walls to come out 
into the open, he promptly challenged the Tyrrhe- 
nians to battle. And a sharp engagement ensuing, 
the Aricians after a very short resistance all gave 
way and again fled inside the walls. But Aristodemus 
with a small body of chosen Cumaeans sustained 
the united shock of the enemy, and having slain the 
general of the Tyrrhenians with his own hand, put 
the rest to flight and gained the most glorious of all 
victories. After he had performed these achieve- 
ments and been honoured with many presents by 
the Aricians, he sailed home immediately, desiring 
to be himself the messenger to the Cumaeans of his 

1 yevouévov 8 é€x mapatafews dydvos ACb: yevouévns Se 
mapatafews Kai aydvos R. 
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1 xarabeis B: mpobeis R. 
® érayyedopevww R: erayyeAapéevwv B, Jacoby. 

‘4 3 érhyero B: tanydyero R, érnyayero Gelenius. 
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victory. He was followed by a great number of 
merchantmen belonging to the Aricians, laden with 
the spoils and prisoners taken from the Tyrrhenians. 
When they arrived near Cumae, he brought his 
ships to shore, and assembling his army, inveighed 
vehemently against the chief men of the city and 
bestowed many praises upon the soldiers who had 
distinguished themselves in the battle; and having 

given money to every one of them man by man and 
placed at the joint disposal of all of them the presents 
he had received from the Aricians, he asked that 
they should remember these favours when they 
returned home, and if he should be threatened with 
any danger from the oligarchy, that every one of 
them should assist him to the utmost of his power. 
Then, when all acknowledged themselves to be under 
great obligations to him, not only for their unexpected 
preservation which they owed to him, but also for 
their not returning home with empty hands, and 
promised to sacrifice their own lives sooner than to 
abandon him to his enemies, he commended them 
and dismissed the assembly. After this he called 
into his tent those among them who were the most 
unprincipled and the most daring in action, and by 
means of largesses, fair words, and hopes which seduce 
all men, he bribed them in readiness to assist him in 
overthrowing the established government. 

VII. After he had secured these men as his 
assistants and participants with him in the struggle, 
and had acquainted each one with the part he was to 
play, and furthermore had set at liberty without 
ransom all the prisoners he was bringing along, in 
order to gain their goodwill also, he sailed with his 
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ships decked out into the harbours of Cumae. When 
the soldiers disembarked, they were met by their 
fathers and mothers and all the rest of their kinsmen, 
their children and their wedded wives, who embraced 
them with tears and kisses and called each of them 
by the most endearing terms. And all the other 
citizens, receiving the general with joy and applause, 
conducted him to his house. But the chief men of the 
city, particularly those who had given him the 
command and concerted the other measures for his 
destruction, were vexed at these manifestations and 
felt sinister apprehensions regarding the future. 
Aristodemus allowed a few days to pass, during 
which he performed his vows to the gods and 
waited for the merchantmen that were late in arriving, 
and then, when the proper time came, he said he 
desired to give the senate an account of the cir- 
cumstances of the battle and to show them the spoils 
taken in the war. Then, the authorities having 
assembled in great numbers, he came forward and 
made a speech, in which he related everything that 
had happened in the battle; and while he was 
speaking, the accomplices in the plot with whom he 
had arranged matters rushed into the senate-house 
in a body with swords under their garments and 
killed all the members of the aristocracy. There- 
upon there ensued a flight of those who were in the 
forum and a rush of some to their houses and of 
others away from the city, except of such as were 
privy to the conspiracy; the latter in the mean time 
captured the citadel, the dockyards, and the strong 

1 éyévero added here by Sintenis, after duyi 8’ by Jacoby; 
éyivero added here by Grasberger. 
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1 Naber: ayafa O, Jacoby. 
2 xaxiora B: xdAdvora R. 
8 Jmoxvira (sic) B: brecxveiro R. 
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places of the city. The following night he released 
from the prisons all who were under sentence of 
death, of whom there were many, and arming them 
together with his friends, among whom were the 
Tyrrhenian prisoners, he formed out of these a body- 
guard for himself. When it was day, he assembled 
the people and after inveighing at length against 
the citizens who had been put to death by his orders, 
he said that those men, having often sought his life, 
had been justly punished by him, but that, as for 
the rest of the citizens, he had come to give them 
liberty, equal rights of speech, and many other 
advantages. 

VIII. When he had said this and thereby filled 
all the common people with wonderful hopes, he 
established two institutions which are the worst of all 
human institutions and the prologues to every 
tyranny—a redistribution of the land and an abolition 
of debts. He promised that he would take upon 
himself the care of both these matters if he were 
appointed general with absolute power till the public 
tranquillity should be secured and they had established 
a democratic constitution. When the common 
people and the unprincipled rabble gladly accepted 
the proposal to pillage the goods of other men, 
Aristodemus conferred upon himself the supreme 
command, and proposed another measure by which 
he deceived them and deprived them all of their 
liberty. For pretending to suspect that the rich 
would raise disturbances and insurrections against 
the common people on account of the redistribution 
of the land and the abolition of debts, he said the only 
means he could think of to prevent a civil war and the 
slaughter of citizens and to guard against these 
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1 Jacoby: mpoeveyxovtes O. 
® Cobet: xeioBar O, Jacoby. 
’ Fv Reiske: 7 O. 
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miseries before they happened, was for all of them to 
bring the arms out of their houses and to conse- 
crate them to the gods, in order that they might make 
use of them against foreign enemies who should attack 
them, whenever the necessity should arise, and not 
against one another, and that in the mean time they 
would be suitably placed in the keeping of the 
gods. When they agreed to this also, he disarmed all 
the Cumaeans that very day, and during the following 
days he searched their houses, where he put to death 
many worthy citizens, alleging that they had not pro- 
duced all their arms for the gods. After this he 
strengthened his tyranny by three sorts of guards. 
The first consisted of the filthiest and the most 
unprincipled of the citizens, by whose aid he had 
overthrown the aristocracy; the second, of the most 
impious slaves, whom he himself had freed for having 
killed their masters; and the third, a mercenary 
force, consisting of the most savage barbarians, 
who amounted to no fewer than two thousand and 
were far better soldiers than any of the rest. He 
destroyed the statues of those he had put to death in 
all places both sacred and profane and set up his own 
in their stead; and seizing their houses and lands and 
the rest of their fortunes, he reserved for himself 
the gold and silver and everything else that was 
worthy of a tyrant, and divided the remainder among 
those who had aided him in gaining his power. But 
the most numerous and the largest gifts he made to 

4 ze Kal movnpordtwy O, but added in margin by Bb: 
deleted by Jacoby. 

5 améexrewev B: améxrewav R. 
§ kai BeByAov témov dépwv B: Kal eis BeByAouvs tdmous 

dépwv R. 
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1 Steph.?: émirpédecba O. 
2 Sylburg: dzeiva O. 
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the slaves who had killed their masters. Thereupon 
these insisted also on marrying the wives and 
daughters of their late masters. 

IX. At first he paid no attention to the male 
children of those who had been put to death, but 
afterwards, either at the direction of some oracle or 
influenced also by the reflection he might naturally 
make, that in them no small danger was being secretly 
reared up against him, he resolved to destroy them 
allin one day. But at the earnest entreaties of all 
the men with whom the children’s mothers were 
living and the children themselves were being brought 
up, since he wished to grant them this favour also, he 
saved them from death, contrary to his intention. 
Taking precautions, however, against them, lest 
they should combine together and conspire against 
his tyranny, he ordered them all to depart from the 
city and to live in the country dispersed here and 
there, receiving instruction in no profession or 
branch of learning becoming to the children of free- 
men, but tending flocks and performing the other 
labours of the husbandman; and he threatened with 
death anyone of them who should be found in the city. 
These children, accordingly, forsaking the houses of 
their fathers, were brought up in the country like 
slaves, serving the murderers of their fathers. And 
to the end that no noble or manly spirit might spring 
up in any of the rest of the citizens, he resolved to 
make effeminate by means of their upbringing all the 
youths who were being reared in the city, and with 
that view he suppressed the gymnasiums and the 
practice of arms and changed the manner of life 
previously followed by the children. For he ordered 
the boys to wear their hair long like the girls, to 
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adorn it with flowers, to keep it curled and to bind 
up the tresses with hair-nets, to wear embroidered 
robes that reached down to their feet, and, over these, 
thin and soft mantles, and to pass their lives in the 
shade. And when they went to the schools kept by 
dancing-masters, flute-players and others who, like 
these, pay court to the Muses, their governesses 
attended them, taking along parasols and fans; 
and these women bathed them, carrying into the 
baths combs, alabaster pots filled with perfumes, and 
looking-glasses. By such training he continued to 
enervate the youth till they had completed their 
twentieth year, and from that time permitted them 
to be considered as men. Having by these and 
many other methods abused and insulted the Cu- 
maeans without refraining from any kind of lust or 
cruelty, when he thought himself secure in the 
possession of the tyranny, being now grown old, he 
was punished to the satisfaction of both gods and men , 
and extirpated with all his family. 

X. Those who rose against him and freed their 
country from his tyranny were the sons of the citizens 
he had murdered, all of whom he had at first resolved 
to put to death in one day, but being prevailed upon 
by the entreaties of his bodyguards, to whom he had 
given their mothers, had refrained, as I said, and 
ordered them to live in the country. A few years 
later, as he was making a progress through the 
villages, he saw a large number of these youths, 
who made a brave appearance; and fearing they 
might conspire together and rise against him, he 

3 The text of this clause seems faulty. Cobet deleted xai, 
Kiessling read cai . . . éxéAevoe. Reiske suspected the loss 
of xarnuéAncev or the like after SvarpiBeuv. 
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1 oi Kiessling: om. O, Jacoby. 
2 xpjuara kai Booxjara after ayew deleted by Cobet. 
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purposed to forestall them by putting them all to 
death before any one should be aware of his in- 
tention. Assembling his friends, accordingly, he 
considered with them how the youths might most 
easily and speedily be put to death in secret. The 
youths, being apprised of this, either by the informa- 
tion of some person who was acquainted with his 
purpose, or suspecting it themselves by reasoning 
from probabilities, fled to the mountains, taking 
with them the iron implements they used in hus- 
bandry. They were speedily joined by the Cumaean 
exiles who resided in Capua, most distinguished 
of whom and possessing the largest number of 
friends among the Campanians were the sons of 
Hippomedon, who had been commander of the horse 
in the war against the Tyrrhenians. These were not 
only well armed themselves, but also brought with 
them arms for the youths as well as a goodly band of 
Campanian mercenaries and of their own friends 
which they had raised. When they had all united, 
they made descents after the manner of brigands and 
plundered the lands of their enemies, lured the slaves 
away from their masters, released the men confined 
in prisons and armed them, and whatever they could 
not carry or drive off they either burnt or killed. 
While the tyrant was at a loss to know in what 
manner he ought to make war upon them, because 
they neither made their attempts openly nor stayed 
long in the same places, but timed their raids either 
from the fall of night to the break of day or from day- 
break to nightfall, and after he had often sent out 
the soldiers to the relief of the country in vain, one 
of the fugitives, sent by the rest in the guise of a 
deserter, came to him, his body torn with whips, and 
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1 mpoaxbels B: mapaxbels R. 
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after suing for impunity, promised the tyrant to 
conduct any troops he should think fit to send with 
him to the place where the fugitives proposed to 
encamp the following night. The tyrant, being 
induced to trust this man, who asked nothing and 
offered his own person as a hostage, sent his most 
trusted commanders at the head of a large number of 
horse and the band of mercenaries with orders to 
bring to him in chains all the fugitives if they could, 
otherwise as many of them as possible. The pretend- 
ed deserter then led the army during the whole night 
through untrodden paths and lonely woods, where 
they suffered greatly, till they came to the regions 
that were most remote from the city. 

XI. In the meantime the rebels and fugitives, 
who lay in ambush on the mountain which lies near 
Lake Avernus and not far from Cumae, when they 
learned from the signals made by their scouts that the 
tyrant’s army had marched out of the city, sent 
thither about sixty of the most resolute of their 
number, clad in goatskins and carrying faggots of 
brushwood. These men contrived to steal into the 
city by various gates about the time for lighting the 
lamps, being taken for labourers and thus escaping 
detection. Once inside the walls, they drew out the 
swords they had concealed in the faggots and all met in 
one place. And proceeding thence in a body to the 
gate that led to Lake Avernus, they killed the guards 
while they were asleep, and, all their own force, 
having by this time arrived near the walls, they 
opened the gates and received them into the city. 

2 rod relxyous Jacoby: 7@ reixer O. 
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All this they did without being discovered. For that 
night there happened to be a public festival; hence the 
whole population of the city was occupied in drinking 
and other pleasures. This afforded the fugitives an 
opportunity of marching through all the streets that 
led to the tyrant’s palace without meeting any 
opposition; and even at the palace doors they did 
not find any considerable number of guards on the 
alert, but here also some were already asleep and 
others drunk, and these they killed without any 
difficulty. Then, rushing into the palace in a body, 
they found all the rest no longer masters of either 
their bodies or their wits because of wine, and they 
eut their throats as if they were so many sheep. 
And having seized Aristodemus himself with his 
children and the rest of his relations, they tore their 
bodies with whips and tortures until late in the night, 
and after inflicting on them almost every kind of 
punishment they put them to death. Having wiped 
out the whole family of the tyrant, so as to leave 
neither children, wives, nor anyone related to them, 
and having spent the whole night in hunting down 
all the abetters of the tyranny, as soon as it was day, 
they proceeded to the forum. Then, calling the 
people together, they laid down their arms and 
restored the traditional government. 

XII. It! was before this Aristodemus, then, when 
he had already reigned as tyrant of Cumae close to 
fourteen years, that the Roman exiles with Tar- 
quinius presented themselves, asking him to decide 

1 Cf. Livy ii, 34, 46. 

4 xparotyvras A: xpatepods ovras B. 
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their cause against their country. The Roman 
ambassadors opposed this for some time, alleging 
that they had not come to enter into a contest of this 
sort and had no authority to plead the cause for the 
commonwealth since the senate had entrusted no 
such power to them. But when they availed naught 
with their plea and they saw the tyrant inclined to the 
other side because of the earnestness and entreaties 
of the exiles, they desired time to prepare a defence. 
And having deposited a sum of money as a pledge 
for their appearance, in the interval while the suit 
was pending and they were no longer guarded, they 
fled; whereupon the tyrant seized their servants, 
their pack-animals, and the money they had brought 
with them to purchase corn. 

It was the fate of these embassies, then, after being 
treated in the manner I have related, to return 
without having accomplished anything. But the 
ambassadors who had been sent to the cities in 
Tyrrhenia bought there a quantity of millet and spelt 
and brought it down to Rome in river-boats. This 
supply sustained the Romans for a short time, but 
its exhaustion brought them to the same straits as 
before. There was no sort of food to which men 
have ever been reduced through necessity that they 
did not venture to try; and it happened that not a 
few of them, by reason both of the scarcity and of the 
strangeness of the unaccustomed food, were either 
weakened in body or were neglected because of their 
poverty and entirely helpless. When the Volscians, 
who had been recently conquered in war, became 
aware of this, they undertook by means of embassies 

5 dmoppjros AB: amoppyrwy R. 
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sent out secretly to incite one another to war against 
the Romans, in the belief that if anyone should attack 
them while they were distressed both by war 
and famine, they would be unable to resist. But 
some benevolence of the gods, who were always 
careful not to permit the Romans to become subject 
to their enemies, manifested its power upon this 
occasion also in a most conspicuous manner. For so 
great a pestilence suddenly descended upon the 
cities of the Volscians as is not recorded to have 
occurred anywhere else in either the Greek or the 
barbarian world, destroying the people without 
distinction of age, condition, or sex, it mattered not 
whether their bodies were strong or weak. The 
extreme nature of the calamity was shown in the case 
of an important city of the Volscians named Velitrae, 
till then a large and populous place, of which the 
plague left but one person out of every ten, attacking 
and carrying off all the rest. At last those who sur- 
vived the calamity sent ambassadors to the Romans 
to inform them of their desolation and to deliver up 
their city to them. They had even before that time 
received a colony from Rome, for which reason they 
now desired colonists to be sent to them a second 
time. 

XIII. When the Romans learned of this, they felt 
compassion for their misfortunes and thought they 
ought to retain no resentment against their enemies 
when under so severe an affliction, since they had 
sufficiently atoned to the gods for what they had been 
intending to do. As to the city of Velitrae, they 

8 obdév @ovto Seiv Kiessling: od Sety dovro ABC, oddev 
@ovTo Cmg, 
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1 rnv added by Kiessling. 
® ode odds Kiessling: moAds AB, méAe Steph. 
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thought proper to accept it and to send a large 
colony thither, in consideration of the many advan- 
tages that would result to them from that measure. 
For the place itself, if occupied by an adequate 
garrison, seemed capable of proving a serious check 
and hindrance to the designs of any who might be 
disposed to begin a rebellion or create any disturbance, 
and it was expected that the scarcity of provisions 
under which the city ! then laboured would be far less 
serious if a considerable part of the citizens removed 
elsewhere. But, above all other considerations, the 
sedition which was now flaring up again, before the 
former one was as yet satisfactorily appeased, induced 
them to vote to send out the colony. For once more 

' the plebeians were becoming inflamed, as before, and 
growing exasperated against the patricians, were 
uttering many harsh words against them, some 
accusing them of neglect and indolence in not having 
long foreseen the scarcity of corn that was to occur, 
and taken the necessary precautions to avert the 
calamity, and others declaring that the scarcity had 
been brought about by their contrivance, because of 
their resentment and a desire to injure the plebeians 
when they remembered their secession. For these 
reasons the colony was sent out promptly, three 
persons being appointed by the senate to be the 
leaders of it. The plebeians were pleased at first that 
lands were to be allotted to colonists, since they 

would thus be freed from the famine and inhabit a 
fertile country ; but afterwards, when they bethought 
themselves of the pestilence which had raged 
violently in the city that was to receive them and 
had not only destroyed the inhabitants, but gave 

1 Rome is here meant. 
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1 ézoixous ABa: dmotxous Bb. 
* guvapdpevov O: auvaipouevov Jacoby. 
3 y.vonevns B: yevopuevns R. 
* oxinmos O: *IxidAvos Sylburg. 
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room to fear that it would treat the new settlers in 
the same manner, their feelings were gradually 
reversed. Consequently those who offered them- 
selves to join the colony were not many, but far 
fewer than the senate had decreed; and these, 
moreover, were already blaming themselves for 
having been ill advised and were endeavouring to 
avoid going out. However, this element was 
included and likewise the others who had not 
willingly joined the colony, the senate having ordered 
that all the Romans should draw lots for completing 
the colony, and having fixed severe and inexorable 
penalties for those upon whom the lot fell, if they did 
not go. This colony, then, was sent to Velitrae 
after being recruited by a specious compulsion; and 
not many days afterwards another colony was sent 
to Norba, which is no mean city of the Latins. 

XIV. But nothing turned out according to the 
calculations of the patricians, insofar at least as their 
hope of appeasing the sedition was concerned; on 
the contrary, the people who were left at home were 
now more exasperated than before and clamoured 
violently against the senators in their groups and 
clubs. They met in small numbers at first, but 
afterwards, as the dearth became more severe, they 
assembled in a body, and rushing all together into 
the Forum, cried out for the tribunes. And these 
having assembled the people, Spurius Sicinius,! who 
was then at the head of their college, came forward 
and not only inveighed at length against the senate 
himself, inflaming the hatred of the people against 
them as much as he could, but also demanded that 

1 The name Sicinius here is probably an error for Icilius, 
as Sylburg saw. 
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1 Sintenis: mapaxepévas O. 
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the others should express their sentiments publicly, 
especially Sicinius and Brutus, who were then 
aediles, calling upon each of them by name; they 
had been the authors of the first secession of the 
people as well, and having introduced the tribunician 
power, had been the first to be invested with it. 
These, having long before prepared the most malicious 
speeches, came forward and enlarged upon those 
points that were welcome to the multitude, alleging 
that the dearth of corn had been occasioned by 
the contrivance and treachery of the rich, against 
whose will the people had acquired their liberty by 
the secession. And they declared that the rich did 
not in the least bear an equal share of this calamity 
with the poor, since they had not only provisions 
secretly hoarded up, but also money to purchase 
imported foodstuffs, and thus could treat the calamity 
with fine scorn, whereas the plebeians had neither 
resource. As regarded the colony which they had 
sent out to a pestilential region, they declared it was 
a banishment to a manifest and much worse destruc- 
tion; and exaggerating the evils with all their powers 
of speech, they asked to be informed what end there 
was to be of their miseries. They reminded them 
of the abusive treatment they had formerly received 
from the rich, and recounted many other things of 
this nature with great freedom. Finally, Brutus 
closed his speech with some such threat as this, that, 
if they would follow his advice, he would soon compel 
those who had kindled this mischief to extinguish 
it. After which the assembly was dismissed. 

XV. The next day the consuls assembled the 

2 kal added by Cobet. 
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. 2 edcboven padaxov Kayser: evdiddvar padaxileoba O, pada- 
xileoOat (only) or évdddvar kat padaxifecba: Kiessling. 
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senate, being terrified at this revolutionary be- 
haviour and believing that the demagogy of Brutus 
would end in some great mischief. And many pro- 
posals of every sort were made to that body both 
by the consuls themselves and also by the older 
senators. Some were of the opinion that they ought 
to court the populace by all possible expressions of 
kindness and by promises of deeds, and make their 
leaders more moderate by bringing the public busi- 
ness into the open and inviting them to join in their 
deliberations concerning the common advantage. 
But others advised not to show any sign of weakness 
toward a headstrong and ignorant multitude and 
toward the bold and insufferable madness of creatures 
-who courted the mob, but to declare in their own 

defence that the patricians were in no way to blame 
for what had happened and to promise that they 
would take all possible care to remedy the evil, and 
at the same time to reprimand those who were 
stirring up the people and warn them that if they 
did not desist from rekindling the sedition they 
would be punished as they deserved. The chief 
proponent of this view was Appius, and it was this 
opinion that prevailed, after such violent strife 
among the senators that even the people, hearing 
their clamour at a great distance, rushed in alarm to 
the senate-house and the whole city was on tip-toe 
with expectation. After this the consuls, going into 
the Forum, called the people together when not 
much of the day now remained ; and coming forward, 

4 @paceiay re Kal avimoorov . . . paviay C, by correction: 
Opaceia te kal dvumoicrw . . . pavia C (at first), AB. Jacoby, 
following Cobet, added 7} before O@paceiav. 
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they attempted to inform them of the decision 
they had reached in the senate. But the tribunes 
opposed them, and thereupon neither the consuls 
nor the tribunes spoke in their turns nor ob- 
served any decorum in their debate; for they cried 
out together and endeavoured to prevent one 
another from speaking, so that it was not easy for 
those who were present to understand what they 
meant. 

XVI. The consuls thought it reasonable that, as 
they had the superior power, they should have the 
command of everything in the city, while the tribunes 
insisted that the assembly of the people was their 
particular sphere, as the senate was that of the 
consuls, and that whatever the people had the 
authority to judge and determine was subject to 
their power alone. The populace supported the 
tribunes, shouting their approval and being prepared, 
if necessary, to attack any who attempted to hinder 
them, while the patricians rallied to the support of 
the consuls. And a violent contest ensued, each 
side insisting upon not yielding to the other, as if 
their defeat on this single occasion would mean the 
giving up of their claims for alltime to come. It was 
now near sunset and the rest of the population were 
running out of their houses to the Forum; and if 
night had descended upon their strife, they would 
have proceeded to blows and the throwing of stones. 
To prevent this, Brutus came forward and asked the 
consuls to give him leave to speak, promising to 
appease the tumult; and they, looking upon this as a 
yielding to them, since, even though the tribunes 
were present, this leader of the people had not asked 
the favour of those magistrates, gave him leave. 
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Then, when silence reigned, Brutus, instead of 
making a speech, merely put questions of the follow- 
ing nature to the consuls: ‘‘ Do you remember,” he 
said, “ that when we put an end to the sedition by an 
accommodation this right was granted to us—that 
when the tribunes should assemble the people to 
consider any matter whatever the patricians should 
not be present at the assembly or create any 
disturbance there?’’ ‘‘ We remember,’ answered 
Geganius. Then Brutus added: “ What is the 
matter with you, then, that you oppose us and do not 
allow the tribunes to say what they please?”’ To this 
Geganius replied: “ Because it was not the tribunes 
who assembled the people, but we, the consuls. 
If, now, the assembly had been called by them, we 
should not have presumed either to hinder them at 
all or to interfere; but since we ourselves assembled 
them, we do not hinder the tribunes from speaking, 
but we feel that it is not right that we should be 
hindered by them.” Then Brutus said: “ We have 
won, plebeians, and our adversaries have yielded 
everything to us we desired. For the present, there- 
fore, depart and cease your strife; to-morrow, I 
promise you, I will show you how great is the strength 
you possess. And do you, tribunes, yield the Forum 
to them for the present; for in the end you will not 
yield it. When you learn how great a power your 
magistracy is possessed of (for you will have that 
knowledge soon; I myself undertake to make it 
clear to you), you will render their arrogance more 
moderate. But if you find I am imposing upon you, 
do to me whatever you will.” 

4 jroddxopa B: tmoxvodpa R. 
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1 6dvywpia O: dAvywpetv Smit. 
® mpoaéxev O: mpocetyov Cobet, mpocéxew Sof Schenkl. 
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XVII. None having opposed this, both parties 
left the assembly, but with very different impressions. 
The poor thought that Brutus had hit upon something 
extraordinary and that he had not made such an 
important promise rashly, while the patricians 
despised the levity of the man and thought the 
boldness of his promises would go no farther than 
words; for they imagined that no other power had 
been granted by the senate to the tribunes than that 
of relieving such plebeians as were unjustly treated. 
However, not all the senators, and least of all the 
older men, made so light of the matter, but they were 
upon their guard lest the madness of this man might 
occasion some irreparable mischief. The following 
night Brutus, having communicated his plan to the 
tribunes and having prepared a goodly number of the 
plebeians to support him, went down with them to the 
Forum; and possessing themselves before sunrise 
of the temple of Vulcan, where the assemblies of the 
people were usually held, they called an assembly. 
When the Forum was filled (for a greater throng had 
assembled upon this occasion than ever before), 
Sicinius! the tribune came forward and made a long 
speech against the patricians, reminding the plebeians 
of all they had suffered at their hands; then he 
told them about the day before, how he had been 
hindered by them from speaking and deprived of the 
power of his magistracy. ‘“‘ What other power, 
indeed,” he asked, “shall we have after this, if we 

1 See the note on chap. 14, page 187. 

3 ovmw mpdtepov Jacoby: ovdémw eddxer AC, odmdmore 
éddxer B, ovderumor’ exet Reiske, od muémore eidfer Sintenis, 
ovderwmore Cobet. 

4 guxinos O: "IxiAvos Sylburg. 
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1 ouvdyerv R: ouvayayety ABC, 
2 dv efein Kiessling: dv éf9 A, dv éfeiv Ba, dv eetvar Bb, 
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are not allowed even that of speaking? How shali 
we be able to relieve any of you when unjustly 
treated by them, if we are deprived of the authority 
of assembling you? For words, I presume, are the 
beginning of all action; and it is obvious that those 
who are not allowed to say what they think will not 
be allowed to do, either, what they please. Either 
take back, therefore, the power you have given us,” 
he said, “ unless you intend to establish it securely, 
or by a law duly enacted prevent all opposition to 
us for the future.” When he had thus spoken and 
the people had cried out to him with a great shout 
to introduce the law, Sicinius, who had it already 
drawn up, read it to them and permitted the people 
to vote upon it immediately. For the business 
seemed to admit of no postponement or delay, lest 
some further obstacle should be interposed by the 
consuls. The law was as follows: “ When a tribune 
is delivering his opinion to the people, let no one say 
anything in opposition or interrupt him. If anyone 
shall act contrary to this, let him, if required, give 
sureties to the tribunes for the payment of the fine 
they shall impose upon him. If he refuses to give 
any surety, let him be punished with death and his 
goods be consecrated. And let the trials of those 
who protest against these fines take place before the 
people.” After the tribunes had caused this law 
to be passed, they dismissed the assembly; and the 
people departed full of joy and very grateful to Brutus, 
whom they looked upon as the author of the law. 

XVIII. After this the tribunes had many con- 

3 $i8wor Jacoby, dua didwox Sintenis: dvadiswar O. 
4 éreveyxeiv deleted by Reiske, who read dvadiSwar. 
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troversies with the consuls over various matters, and 
not only did the people refuse to recognize as valid 
the decrees of the senate, but the senate also did 
not find acceptable anything that the people deter- 
mined; and both of them continued to be arrayed in 
hostile camps and to be suspicious of one another. 
However, their hatred did not lead to any irreparable 
mischief, as often happens in like disorders. For, 
on the one hand, the poor did not attack the houses 
of the rich, where they suspected they should find 
stores of provisions laid up, nor attempt to raid the 
public markets, but consented to buy small quanti- 
ties for a high price, and when they lacked money, 
they sustained life by using roots and grass for food. 
Nor, on the other hand, did the rich, in the confidence 
of their own strength and that afforded by their 
clients, who were very numerous, offer violence to 
the weaker citizens and aim at making themselves 
masters of the city by driving out some of the poor 
and putting others to death, but, like those fathers who 
conduct themselves most prudently toward their sons, 
they continued to display toward their errors the 
kind of displeasure that is benevolent and solicitous. 
While Rome was in this situation, the neighbouring 
cities invited any of the Romans who so desired to 
live among them, luring them by the offer of citizen- 
ship and the hopes of other kind treatment, some 
from the best of motives, because of good will and 
compassion for their misfortune, but the greater 
part through envy of their former prosperity. And 
very great numbers did remove with their whole 
families to live elsewhere, some of whom returned 
when the affairs of the city were composed, while 
others remained where they were. 
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XIX. The consuls, observing these things, thought 
fit, with the approval of the senate, to levy an army 
and to march with the forces out of the city (they had 
found a plausible excuse for their plan in the frequent 
incursions and depredations of their enemies by 
which the country was being laid waste); and they 
also considered the other advantages that would 
result from this action, namely, that by sending an 
army into the field those, on the one hand, who were 
left, becoming fewer in number, would enjoy a 
greater plenty of provisions, while those under arms, 
by supplying themselves from the enemy’s stores, 
would live in greater abundance, and the sedition 
would be in abeyance as long as the expedition lasted. 
But, above all, it seemed that if the patricians and 
plebeians served together, their sharing equally in 
both good and ill fortune amid the dangers of the 
war would effectually confirm their reconciliation. 
But the plebeians were not inclined to obey them, nor 
willingly, as before, to offer themselves to enlist in 
the service; and the consuls did not think it wise to 
enforce the law against those who were unwilling to 
serve. But some patrician volunteers together with 
their clients were enlisted, and when they marched 
out of the city they were joined by a small number 
of plebeians. The army was commanded by Gaius 
Marcius, who had taken the city of Corioli and 
distinguished himself above all others in the battle 
against the Antiates!; and the greater part of the 
plebeians who now took up arms were encouraged to 

1 See vi. 92-94. 

® ouvapapévwv O: dpayévwr Jacoby. 
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do so upon seeing him take the field, some of them 
out of affection for him, and others in the hope of a 
successful campaign; for he was already famous 
and the enemy had come to have great fear of him. 
This army, having advanced as far as the city of 
Antium without trouble, captured a great deal of 
corn that they found in the fields, and many slaves 
and cattle; and after a short time it returned better 
supplied than before with all the necessaries of life, 
so that those who had remained at home were greatly 
dejected and blamed their demagogues, through 
whom they felt they had been deprived of the same 
good fortune. Thus Geganius and Minucius, the 
consuls of this year, though involved in great and 
various storms and often in danger of wrecking the 
state, caused it no harm, but brought it safely 
through its perils by dealing with events rather 
with prudence than with good fortune. 

XX. The consuls! appointed to succeed them, 
Marcus Minucius Augurinus and Aulus Sempronius 
Atratinus, who were both invested with this magis- 
tracy for the second time, being men not unskilled 
either in arms or in debate, took great care to supply 
the city plentifully with both corn and all other pro- 
visions, believing that the harmony of the masses 
depended on their well-being in this respect. Never- 
theless, it was not their good fortune to obtain both 
these ends at the same time, but the surfeit of good 
things was accompanied by the insolence of those who 
had the benefit of them. And then it was that Rome 

1 Of. Livy ii. 34, 7 £. 

* Kiessling: xpyoopévwr O. 
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was exposed once more to a very grave danger from 
a most unlikely source. For the ambassadors sent 
to buy corn, having purchased a large quantity at the 
public expense in both the maritime and the inland 
markets, brought it to the city; and the merchants 
also who used to trade in the markets flocked thither 
from all parts, of whom the commonwealth bought 
their lading with the public funds and kept it under 
guard. Then too Geganius and Valerius, who had 
been sent earlier as ambassadors to Sicily, arrived with 
many merchantmen in which they brought fifty 
thousand Sicilian bushels of wheat, one half of it pur- 
chased at a very low price and the rest sent by the 
tyrant as a free gift to the Romans and conveyed at 
his own expense. When word was brought to the 
people in Rome that the ships had arrived from Sicily 
laden with corn, a long debate arose among the 
patricians concerning the disposal of it. For those 
among them who were the most reasonable and the 
greatest friends of the people, having in view the 
public necessity, advised them to distribute all the 
corn given by the tyrant among the plebeians, and 
to sell to them at a low price that which had been 
purchased with the public funds, pointing out that 
by these favours more than by any other means 
the animosity of the poor against the rich would be 
moderated. On the other hand, those who were 
more arrogant and more zealous for the oligarchy 
thought that they ought to use every effort and every 
means to oppress the plebeians; and they advised 
making the provisions as costly as possible to them 
in order that they might through necessity become 

2 moddv B: om. Re 4 Sintenis: dxact O. 
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more moderate and more observant in general of the 
principles of justice prescribed by the constitution. 

XXI. One! of this oligarchic party was that 
Marcius, surnamed Coriolanus, who did not, like the 
rest, deliver his opinion with secrecy and caution, but 
with so much openness and boldness that many even 
of the plebeians heard him. It seems that, besides 
the general grievance against them which he shared 
with the others, he had lately received some private 
provocations that seemed to justify his hatred of the 
plebeians. For when he had stood for the consulship 
at the last election, in which he had been supported 
by the patricians, the people had opposed him and 
would not permit that magistracy to be conferred 

_ on him, since his brilliant reputation and daring in- 
clined them to caution, lest he might make some move 
to overthrow the tribuneship, and they were par- 
ticularly apprehensive because the whole body of the 
patricians promoted his interest with a zeal they 
had never before shown for any other candidate. 
Marcius, therefore, being exasperated at this humilia- 
tion, and at the same time desirous of restoring the 
government to its ancient form, not only worked 
openly himself, as I have already said, to overthrow 
the power of the people, but also urged his associates 
on to the same end. He had about him a large 
faction of young men of noble birth and of the 
greatest fortunes, as well as many clients who had 
attached themselves to him for the sake of the booty 
to be gained in the wars. Elated by these advan- 
tages, he assumed a haughty air, became conspicuous, 
and attained to the greatest distinction. And yet, 
for all this, he did not come to a fortunate end, as 
shall now be related. The senate having been 
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assembled to consider the matters I have mentioned, 
and the older senators, according to custom, having 
delivered their opinions first, only. a few of them 
declaring openly against the populace, when it came 
to the turn of the younger senators to speak, Marcius 
asked leave of the consuls to say what he wished; 
and meeting with loud acclaim and strict attention, 
he delivered the following harangue against the 
populace: 

XXII. “ That the populace seceded, fathers, not 
because of necessity and want, but because they were 
elated by the mischievous hope of destroying your 
aristocracy and of becoming themselves masters of 
the commonwealth, I think has become clear to nearly 
all of you when you observe the advantages which 
they gained by the accommodation. For they were 
not content, after they had destroyed the good faith 
which gave validity to their contracts and had 
abolished the laws made to secure it, to carry 
their meddling no farther, but introducing a new 
magistracy designed to overthrow that of the con- 
suls, they made it sacred and inviolable by law, and 
have now, unobserved by you, senators, been acquir- 
ing a tyrannical power through this newly-enacted 
law. For when their leaders, in their great power 
putting forward the specious pretence of coming to the 
aid of such plebeians as are wronged, sack and pillage 
whatever they please by virtue of that power, and 
when there is no man, either private citizen or 
magistrate, who will oppose their lawless deeds for 
fear of this law, which destroys even our liberty of 
speech as well as of action by imposing the penalty of 

2 mepiBadAdpevos BC: mepiBaddpevos R. 
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death on all who utter a word befitting freemen, what 
other name ought to be given by sensible men to this 
domination but that which is the true one and which 
you would all own to be such, namely, a tyranny? 
And if we are under the tyranny, not of one man, but 
of a whole populace, what is the difference? For the 
effect of both is the same. It would have been best, 
therefore, never to have permitted even the seed of 
this power to be sown, but rather to have submitted 
to everything, as the excellent Appius, who foresaw 
these mischiefs from afar, advised. But if that could 
not be, we ought now at least with one accord to 
pluck it up by the roots and cast it out of the city while 
it is yet weak and easily combatted. And we are not 
the first or the only persons to whom this experience 
has come, senators, but oft-times in the past many 
who have been reduced to unenviable straits and have 
failed to take the best counsel in matters of the great- 
est consequence, since they did not check the be- 
ginnings of the evil, have endeavoured to prevent its 
growth. And the repentance of those who are late 
in beginning to be wise, though inferior to foresight, 
yet, when viewed in another light, is seen to be no less 
valuable, since it wipes out the error originally made 
in ignorance by preventing its consequences. 

XXIII. ‘“ But if any of you, while looking upon the 
actions of the populace as outrageous and believing 
that they ought to be prevented from making any 
further mistakes, are nevertheless afraid of seeming 
to be the first to violate the agreement and transgress 
the oaths, let them know that, since they will not 
be the aggressors but will be repelling aggression, 

> xwhica Post, cwAvecba Jacoby: KexwAdoba O. 
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and will not be violating the agreement but rather 
punishing the violators of it, they will not only be 
guiltless towards the gods, but will also be doing an 
act of justice while they consult their own interest. 
And let this be a strong argument that it is not you 
who are taking the first steps to break the agreement 
and violate the treaty, but rather the plebeian ele- 
ment, by not observing the conditions upon which 
they obtained their return. For, after asking for the’ 
tribunician power, not in order to injure the senate, 
but to secure themselves from being injured by the 
senate, they no longer employ this power for the 
purposes they ought or on the terms on which they 

- obtained it, but for the overthrow and destruction of 
the established government. For surely you recall 
the recent assembly of the people and the harangues 
there made by their demagogues, what arrogance 
and unruliness they showed, and how these infatuated 
men vaunt themselves now, since they have dis- 
covered that the whole control of the commonwealth 
lies in the vote, which they will control, being more 
numerous than we. What, therefore, remains for us 
to do, now that they have begun to violate the com- 
pact and the law, but to repel the attacks of the 
aggressors, to deprive them justly of what they now 
unjustly possess, and for the future to put a stop to 
their craving for ever more and more? And we 
should return thanks to the gods for not having per- 
mitted them, when they had gained an unfair advan- 
tage at first, to act after that with moderation, but 
for having inspired them with-this shamelessness 
and officiousness which have forced you to endeavour 
both to recover the rights you have lost and to guard 
with due care those that remain. 
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1 dAXa moAAd, 4 Sylburg: dAda modAa A, dAda twa B, dada 
moddd sw’ & Jacoby. 
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XXIV. ‘“‘ The present opportunity is favourable as 
no other, if you really intend to begin to act with 
wisdom, since the greater part of the plebeians are 
now reduced to dire straits by the famine and the rest 
cannot long hold out for want of money if they find 
provisions scarce and dear. The worst of them and 
those who were never pleased with the aristocracy 
will be forced to leave the city, and the more reason- 
able will be compelled to behave themselves in an 
orderly manner without giving you any further 
trouble. Keep the provisions, therefore, under 
guard, and abate nothing of the price of commodities, 
but pass a vote that they shall now be sold at as high 
a price as ever. For this you have just grounds and 
plausible excuses in the ungrateful clamour of the 
populace to the effect that the scarcity of corn was 
contrived by you, whereas it was occasioned by their 
own revolt and the desolation of the country which 
they caused when they pillaged it just as if it had 
been the territory of an enemy; and again in the 
disbursements from the treasury to the men sent to 
purchase corn, and in many other instances in which 
you have been wronged by them. By this means we 
shall also know at last what that grievous treatment 
is which they are going to inflict upon us if we refuse 
to gratify the people in everything, as their dema- 
gogues threatened in order to frighten us. But if you 
let this opportunity also slip from your grasp, you 
will often pray for such another. Moreover, if the 
people should become aware that you desired to over- 
throw their power but were deterred, they will bear 
down much harder upon you, looking upon your 
desire as a proof of enmity and upon your inability to 
carry it out as evidence of cowardice,” 
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XXV. After+ this speech of Marcius the opinions 
of the senators were divided and a great tumult arose 
among them. For those who from the beginning had 
opposed the plebeians and submitted to the accom- 
modation against their will, among whom were almost 
all the youth and the richest and most ambitious of 
the older senators, some of them resenting the losses 
sustained in the loans they had made under con- 
tract and others their defeat when they sought office, 
applauded Marcius as a man of spirit and a lover of 
his country, who advised what was best for the 
commonwealth. On the other hand, the senators 
whose sympathies were with the populace and who 
set no undue value on riches and thought nothing was 
more necessary than peace, were offended at his 
— and rejected his advice. These maintained 
that they ought to surpass the humbler citizens, not 
in violence, but in kindness, and that they ought 
to regard reasonableness as not unbecoming, but 
necessary, particularly when it was manifested out of 
goodwill towards their fellow-citizens; and they de- 
clared that the advice of Marcius was madness, not 
frankness of speech or liberty. But this group was 
small and weak, and hence was overborne by the more 
violent party. The tribunes, seeing this—for they 
were present in the senate at the invitation of the 
consuls—cried out and were in great conflict of mind, 
calling Marcius the pest and bane of the state for 
uttering malicious words against the populace; and 
unless the patricians should prevent his design of 
introducing civil war into the state by punishing him 
with death or banishment, they said they would do 
so themselves. When a still greater tumult arose at 

1 For chaps. 25-58 of. Livy ii. 35, 1-5. 
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these words of the tribunes, particularly on the part 
of the younger senators, who bore their threats with 
impatience, Marcius, inspired by these manifest- 
ations, now attacked the tribunes with greater 
arrogance and boldness, saying to them: ‘ Unless 
you cease disturbing the commonwealth and stirring 
up the poor by your harangues, I shall no longer 
oppose you with words, but with deeds.” 

XXVI. The senate being now embittered, the tri- 
bunes, finding that those who desired to take away 
the power granted to the people outnumbered those 
who advised adhering to the agreement, rushed out of 
the senate-house shouting and calling upon the gods 
who had been witnesses to their oaths. After this they 
assembled the people, and having acquainted them 
with the speech made by Marcius in the senate, they 
summoned him to make his defence. But when he 
paid no regard to them, but repulsed with abusive 
words the attendants by whom he was summoned, 
the tribunes grew still more indignant, and taking 
with them the aediles and many other citizens, ran to 
seize him; he chanced to be still standing before the 
senate-house, attended by a large number of the 
patricians and by the rest of his faction. When the 
tribunes caught sight of him, they ordered the aediles 
to lay hold of his person and, if he refused to follow 
them, to bring him away by force. The aediles at 
that time were Titus Junius Brutus and Gaius 
Visellius Ruga. These advanced with the intention 
of seizing him; but the patricians, looking upon it as 
a terrible thing that any one of their number should 

1 Tasos OvvodANuos Kiessling, Tdos "Ixidos Portus: couxéA- 
Atos AB, 
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be forcibly carried away by the tribunes before being 
tried, placed themselves in front of Marcius, and 
striking all who approached him, drove them away. 
The news of this occurrence having been spread 
through the whole city, all rushed out of their houses, 
the magistrates and the men of means with the 
purpose of assisting the patricians in protecting 
Marcius and of recovering their ancient form of 
government, and those of humble condition and 
straitened circumstances prepared to aid the tri- 
bunes and to carry out any orders they might give. 
And the feeling of respect, which had hitherto re- 
strained them from venturing to commit any lawless 
acts against one another, they had now abandoned. 
However, they did not commit any irreparable deed 
that day, but postponed a decision until the following 
day, out of deference to the advice and exhortations 
of the consuls. 
XXVII. The next day the tribunes were the first 

to descend to the Forum; and assembling the people, 
they came forward one after the other and preferred 
many charges against the patricians, alleging that 
they had violated their treaty and transgressed the 
oaths by which they had promised the people to 
forget and forgive the past. As proofs that they were 
not sincerely reconciled to the plebeians they pointed 
to the scarcity of corn which the patricians had 
brought about, to the sending out of the two colonies, 
and to all the other things they had contrived with 
a view to diminishing the number of the populace. 
After that they inveighed violently against Marcius, 
repeating the words he had spoken in the senate, and 
told them that, when he was summoned by the people 
to make his defence before them, he had not only not 
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deigned to come, but had even driven away with 
blows the aediles who came to fetch him. They 
summoned, as witnesses of what had passed in the 
senate, the most honoured members of that body, 
and, as witnesses of the insult offered to the aediles, 
all the plebeians who had been present at the time in 
the Forum. Having spoken thus, they gave leave 
to the patricians to make their defence if they 
wished; and for that purpose they kept the people 
together till the senate should be dismissed. For it 
happened that the patricians were holding a session 
concerning this very matter, debating whether they 
should clear themselves to the people of the charges 
that had been brought against them or should remain 
quiet. When the majority of the opinions inclined 
to humane rather than to stubborn measures, the 
consuls dismissed the meeting and came to the 
Forum with the intention both of refuting the 
charges brought against their whole order and of 
asking the people not to come to any irrepar- 
able decision against Marcius. And Minucius, the 
older of the consuls, coming forward, spoke as 
follows : 

XXVIII. “ Our defence as regards the scarcity of 
corn is a very brief one, plebeians, and we shall offer no 
other witnesses than you yourselves to prove the truth 
of what we allege. For surely even you yourselves 
know that the land produced no crops of grain for the 
reason that none was sown. And as for the general 
ruin of the land, you have no need to be informed 
by others to what cause it was due and by what means 
at last the largest and most fertile part of the land 
has come to lack all crops, slaves, and cattle—partly 
because it was being laid waste by the enemy and 
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partly because it was incapable of supplying you who 
are so numerous and have no otherresource. Believe, 
then, that the famine was occasioned, not by what 
your demagogues charge, but by what you yourselves 
know to be true, and cease to attribute this mis- 
fortune to plotting on our part and to be angry with 
us when we are guilty of no wrongdoing. As to the 
colonists, there was a necessity for sending them out 
since it was the unanimous decision of all of you to 
garrison places that will be of use in time of war; 
and sending them out when the occasion was so very 
urgent has proved of great advantage both to those 
who went out and to you who are left behind. For 

_ the colonists enjoy there a greater plenty of all the 
necessaries of life, and those who remain here suffer 
less from the scarcity of provisions; and the principle 
of impartiality in sharing the decrees of Fortune, 
to which we patricians submitted along with you 
plebeians when we chose the colonists by lot, is not 
open to censure. 
XXIX. “ What, then, possesses the demagogues to 

find fault with us for those things in which both our 
opinions and our fortunes are the same, whether they 
are hurtful, as they say, or advantageous, as we think. 
As to the accusations they have made against us in 
connection with the recent meeting of the senate, to 
the effect that we did not think fit to show any 
moderation in the matter of the price of provisions, 
that we were plotting to abolish the tribunician power, 
that we still resented your secession and were eager 
to injure the plebeians in every way, and all the other 

3 7 vewori yevonery Bova Cary: rij veworti Bovdjj yevouevy 
O, 7H BovAfj vewori yevouévy Kiessling; Jacoby deleted 
yevopuery. 
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like charges, we shall soon refute them by our actions, 
not only in doing you no injury, but also in confirm- 
ing even now the tribunician power upon the same 
terms on which we then granted it to you, and in 
selling the corn at such price as you shall all of you 
determine. Have patience, therefore, and if any of 
these things are not performed, accuse us then. But 
if you will carefully examine our differences, you will 
find that we patricians have greater reason to accuse 
the people than you have to blame the senate. For 
you wrong us, plebeians,—and be not offended at being 
told this,—if without waiting to learn the outcome of 
our deliberations you think fit to find fault with them 
already. Yet who does not know that it would be the 
easiest of all things for anyone who wished to do so 
to destroy and abolish from a state the spirit of 
harmony by charging others with designs of which 
the proof, being still in the future and not yet mani- 
fest, is no safeguard to the accused against suffering 
some injustice, but rather an excuse to the accuser 
for doing an injustice? And it is not your leaders 
alone who deserve censure for accusing and calumni- 
ating the senate, but you yourselves no less than they 
for giving credit to them and resenting injuries before 
experiencing them. For what you ought to have 
done, if it was future acts of injustice that you 
feared, was to reserve your anger for the future 
also; but, as matters stand, it appears that you 
have reached your decision with greater haste than 
prudence and are assuming that greater safety lies 
in greater baseness. 
XXX. “Concerning the acts of injustice with 

4 Jacoby: éxpiv O. 
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which the tribunes have charged the senate as a body, 
I think what I have said sufficient. But since they 
also calumniate every one of us individually for what- 
ever we say in the senate and charge that we are 
dividing the state, and since they are now endeavour- 
ing to put to death or banish Gaius Marcius, a man 
who loves his country and who expressed himself with 
frankness in discussing the public interests, I wish to 
tell you the rights of this matter also; and I ask you 
to consider whether what I shall say is not fair-minded 
and true. When you, plebeians, were treating for a 
reconciliation with the senate, you thought it enough 
for you to be discharged of your debts, and you 
desired leave to choose magistrates out of your own 
body to protect the poor from oppression; and when 
you obtained both these things, you were very grate- 
ful to us. But to undermine the office of the consuls, 
to take away the authority of the senate to protect the 
interests of the commonwealth, or to overthrow the 
established form of government are things you 
neither asked nor intended to ask. What possesses 
you, then, that you attempt now to upset all these 
institutions? Or relying upon what principle of 
justice do you seek to take away the offices which 
belong to us? For if you are going to make it 
dangerous for the senators to express their sentiments 
with frankness, what fairness is to be expected 
from the language of your leaders? Or relying upon 
what law will they undertake to punish any of the 
patricians with death or banishment? For neither 
the old laws nor the agreements recently made with 

5 ua before pera deleted by Reiske. 
6 8 before av deleted by Kiessling. 
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the senate give you this power. But to transgress 
the bounds prescribed by the laws and to render force 
superior to justice is the mark, not of a democracy, 
but, if you desire to hear the truth, of a tyranny. 
For my part, I should advise you, while giving up 
none of the benefits which you obtained from the 
senate, not to lay claim, either, to any now which 
you did not then demand when you were treating 
for a reconciliation with them. 

XXXI. “ But in order to make it still more plain 
to you that your demagogues are making demands 
that are neither moderate nor just, but are aiming at 
illegal and impossible ends, pray transfer the situa- 

. tion to yourselves and consider it in this light : 
Imagine that the senators are accusing your political 
leaders of delivering in your assembly malicious 
speeches against the senate, of endeavouring to over- 
throw the established aristocracy, of raising a sedition 
in the state—all of which they could assert with truth, 
since they are doing these things—and, worst of all, 
of aiming at greater power than was granted to them, 
in attempting to put to death without a trial anyone 
of our number they please; and imagine that the 
senators declare that the persons guilty of these crimes 
are to be put to death with impunity. How would 
you bear this arrogance of the senate? And what 
would you say? Would you not become indignant 
and complain that you were treated outrageously if 
anyone deprives you of your freedom of speech and of 
your liberty by threatening to visit the extreme 
penalty upon any who have spoken frankly in behalf 

4 ap dyavaxryoatre Kriiger, ayavaxtnaate Sylburg: dyava- 
kryoere ABb, dyavaxrijcere Ba. 
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of the people? You cannot deny that you would. 
Then do you think it reasonable that others should 
bear what you yourselves would not submit to? Are 
these purposes of yours, plebeians, becoming to 
citizens and do they show moderation? By making 
such demands do you not yourselves confirm the 
truth of the charges brought against you and show 
that those who advise us not to permit your lawless 
domination to gain new strength have at heart the 
rights of the ‘commonwealth? So it seems to me, 
at least. But if you desire to do just the opposite 
of what you have been charged with doing, follow 
my advice, moderate your behaviour, and bear as 
fellow-citizens should, rather than with ill humour, 
the words which give you offence. For if you do this, 
you will have a double advantage: you will be 
regarded as good men and those who are hostile to 
you will repent. 
XXXII. ‘‘ These are the weighty considerations of 

justice—at least we so regard them—which we put 
forward in order to persuade you to make no mistakes ; 
but as for our benefits and kindly services, which 
we shall mention, not from any desire to reproach 
you, but wishing to make you more reasonable,— 
apart from those of former times there are the 
recent ones in connection with your return,— 
we desire to forget them, though you have just 
reason to remember them; but we are under the 
necessity of citing them at this time, asking that, 
for the many great favours we have bestowed 
upon you at your request, you will grant us this 
one on your part—neither to put to death nor to 
banish from the state a man who loves his country and 
excels all others in the art of war. For it will be no 
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small loss to us, as you well know, plebeians, if we 
deprive the commonwealth of such valour. Prefer- 
ably, then, you ought to relent on his own account, 
calling to mind how many of you he has saved in the 
wars, and instead of retaining any resentment for his 
objectionable words, to remember his glorious deeds. 
For his speech has done you no harm, whereas his 
actions have done you great service. However, if 
you cannot be reconciled to this man, at least as a 
favour to us and the senate yield him up to our 
entreaties, be at last firmly reconciled to us, and cause 
the commonwealth to be united as it was in the 
beginning. Butif you do not yield to our persuasions, 
be assured that we shall not yield to your violence 
either; but this testing of the populace will be 
either the source of a sincere friendship and of still 
greater benefits for all, or the fresh beginning of 
civil war and irreparable evils.” 

XXXIIT. After Minucius had spoken in this man- 
ner, the tribunes, seeing the populace moved by the 
moderation of his speech and the humanity of his 
promises, were offended and displeased, and par- 
ticularly Gaius Sicinius Bellutus, the one who had 
persuaded the poor to secede from the patricians and 
had been appointed by them to be their general while 
they were in arms. He was a most bitter foe of the 
aristocracy, and having for that reason been raised by 
the multitude to a position of eminence and given the 
tribunician power for the second time already, he, 
least of all the demagogues, thought it to his interest 
that the commonwealth should become harmonious 
and recover its ancient good order. For not only did 

4 oidpevos cuovojoa Kiessling : dyovofjoat oiduevos O, Jacoby. 
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he not expect to enjoy the same honours and powers 
any longer under an aristocracy, since he was of lowly 
birth, poorly educated, and had never distinguished 
himself in either war or peace, but he knew he should 
even be in peril of his life for having caused a sedition 
in the state and brought upon it many other evils. 
After he had considered, therefore, what he ought to 
say and do, and had consulted with his colleagues 
and gained their assent, he rose up, and after 
uttering a few words of commiseration over the un- 
happy lot of the plebeians, he commended the con- 
suls for vouchsafing to give them an account of their 
actions without despising their low condition, and also 
said he was grateful to the patricians if now at last 
they were taking some thought for the preservation 
of the poor; and he declared that he should still more 
heartily join with all the rest in bearing witness to the 
fact if they would make their actions conform to their 
words. 

XXXIV. Having spoken thus and given the im- 
pression that he was moderate and conciliatory in 
disposition, he turned to Marcius, who stood near the 
consuls, and said: “‘ And you, sir, why do you not 
clear yourself before your fellow-citizens in regard to 
what you said in the senate? Or rather, why do you 
not entreat them and deprecate their anger, that 
they may impose a milder penalty upon you? For 
I would not advise you to deny the fact, as so many 
are acquainted with it, or to have recourse to 
shameless excuses, since you are Marcius and have 
a spirit above that of a man in private station--un- 
less, indeed, it is seemly for the consuls and the 

5 nev added by Cobet. 
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patricians to intercede for you with the populace, but 
will not be seemly for you to do this same thing 
for yourself.” This he said, well knowing that a man 
of his proud spirit would never submit to be his own 
accuser, and, as if he had transgressed, to ask for a 
remission of his punishment or, contrary to his . 
character, to have recourse to lamentations and 
entreaties, but that he would either scorn to make 
any defence at all or, preserving his innate arrogance, 
would indulge in no flattery of the populace by show- 
ing moderation in his words. And this is just what 
happened. For when silence prevailed and almost 
all the plebeians felt a strong desire to acquit him if 
he would make the most of the present opportunity, 
he showed such arrogance in his words and so great 
a contempt of the plebeians that he did not deny 
a single thing he had said in the senate against 
them, nor, as if he repented of what he had said, 
resort to appeals for pity or to prayers for mercy. 
Indeed, he absolutely refused even to let them be his 
judges in any matter, as having no lawful authority ; 
but if anyone should think fit to accuse him before 
the consuls and require an accounting of either his 
words or his actions, he was ready to stand trial in a 
place appointed by law. He said that he had come 
before the plebeians since they themselves sum- 
moned him, partly to reprimand them for the law- 
lessness and the grasping for more power in which 
they had indulged both in connection with their 
secession and after their return, and partly to advise 
them now at last to check and restrain their unjust 
desires. After that he inveighed against them all 

2 Adywv O: Aéywv Naber. 
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with great vehemence and boldness, and particularly 
against the tribunes. In his speech there was not the 
calculated deference of the political leader instruct- 
ing a popular assembly, nor the prudent caution of 
one in private station who, hated by many, faces the 
angry outbursts of his ruler, but rather the untempered 
wrath of an enemy fearlessly insulting those under 
his power with an implacable contempt for his victim. 

XXXYV. For these reasons, while he was yet speak- 
ing, there arose a great tumult, his hearers frequently 
shifting their opinion now this way and now that, as 
happens in crowds of diverse elements and different 
inclinations, some being pleased at his words and others 

-in turn offended. And when he had done speaking, a 
still greater clamour and tumult arose. For the 
patricians, calling him the bravest of men, com- 
mended him for his frankness of speech and said he 
was the only free man of their whole body, since he 
had neither feared a host of enemies advancing upon 
him nor flattered the insolent and illegal impulses of 
his fellow-citizens; on the other hand, the plebeians, 
chafing under his reproaches, called him overbearing 
and harsh and the bitterest of all enemies. And 
some who were very reckless were already doing their 
best to have him summarily put to death. In this 
they were assisted and abetted by the tribunes, and 
Sicinius in particular gave a loose rein to their desires. 
At any rate, after he had delivered a long tirade 
against Marcius and inflamed the minds of the 
plebeians, he became most vehement in his accusa- 
tions and then pronounced sentence, saying that the 

3 apoojv B: Fv R. 4 abrov Bb: adradv ABas 
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college of the tribunes condemned him to death 
because of his insolence toward the aediles, whom 
he had the day before driven away with blows when 
they were ordered by the tribunes to bring him before 
them; for they alleged that the insult committed by 
him against their assistants was aimed at no others 
than those who had given them their orders. Having 
said this, he commanded that he be led to the hill that 
overlooks the Forum;1 this is an exceeding high 
precipice from which they used to hurl those who were 
condemned to death. The aediles, accordingly, 
stepped forward in order to lay hold on him, but the 
patricians, crying out with a loud voice, rushed upon 
them in a body. Then the plebeians fell upon the 
patricians, and there followed many disorderly deeds 
and many insulting words on both sides, as they 
pushed and laid hold on one another. However, the 
moving spirits in the tumult were restrained and 
compelled to come to their senses by the consuls, who 
forced their way into the midst of the contending 
parties and ordered their lictors to keep back the 
crowds; so great respect did the men of those times 
feel for this magistracy and so much did they honour 
the semblance of the royal power. Whereupon 
Sicinius, being perplexed and disturbed, was filled with 
apprehension, lest he should force his adversaries to 
repel violence with violence; but he disdained to 
desist from his attempt after he had once engaged in 
it, and finding himself unable to adhere to his resolu- 
tion, he considered long what he ought to do. 
XXXVI. Seeing him in this perplexity, Lucius 

Junius Brutus, that demagogue who had contrived 
the terms of the accommodation, a man of great 

1 The Tarpeian Rock. 
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sagacity in all matters, but particularly in finding 
possible solutions in impossible situations, came to 
him and taking him aside, advised him not to persist 
contentiously in attempting to carry out a reckless 
and illegal undertaking when he saw not only that 
the whole body of the patricians was aroused to anger 
and ready, if the consuls called upon them, to rush 
to arms, but also that the sturdiest element among 
the populace were hesitating and in no mood readily 
to acquiesce in delivering up to death the most 
illustrious person in the city, and that without a trial. 
He therefore advised him to yield for the present and 
not to take issue with the consuls, lest he should 
cause some greater mischief, but to appoint a trial 
for the man, setting some time or other for it, and 
let the citizens give their votes by tribes concerning 
him; and then to do whatever the majority of the 
votes should determine. For it was an act of tyranny 
and violence, he said, that Sicinius was now attempt- 
ing to accomplish, in constituting the same person 
at once the accuser and judge and also the one to 
determine the degree of punishment, whereas the 
procedure of all civil government is for the accused to 
have an opportunity to make his defence according to 
the laws and then to suffer such punishment as the 
majority of his judges may determine. Sicinius 
yielded to these arguments, as he saw no better 
plan; and coming forward, he said: “ You see, 
plebeians, the eagerness of the patricians for deeds 
of bloodshed and violence, which induces them to 
prefer one arrogant man, who wrongs the whole 

1 This verbal play sounds like an echo of Aeschylus, 
Sia 905: dopa wdpmos (“‘ making possible the impossi- 

Oo"). 
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commonwealth, to your entire body. Nevertheless, 
we ought not to imitate them and rush headlong to 
our ruin, either by beginning war or by defending 
ourselves against attack. But since some are putting 
forward the law as a specious pretence and are 
attempting to snatch him from punishment by rally- 
ing to the support of this law which allows no citizen 
to be put to death without a trial, let us concede them 
this claim, though we ourselves are not treated by 
them in either a lawful or a just manner; and let us 
show that we choose to surpass in reasonableness 
rather than in violence our fellow-citizens who 
injure us. As for you, plebeians, depart, therefore, and 
wait for the destined moment, which will not be long 
in coming. We on our part will meanwhile get 
everything ready that is urgent, and having appointed 
a day for the man to make his defence, we will bring 
about his trial before you as judges. And when you 
are legally possessed of the right of giving your votes, 
inflict such punishment on him as you shall find he 
deserves. So much for this matter. As to the sale 
and distribution of the corn in the most equitable 
manner, if these men and the senate do not take some 
thought about it, we shall look after the business.” 
Having said this, he dismissed the assembly. 
XXXVII. After this the consuls assembled the 

senate and considered with them at leisure by what 
means the present disturbance might be allayed. 
And they resolved, first, to win over the plebeians by 
selling the provisions to them at a very cheap and low 
price ; and in the next place, to endeavour to prevail 

4 Before émiednodpueba Sylburg added jets, Kiessling and 
Jacoby adrol. 
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upon their leaders to desist from their purpose, as a 
favour to the senate, and not to bring Marcius to 
trial; or, if they would not do this, to put it off to the 
most distant time possible, till the angry feelings of 
the multitude should die down. Having passed these 
votes, they laid their decree relating to the provisions 
before the popular assembly, and, as all praised it, 
they secured its ratification. It was to this effect: 
that the prices of commodities necessary for daily 
subsistence should be the lowest they had ever been 
before the civil strife. But from the tribunes, in spite 
of many entreaties, they were unable to obtain an 
absolute dismissal of the charges against Marcius, 
though they did get a postponement of his trial for as 
long a time as they asked. And they themselves 
contrived another delay by taking advantage of the 
following situation: When the ambassadors sent from 
Sicily by the tyrant had delivered to the people his 
present of corn to them, and having sailed for home, 
were now lying at anchor not far from the harbours of 
Antium, the Antiates, sending out a piratical force, 
brought them into port and not only treated their 
effects as booty taken from an enemy, but also im- 
prisoned the men themselves and kept them under 
guard. The consuls, being informed of this, caused a 
vote to be passed to make an expedition against the 
Antiates, since, when the Romans sent ambassadors to 
them, they had refused to offer any satisfaction; and 
having raised an army consisting of all who were of 
military age, both consuls took the field, after getting 
a decree of the senate ratified for the suspension of all 
private and public suits for as long a time as they 
should continue under arms. This, however, was not 
so long a time as they had expected, but much shorter. 
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For the Antiates, hearing that the Romans had set 
out against them with all their forces, did not resist 
for even the briefest time, but having recourse to 
prayers and entreaties, delivered up both the persons 
of the Sicilians whom they had taken and their effects 
also, with the result that the Romans were under the 
necessity of returning to the city. 
XXXVIII. The army having been disbanded, 

Sicinius the tribune assembled the populace and an- 
nounced the day on which he proposed to hold the 
trial of Marcius. He urged not only the citizens who 
lived at Rome to come en masse to decide this cause, 
but also those who resided in the country to leave 
their tasks and be present on the same day, intimat- 
ing that they would be giving their votes for the 
liberty and the safety of the whole commonwealth. 
He summoned Marcius also to appear and make his 
defence, assuring him that he should be deprived of 
none of the privileges the law allowed in connection 
with trials. In the mean time the consuls, after they 
had consulted the senate, resolved not to permit the 
people to get control of so great power. They had 
found out a just and legal means of preventing it, by 
which they expected to defeat all the designs of their 
adversaries. After this they invited the leaders of the 
people to a conference, at which their friends also were 
present; and Minucius spoke as follows: “ It is our 
opinion, tribunes, that we ought to endeavour with 
all our power to banish this sedition from the state and 
not to engage in rivalry with the people over any 
matter, especially when we see that you have turned 
from violent methods to just measures and to debate. 

* eipynto B: edpero R. 5 Siadvcew B: dadvew R. 
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But however commendable we may think this resolu- 
tion of yours, we are of the opinion that the senate 
ought to take the initiative by passing a preliminary 
decree, as is our traditional practice. For you your- 
selves can testify that from the time our ancestors 
founded this city the senate has always possessed this 
prerogative and that the people never determined or 
voted anything without a previous resolution of the 
senate, not only now, but even under the kings; for 
the kings laid the resolutions of the senate before the 
popular assembly to be ratified. Do not, then, de- 
prive us of this right nor abolish this ancient and 
excellent custom; but showing the senate that you 
desire a just and reasonable thing, do you grant the 
people authority to ratify any decree the senate shall 
ass. 

: XXXIX. While the consuls were thus speaking, 
Sicinius grew impatient at their words and refused to 
give the senate authority in any matter at all. But 
his colleagues, upon the advice of Decius, consented 
that the preliminary decree should be passed, after 
they themselves had made a just proposal which 
it was impossible for the consuls to refuse. They 
asked, namely, that the senators should grant a hear- 
ing to them, who were acting for the people, as well 
as to those who wished to speak in support of or 
against the accused, and that after hearing all parties 

1 For Dionysius’ use of the term zpofovAevpa and his 
theory respecting the patrum auctoritas see Vol. I., Introd., 
pp. xxv ff., especially xxvii f. 

® Aexiou Gelenius: Aevxiov O. 7 7 hv Kayser: re O. 
8 Reiske: ovvayopevovaw O. 
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who desired to express their views regarding what they 
thought just and advantageous to the commonwealth, 
they should then all give their opinions as in a court of 
justice, after taking the oath appointed by law; and 
whatever the majority of the votes determined, should 
be valid. The tribunes having consented that the 
senate should pass the preliminary decree as the 
consuls desired, the meeting was dismissed for the 
time being. The next day the senate met in the 
senate-house, and after the consuls had acquainted 
them with the terms of the agreement they had made, 
they called the tribunes and bade them state why 
they were present. Thereupon Decius, who had 

_ consented that the preliminary decree should be 
passed, came forward and spoke as follows: 

XL. “ We are not ignorant, senators, of what will 
happen, namely, that we shall be censured before the 
people for coming to you, and shall have as our 
accuser in the matter of the preliminary decree a 
man who is possessed of the same power as ourselves 
and who did not think we ought to ask of you that 
which the law gives us or to receive as a favour that 
which is our right. And if we are tried for this, we 
shall run no small hazard, but shall be condemned as 
deserters and traitors and suffer the worst of punish- 
ments. But though sensible of these things, we 
have consented to come to you, relying on the justice 
of our cause and trusting to the oaths under which 
you will express your opinions. We are indeed un- 
important men to treat of such great and important 
subjects, and are far from equal to what the situation 

5 €oxara B: aicyiora ACmg. 
$ rocovrwy added by Kiessling. 
7 déyew BC: Ad€yovres ACmg. 
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demands; but the matters we shall discuss are not 
unimportant. Attend, therefore, to these, and if 
they shall seem to you just and advantageous to the 
commonwealth—and, I may add, even necessary— 
permit us to obtain them of your own free will. 

XLI. “I shall speak first concerning the point of 
justice. After you had got rid of the kings with 
our assistance, senators, and had established our 
present constitution, with which we find no fault, you 
observed that the plebeians had always the worst of 
it in their suits whenever they had any difference with 
the patricians, which frequently happened; and you 
accordingly sanctioned a law, on the advice of Publius 
Valerius, one of the consuls, permitting the ple- 
beians, when oppressed by the patricians, to appeal 
their cases to the people; and by means of this law 
more than by any other measure you both preserved 
the harmony of the commonwealth and repulsed 
the attacks of the kings. It is in virtue of this law 
that we summon Gaius Marcius here to appear before 
the people because of the injustice and oppression 
which we all declare we have suffered at his hands, 
and we call upon him to make his defence before 
them. And in this case a preliminary decree was not 
necessary. For whereas in matters concerning which 
there are no laws you have the right to pass such a 
decree and the people have the right to ratify it, yet 
when there is an inviolable law, even though you pass 
no decree, that law must of course be observed. For 

surely no one will say that this appeal to the people 
must be allowed in the case of private citizens who 

5 ovrwy after isuwrav deleted by Cobet. 
® ofs placed here by Sylburg, after cvuPatver by O. 
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have got the worst of it in their trials, but not in the 
case of us, the tribunes. Firmly relying, therefore, 
upon this concession of the law, and thus encouraged 
to run the risk of submitting our cause to you as our 
judges, we have come before you. And in virtue of 
an unwritten and unenacted natural right we make 
this demand of you, senators, that we may be in 
neither a better nor a worse condition than you, 
at least in the matter of justice, inasmuch as we have 
assisted you in carrying on many important wars and 
have shown the greatest zeal in getting rid of the 
tyrants, and have had no small part in enabling the 
commonwealth to take orders from none but to give 
laws to others. Now the most effectual means you 
could take, fathers, to put us in no worse a condition 
than yourselves in point of rights would be to stop 
those who are making illegal attempts against our 
persons and our liberty, by placing before their eyes 
the fear of a trial. So far as magistracies, special 
privileges, and offices are concerned, we believe we 
should bestow them upon those who excel us in 
merit and fortune; but to suffer no wrong, and to 
receive justice adequate to any wrongs one may 
sustain, are rights, we hold, which should be equal and 
common to all who live under the same government. 
Accordingly, just as we yield to you the privileges 
that are illustrious and great, so we do not intend to 
give up those that are equal and common to all. Let 
this suffice concerning the point of justice, though 
there are many other things that might be said. 

8 Reiske: iduoravtes O. 
® Sintenis: judy AB. 
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1 + Grasberger : deEvdvrwv O. 
5 Hou added by Jacoby. 
3 yap added by Jacoby, 8 (or 6’) by Sylburg, ody by 

Reiske. 
4 adddovobe C, by correction: adéAnobe A, adddeobe B, and 

C (at first). 
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XLII. “ Bear with me now while I explain to you 
in a few words how these demands of the people will 
also be advantageous to the commonwealth. For, 
come now, if anyone should ask you what you regard 
as the greatest of the evils that befall states and the 
cause of the swiftest destruction, would you not say 
itis discord? I, at least, think you would. For who 
is there among you so stupid, so perverse, and so 
immoderate a hater of equality as not to know that 
if the people are allowed to render judgment in 
causes in which the law gives them the authority, we 
shall live in harmony, whereas, if you decide to the 
contrary and deprive us of our liberty—for you will 
be depriving us of liberty if you deprive us of justice 
and law—you will drive us again into sedition and 
civil war? For if justice and law are banished from a 
state, sedition and war are wont to enter there. Now 
in the case of those who have had no experience of 
civil calamities, it is no wonder if, because of in- 
experience of those evils, they neither grieve over the 
misfortunes that are past nor take early precautions 
to prevent others in the future; but for those who, 
when exposed as you were, to the gravest perils, 
thought themselves happy to be rid of them by 
making such a settlement of the evils as the situation 
demanded, what specious or reasonable excuse is left 
them if they meet again with the same misfortunes? 
Who would not consider you guilty of great folly and 
madness when he calls to mind that although just a 

5 guudopav O: d:adopav Grasberger, Jacoby. 
8 éoxarous Reiske: éAaxiorous O. 
? gv Reiske: dv Ba, d R. 
: Hesilesn: puxpod O, puxpov Jacoby. 
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1 Sintenis: pucodnudras O. 2 ef de Reiske : ¢f re 0. 
3 ouyywpioa C, by correction: ovyxwpjceyv AB, and C (at 

first). 
4 Lacunae assumed by Sintenis. 

1 Some words are missing from the text here. 
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short time ago, in order to appease a sedition of the 
plebeians, you submitted to many things against your 
will, some of which were neither very honourable, 
perhaps, nor very advantageous, yet now, when you 
are not destined to be injured in either your fortunes 
or your reputation or, for that matter, in any of your 
public interests whatever, you are going to goad 
all plebeians into war again, to oblige the bitterest 
foes of democracy? No, not if you are wise. But I 
should like to ask you what motive induced you at the 
time to consent to our return upon the terms we 
desired. Did you foresee in the light of reason what 
was best, or did you yield to necessity? For if you 
thought those concessions to be of the greatest 
advantage to the commonwealth, why do you not 
adhere to them at present also? And if they were 
necessary and unavoidable, why are you disgruntled 
now that they have been made? Possibly you ought 
not to have granted them in the first place, if you 
could have avoided it, but once having granted them, 
ou ought no longer to find fault with what is done. 
XLIII. “ For my part, senators, I think you used 

the best judgment in regard to the accommodation 
. . | to which you are obliged to yield . . .1 to 
observe faithfully the terms agreed upon. For you 
gave us the gods as sureties for the performance of 
the terms by invoking many grievous curses upon 
those who should violate the compact, both upon 
them and upon their posterity forever. But I do not 
know that it is necessary to weary you by saying any 
more in order to convince you, who are all well ac- 
quainted with the facts, that our demands are only 
what is just and advantageous, and that you are under 
every necessity of carrying them out, if you are 
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1 +&v Snpordr before judy deleted by Kayser. 
2 7) mparrew deleted by Kayser. 
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mindful of your oaths. Learn now, fathers, that it 
is a point of no small importance to us not to relinquish 
this contest, either yielding to force or deluded by 
trickery, but that we entered upon it because of the 
greatest necessity, having suffered outrageous treat- 
ment, and worse than outrageous, at the hands of this 
man. Or rather recall these facts from your own 
knowledge; for I shall say nothing that is not known 
to all of you. And at the same time use your own 
judgment in passing upon what I am saying, reflect- 
ing how, if any of us had attempted in an assembly of 
the people to say or do? such things against your 
class as Marcius dared to utter here, you would have 
felt towards him. 

XLIV. “ For Marcius here was the first man among 
you who endeavoured to dissolve our unalterable 
compact of unity with the senate, secured by bonds 
all but adamantine, a compact which it is unlawful 
for either you, who swore to its observance, or your 
posterity to dissolve as long as this city shall be in- 
habited. And this he did before the compact was in 
its fourth 2 year, nor was it in silence, nor after he 
had slunk into some secret hole, that he worked for 
its abrogation, but he openly expressed the opinion 
in this very place, in the presence of you all, that you 
ought no longer to allow us the tribunician power, but 
ought to abolish the first and only safeguard of our 
liberty, relying on which we entered into the accom- 
modation. Nor did his bluffing stop here, but giving 

1 The words “or do’’ are probably an interpolation. It 
was what Marcius said in the senate, not what he did there, 
that aroused the plebeians’ anger (chaps. 21-26). 

2 By our modern reckoning this was only the second year 
after the secession. 
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1 Cary: ratrnv O, Jacoby. 2 Reiske: jyiv O. 
3 ey & Reiske: ds O. 4 Sylburg: dypyorias AB. 
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to the liberty of the poor the name of insolence, and 
to equality that of tyranny, he advised you to deprive 
us of them. Call to mind, fathers, the most wicked 
of all the measures he then urged, when he declared 
it to be a fine opportunity for you to remember again 
all your resentment against the plebeians for their 
former offences, and advised that now, while they 
were distressed for want of money and had already 
for a long time lacked the necessaries of life, you 
should crush their whole class by firmly holding the 
market to the same scarcity of provisions. For we 
should not hold out for any length of time, he said, 
while paying a high price for little corn, poor men 
that we are, but some of us would leave the city and 
go elsewhere, while those who remained would perish 

by the most miserable of all deaths. But he was so 
senseless and infatuated in giving you this advice as 
not to be able to see even this—that, to say nothing of 
the other evils he was inflicting by asking the senate to 
dissolve its compact, such a multitude of poor men, 
when deprived of the necessaries of life, would be 
compelled to attack the authors of their calamity, no 
longer regarding any one asa friend. Consequently, 
if you had been so mad as to adopt his advice, it must 
have ended in one of these two ways, for there would 
have been no middle course: either the whole plebeian 
multitude would have perished, or even the patrician 
class would not have survived. For we should not 
have allowed ourselves to be banished or put to death 
in so slavish a manner, but, having called upon the 

avro Cmg: atr@ AB, atrdfev Capps. 
emtpisar Cmg: emitpépar AB. 
ovtw A: odros Ba, ovtws Bb. 
pnde added by Cobet, otdé by Reiske. coon @ 
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iN 5 wept éavrov Sylburg: wap’ éavr@ O, Jacoby. 
3 wev added by Garrer. 
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gods and lesser divinities to be witnesses to our 
sufferings, be assured we should have filled the fora 
and the streets with many dead bodies, and after 
offering up a great bowl of the blood of our fellow- 
citizens, we should then have accepted our destined 
fate. Of such impious deeds, fathers, did he make 
himself the proponent, and such things did he think 

fit to demand in his harangue. 
XLV. “Nor did Marcius merely undertake to 

utter words that would divide the city, yet refrain 
from acting in accordance with his words, but actually 
keeping about him a body of men ready for any 
service, he refuses to appear before our magistrates 
when summoned, and showers blows upon our 
assistants when at our command they endeavour to 
bring him away, and at last does not even refrain from 
offering violence to our own persons. The conse- 
quence is that, as far as in him lies, we bear the spe- 
cious name of an ‘inviolable’ magistracy, a term given 
in mockery, but discharge not one of the functions 
assigned to that magistracy. For how shall we give 

- relief to others who complain that they are injured, 
when we ourselves have no security? When, there- 
fore, we, the poor, have been thus insulted by one 
man who, though not yet a tyrant, is nevertheless 
aiming at tyranny; when we have already suffered 
many indignities, and came near suffering others, had 
not the majority of you, fathers, prevented it, have 
we not good reason to resent this and to feel that we 
ought to obtain some assistance as well as your 
sympathy in our resentment, when we summon him 

4 yap Kiessling: 8’ O, Jacoby. 
5 dp’ ovx Sylburg: dpa O, Jacoby. 
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to a fair and legal trial, in which the whole populace, 
divided into their tribes, will give their votes under 
oath after all who desire to speak have been heard? 
Go thither, Marcius, and say in your defence before 
all the citizens in a body what you are intending to 
say here—either that with the best intention you gave 
the soundest advice to these senators and that your 
advice, if followed, would have been advantageous to 
the commonwealth, or that it is not right that those 
who deliver their opinions in this place should have to 
give an account of their words, or that it was not with 
premeditation or treacherous purpose, but in a 
momentary yielding to passion that you were led to 
give this abominable advice, or whatever other de- 
fence you can offer. Descend from that overbearing 
and tyrannical haughtiness to a more democratic 
behaviour, wretched man, and make yourself at last 
like other men. Assume the humble and piteous 
demeanour of one who has erred and is asking pardon, 
such a demeanour as your plight requires. Seek to 
save yourself, not by offering violence to those you 
have injured, but by courting their favour. As an 
example of moderation, the practice of which would 
make you free from all reproach on the part of your 
fellow-citizens, take the actions of these worthy men. 
Though they are so many in number as you yourself 
see here present, and have displayed so many virtues 
both in war and in peace that I could not easily 
enumerate them in a very long time, yet they, the 
venerable and great, passed no cruel or haughty 

5 Sylburg: Syporixoy A, Sywotikwrarov B. 
6 xai added by Jacoby. Cobet preferred to delete éAeewvov. 
7 viv abdros Jacoby: viv A, atros R. 
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amoxpn aot Tadr’, d yevvaie, GAN womep Tt 
Kadov eEeipyacpevos tibavyevav Kal peyadnyop@v 
Teplépyn Kal pndev ddheivac tod dpovnpatos 
a7rowaxopevos ; €@ yap, OTL Kat AowWopovpevos TO 

3 Sym Kal mpoceyKaddv Kal amewAdv. Emevta od 
~ a fond / , ve“ecate avT@ Tihs vrepyndhavias, @ maTéepes, et 

eTnAKovTwY abrov? déiot povos HAiKwY odd 
a ~ \ 

amavres tpuets Eavtovs; dv éeyphv, ei Kal mavres 
€ ~ ti} / \ ¢€ \ > ~ / , dpeis avedéxeabe tov dbrép adtod moAcuov yndi- 
cacbat, TO ev evvovv Kal mpd0upov tuav ayanay, 

\ 5 / de / du RS | aA r / pn SéxecOar S€ xdpw idiav emi KowH BAdBn, 
1 peév Cobet: ye O. 2 abrov R: adrov ABa. 
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sentence against us, the common and humble folk, 
but even took the lead themselves in making over- 
tures and offered us a reconciliation when Fortune had 
divided us from one another, and they agreed to 
make the compact upon the conditions we desired, 
rather than upon those they thought would be best 
for themselves; and finally, when the difficulties 
recently arose over the distribution of corn, for which 
we blamed them, they took great pains to remove 

_ these grounds of offence. 
XLVI. “I omit all the rest. But in your own 

behalf, and to deprecate the punishment due to your 
madness, what intercessions did they not employ 
with all the plebeians both collectively and in- 
dividually? Then, if it was seemly, Marcius, for the 
consuls and the senate, who have the oversight of so 
great a commonwealth, to submit to the judgment of 
the populace concerning any charges brought against 
them, is it not seemly also for you to do likewise? 
And though these men all regard it as no disgrace to 
entreat the plebeians to acquit you, do you think this 
same course disgraceful for yourself? And is this not 
enough for you, sir, but, just as if you had performed 
some fine action, do you go about preening yourself and 
indulging in boastful talk, refusing to abate anything 
of your pride? I say nothing, you see, of your also 
reviling, accusing, and threatening the people. And 
do you not resent his arrogance, fathers, in setting a 
greater value upon himself alone than even all of you 
set upon yourselves? And yet, even if you were all 
willing to vote to engage in war for his sake, he 
ought to be satisfied with this proof of your goodwill 
and zeal and not to accept a private favour at the 
expense of the public injury, but to consent to make his 
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7 Cary : kal Ba(?), ws kal ABb, Jacoby, 7 xai Steph.* 
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defence, standing trial and, if need be, suffering any 
punishment. For such would be the behaviour of a 
good citizen who practises what is honourable in his 
actions, not merely in his words. But as for the 
violent deeds in which this man now indulges, of what 
kind of life do they give evidence? Of what kind of 
principles is it an indication to violate oaths, to break 
solemn pledges, to nullify covenants, to make war 
upon the people, to abuse the persons of magistrates, 
and to refuse to make oneself accountable for any of 
these actions, but submitting to no trial, offering no 
defence, courting no man, fearing no man, and dis- 
daining equality with any one of this great multitude 
of citizens, to strut about with impunity? Are not 
these the indications of a tyrannical disposition? I, 
at any rate, think so. And yet, encouraging and 
applauding this man are some of your own number, 
in whose minds is implanted an implacable hatred 
against the plebeians, and they cannot see that the 
growth of this evil threatens the humbler portion of 
the citizens no more than it does the more exalted 
portion, but imagine that when their adversary is 
enslaved their own situation will be secure. But this 
is not so in reality, misguided men. For if you will 
learn from the example afforded by Marcius and from 
history, and will be admonished by precedents both 
foreign and native, you will know that tyranny 
fostered against the people is fostered against the 
whole commonwealth, and that, though it begins at 
present with us, yet after it has gained strength it 
will not spare you either.” 

4 Kat 57 Cobet: cai 7) ABC, 7 pv Kiessling. 
5 rov added by Sylburg. 
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THs added by Kiessling. 
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XLVII. After Decius had spoken in this manner 
and the rest of the tribunes had supported him by 
adding what they thought he had omitted, and it was 
now time for the senators to deliver their opinions, 
first the oldest and the most honoured of the ex- 
consuls, being called upon by the consuls in the 
customary order, rose up, and after them those who 
were inferior to them in both these respects, and last 
of all, the youngest senators, who made no speeches 
(for that was still looked upon then as disgraceful by 
the Romans, and no young man presumed to be wiser 
than an old man), but seconded the opinions delivered 
by the ex-consuls. It was required, however, that all 
the senators should come forward and give their votes 
upon oath as in a court of justice. Then Appius 
Claudius, whom I mentioned before as the greatest 
enemy to the plebeians of all the patricians, one who 
could never relish the agreement made with the 
plebeians, opposed the passing of the preliminary 
decree, speaking as follows: 

XLVIII. ‘“ For my part, I kept wishing and often 
prayed to the gods that I might be mistaken in the 
opinion I entertained concerning the accommodation 
with the populace, when I thought that the return of 
the fugitives would be neither honourable and just nor 
advantageous to us, and from first to last, whenever 
anything relating to this subject was proposed for 
our consideration, I was the first of all and finally the 
only one, after the rest had deserted me, who opposed 
it. And I also wished that you, senators, who have 

6 jyiv A: dyiv R. 
7 Cobet: daeAduBavor O, Jacoby. 
8 dodaxis B: dodkis av R. 
® §¢ Casaubon: re O. 
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1 Portus: jpiv O. 2 Reiske: mpoeAddvra O. 
8 Sylburg: zeipacdpeba O. 
4 évOvpovpévors Ba(?): évOvpovpevos ABb. 
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always hoped for the best and cheerfully granted to 
the populace all their demands, both just and unjust, 
might prove to be wiser than I. But now that things 
have not turned out for you as I wished and prayed, 
but rather as I expected, and now that the benefits 
you conferred have ended in envy and hatred, I shall 
forbear to censure you for your past errors or to cause 
you needless pain (which is a very easy thing to do 
and what everyone usually does), as I perceive that it 
will be out of place at this time. However, I shall 
endeavour to suggest to you how we may correct such 
of the past errors as are not absolutely incurable and 
may act with greater wisdom in the present situation. 
And yet I am not unaware that I shall appear to 
some of you to be mad and to be courting death 
in expressing my opinion freely concerning these 
matters, when they consider how great dangers 
frankness of speech involves, and reflect on the 
plight of Marcius, who at this moment runs the 
risk of losing his life for no other reason. But I 
believe that I ought not to be more anxious for my 
personal safety than for the public welfare. For my 
body has already been given to the perils that attend 
your cause, senators, and devoted to the struggles in 
defence of the commonwealth; so that whatever 
Heaven pleases to ordain, I shall suffer it resolutely 
either with all of you or with a few, or, if necessary, 

even alone. But while I have life, no fear shall deter 
me from saying what I think. 
XLIX. “In the first place, I want you now at 

last to be firmly convinced of this, that your plebeian 

5 Aoyilopevors Ba: AoyeLopevos ABb. 
® pev O: per ody Reiske, Jacoby. 
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1 juiv Kiessling: jpiv B, om. R. 
2 Siaddoa B: dvadvoacha R. 
5 xel ymdpioaobe Sintenis: Kal éyndicacbe O 
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multitude is unfriendly and hostile to the established 
government, and that all the concessions you have 
through weakness made to them have not only been 
wasted by you, but have even exposed you to 
contempt, as having been granted by you through 
necessity rather than from goodwill or sober choice. 
For look at it in this way : When the populace took up 
arms, and, seceding from you, ventured to become 
openly your enemies, albeit they had received no 
injury, but offered as an excuse their inability to dis- 
charge their debts to their creditors, and when they 
declared that, if you would grant them an abolition 
of their debts and impunity for the offences they had 
committed during their secession, they would make no 
further demands, the greater part of you, though not 
all, misled by their advisers, voted—as would to 
Heaven they had not !—to abrogate the laws enacted 
in the interest of the public faith and to grant an 
amnesty for all the offences that had been committed 
atthattime. But the plebeians were not satisfied with 
obtaining this favour, which they said was the only 
one they had mentioned when they seceded, but 
straightway asked for another concession still greater 
and more illegal than this—that leave should be 
granted them to choose tribunes from their own 
number every year—making our superior strength 
their excuse for this demand, to the end, forsooth, 
that some aid and refuge might lie open to the poorer 
citizens who were wronged and oppressed, though in 
reality they were plotting against our form of govern- 
ment and desired to change it to a democracy. This 
magistracy also those advisers of ours prevailed upon 

4 Jacoby: é¢7 O. 5 dxupdoa Ba: émxupdoau R. 
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1 éxBéBnxe mpodéyovros Sylburg: mapoBéBnxe A€yovros O, 
Jacoby. 

2 One or more words have apparently been omitted here 
by the MSS. Reiske supplied evuBpilwr. Kiessling proposed 
to read tjpiv éri wadAov evexeito Kal tepav, Kayser juiv anavta@y 
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us to admit into the commonwealth, though its 
introduction was to the public detriment and in 
particular would arouse hatred against the senate, 
and notwithstanding that I, if you recall, exclaimed 
against it and called both gods and men to witness 
that you would bring into the commonwealth endless 
civil war, and foretold everything that has since 
befallen you. 

L. “ What, then, did this fine populace of ours do 
after you had granted them this magistracy also? 
They did not make a prudent use of so great a benefit 
nor did they receive it with respect and modesty, but, 
just as if we were in fear and consternation because 
of their strength . . 1 then they said this magistracy 
ought to be declared sacred and inviolable and should 
be secured by oaths, thus demanding for it a greater 
honour than you yourselves have conferred upon the 
consuls. To this also you submitted, and standing 
over the parts of the sacrificial victims, you invoked 
utter destruction upon both yourselves and your 
posterity if you should violate your oath. What, then, 
did they do when they had obtained this also? In- 
stead of being grateful to you and maintaining our 
ancestral form of government, they began from these 
ill-gotten advantages, and making these illegal acts 
the steps to future encroachments, they not only in- 
troduce laws without a preliminary decree of the sen- 
ate, but enact them without your concurrence ; they 
pay no regard to the decrees you publish ; they accuse 
the consuls of maladministration of the state; and if 

1 See the critical note. 

3 Sylburg: zpoydvwv O. 
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4 ovx av Kiessling: odx O, Jacoby. 
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anything happens contrary to your agreement with 
them—and there are many things which human 
reason cannot accurately foresee—they attribute it, 
not to chance, as they should, but to deliberate in- 
tention on your part; and while they pretend that 
designs are being formed against them by you and 
that they are afraid you may either deprive them of 
their liberty or expel them from their country, they 
themselves are continually forming these very 
designs against you, and plainly show that their only 
method of guarding against the mischief they claim 
to fear consists in being the first to inflict it. This 
they have often made apparent even before now, 

_upon many occasions which I am prevented from 
mentioning at present, but particularly by their 
treatment of Marcius here, a lover of his country and 
a man who is neither of obscure birth nor inferior 
himself to any of us in valour, whom they accused of 
forming designs against them and of giving evil 
advice in this place, and attempted to put to death 
without a trial. And if the consuls and the more 
sagacious among you had not become indignant at 
this action and joined together to restrain their 
illegal attempts, you would have been deprived in 
that one day of everything that your ancestors ac- 
quired with many labours and left to you, and of every- 
thing that you yourselves possess after undergoing 
no fewer struggles than they—of your prestige, your 
supremacy, and your liberty; while those of you who 
had more spirit and would not have been contented 
with life alone unless you were to live in the enjoy- 
ment of those blessings, would, either then or soon 
after, have chosen to lose your lives rather than lose 
these privileges. For if once Marcius had been 
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made away within so shameful and dastardly a manner, 
like one all alone in a wilderness, what could have 
hindered me also, after him, and all of you who 
had ever opposed or were likely to oppose thereafter 
the unlawful attempts of the populace, from perishing 
by being torn in pieces by our enemies? For they 
would not have been satisfied with getting only the two 
of us out of the way, nor would they, after going thus 
far, have desisted from their lawless course, if we are 
to judge the future from the past; but having begun 
with us, they would have rushed down like a torrent 
in flood upon all who opposed them and did not 
submit to them, and would have swept them away and 
borne them off, sparing neither birth, merit nor age. 

LI. “ These, senators, are the fine returns which 
the populace have either already made to you, or would 
have made, if it had not lain in your power to prevent 
them, for the many great benefits they have received 
from you. Now consider those things that they did 
after this magnanimous and prudent action on your 
part, in order that you may learn how you ought to 
deal with them. Well then, as soon as they found 
you resolved no longér to bear their insolence but 
prepared to join issue with them, they were struck 
with terror, and recovering themselves slightly, as 
from a fit of drunkenness or madness, they desisted 
from violence and had recourse to legal action; and 
appointing a day, they summoned Marcius to appear 
hen and stand his trial, at which they themselves 
were to be at once the accusers, the witnesses, and 
the judges, and the ones to determine the degree of 
the punishment. And since you opposed this also, 

2 dyafdy added by Kiessling. 
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because you thought that he was summoned, not to 
be tried, but to be punished, the populace, perceiving 
that they have absolute authority in no matter what- 
ever, but only the power of ratifying your prelimin- 
ary decrees, now abate their arrogance, which then 
blew so strong, and have come to beg that you will 
grant them this favour also. Bearing this in mind, 
therefore, perceive at last and learn that all the 
privileges you have hitherto granted them, with 
greater guilelessness than prudence, have brought 
calamities and harm upon you, but that every 
courageous stand you have made against their illegal 
and violent acts has turned out advantageously. 
What, then, do I advise you to do, now that you under- 
stand these things, and what opinion do I express 
upon the present question? Just this: As regards 
the privileges and concessions which you made to the 
populaceat the time of your reconciliation, however you 
came to grant them, I advise you to adhere to them 
as valid and to abrogate none of the concessions you 
then made, not because they are honourable and 
worthy of the commonwealth—how could they be ?— 
but because they are necessary and can no longer be 
remedied. But as to anything beyond this which 
they may endeavour to extort from you against your 
will by violence and illegal means, I advise you not to 
grant or allow it, but to oppose them both by words 
and by deeds, not only all of you as a body, but each 
one individually. For it is not inevitable, if a person 
has erred once through either deception or necessity, 
that he should act in like manner in everything else, 

* avrimparrewv C(?), Reiske: dvtimparreoda O. 
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but mindful of that error, he ought to consider by 
what means his future conduct may not resemble it. 
This is the resolution which I think you ought all 
of you unitedly to have formed, and I advise you to 
be prepared against the unjust encroachments of the 
populace. 

LII. “ That this matter, which is the subject of your 
present consideration, is also of a piece with their 
other unjust and illegal attempts and not, as the 
tribune endeavoured to prove in order to deceive you, 
a just and reasonable request, let those among you 
now learn who are not yet certain of it. Well then, 
the law relating to the popular courts, the law upon 
which Decius relied for his chief support, was not 
enacted against you patricians, but for the protection 
of such plebeians as are oppressed, as the law itself, 
written in unequivocal terms, plainly shows, and as 
all of you, being perfectly acquainted with it, always 
declare to be the case. Strong proof of this is 
afforded by the length of time it has been in force, 
which seems to be the best criterion in the case of 
every disputed principle of law; for nineteen years 
have now passed since this law was enacted, and 
during all this time Decius cannot point to a single 
instance of a trial, either public or private, brought 
against any patrician in virtue of this law. But if he 
shall assert that he can, let him produce it and we 
need no further discussion. As to the agreement 
you recently entered into with the plebeians (for it is 
necessary that you should be informed about this 
also, since the tribune has shown himself an un- 
scrupulous interpreter of it), it contains these two 
concessions—that the plebeians shall be discharged 

8 Reiske: dedoxiacpevnv O. 7 duds Bb: jyas ABa. 
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of their debts, and that these magistrates shall be 
elected annually for the relief of the oppressed and 
the prevention of injustice toward them; and except 
these, there is no other provision. But let the greatest 
indication to you that neither this law nor the 
compact has given the populace the power of trying 
a patrician be the present behaviour of the populace 
themselves. For they ask this power of you today, 
as not having possessed it hitherto; yet no one would 
ask to receive from others anything to which he is 
entitled by law. And how can this, senators, be a 
natural, unwritten right—for Decius thought you 
ought to consider this—that the populace shall try all 
causes in which the plebeians are involved, whether 
the actions are brought against them by the patri- 
cians, or by them against the latter, while the patri- 
cians, whether plaintiffs or defendants in any suit with 
the plebeians, shall not decide those controversies, 
but the plebeians shall be given the advantage in 
both cases, while we enjoy neither right? But if 
Marcius or any other patrician whatsoever has in- 
jured the people and deserves either death or banish- 
ment, let him be punished after being tried, not by 
them, but here, as the law directs. Unless, forsooth, 
Decius, the populace will be impartial judges and 
would not show any favour to themselves when 
giving their votes concerning an enemy, whereas these 
senators, if they are empowered to vote in his case, 
will regard the wrong-doer as of more importance 

® tw R: twa AB, Jacoby. 
? Reiske: xwvduvevowar O, Jacoby. 
8 7 Kat R: xat Ba, Jacoby. 
® ay added by Reiske. 
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than the commonwealth that suffers from his wrong- 
doing, when as the result of their verdict they are 
sure to draw upon themselves a curse, the guilt of 
perjury, the detestation of mankind, and the anger 
of the gods, and to go through life haunted by 
dismal hopes! It is unworthy of you, plebeians, to 
entertain these suspicions about the senate, to whom 
you acknowledge that you concede honours, magis- 
tracies, and the most important powers in the com- 
monwealth on the basis of merit, and to whom you 
say you feel very grateful for the zeal they showed 
for your return. These sentiments are inconsistent 
with one another; and it is not reasonable that 

_ you should fear those you commend and entrust the 
same persons with the more serious responsibilities 
while at the same time distrusting them in those 
of less consequence. Why do you not keep to one 
uniform judgment, either trusting them in every- 
thing or distrusting them in everything? But, on 
the contrary, you think them capable of passing a 
preliminary decree about principles of right, but 
not of sitting in judgment concerning these very 
principles involved in that decree. I had many 
other things to say concerning the rights of this 
matter, senators; but let this suffice. 

LIII. ‘‘ But since Decius undertook to speak also 
on the subject of advantage, pointing out how ex- 
cellent a thing harmony is and how terrible a thing 
sedition, and that, if we cultivate the populace, we 
shall live together in harmony, but if we hinder them 
from banishing whomsoever of the patricians they 
wish or murdering them, we shall be involved in a 
civil war, though I have many things to say upon 
this head, I shall content myself with very few. 
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And first I have to marvel at the dissimulation— 
surely it is not lack of sense—of Decius, if he imagines 
that he is a better judge of the interests of the 
state, though he has just entered upon the ad- 
ministration of public affairs, than we who have 
grown old in it and have made the city a great 
from a small one; and, in the next place, if he 
supposed that he could persuade you that you had to 
deliver up any man to his enemies to be punished, 
particularly a fellow-citizen of yours and one who 
is not a person of no consequence or merit, but one 
whom you yourselves look upon as most brilliant 
in war, most exemplary in his private life, and 
inferior to none in handling public affairs. And 
these things he has dared to say, though he knows 
that you show the greatest respect for suppliants 
and do not exclude from such humanity even those 
of your enemies who flee hither for refuge. Indeed, 
if you knew we practised the very contrary of all 
this, Decius, entertaining impious ideas about the 
gods and practising injustice towards men, what 
deed more dreadful than this could you have ad- 
vised us to commit, by which we shall incur the 
hatred of both gods and men and be utterly and 
totally destroyed? We haye no need of your 
advice, Decius, either about delivering up any of 
our citizens or about any other business we have 
to transact. Nor do we believe that, in judging of 
our own interests, we should use a borrowed wisdom 
of youths—we who, through long experience of both 
good and evil fortune, have come to our present 
age. As for the threats of war with which you 
endeavour to terrify us—not now employed by you 
for the first time, but flaunted often in the past by 
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many—leaving them to our habitual mildness to 
deal with, we shall bear them with intrepidity. 
And if you indeed try to do anything like what you 
threaten, we shall defend ourselves with the assist- 
ance both of the gods, who are always wroth with 
the aggressors in an unjust war, and of men, no 
small number of whom will be our allies. For all 
the Latins, to whom we lately granted equal rights 
of citizenship, will be on our side, fighting for this 
commonwealth as for a country now their father- 
land, and the many flourishing cities colonized from 
Rome, counting it imperative that their mother- 
city should be saved, will come to her defence. 
And if you reduce us to the necessity of embracing 
every kind of assistance, Decius, we shall submit to 
inviting even our slaves to liberty, our enemies to 
friendship, and all mankind to a share in our hopes 
of victory, and then join issue with you. But, O 
Jupiter and all ye gods who guard the Roman 
state, may there be no occasion for anything of this 
kind! Rather may these terrible threats go no 
farther than words and result in no deplorable act!” 

LIV. Thus Appius spoke. Then Manius Valerius, 
who was the greatest friend to the plebeians of all 
the senators and had shown the greatest zeal for 
the accommodation, upon this occasion also openly 
espoused their cause and delivered a speech, com- 
posed with much thought, in which he censured 
those senators who would not permit the common- 
wealth to remain united, but sought to divide the 
plebeians from the patricians and for trifling causes 

3 Sua puxpas mpoddcers troA€uouvs Reiske: da puxpas moAdwou 
mpopaces A, dia puxpas moAcuous mpodaces B, dia puxpas 
mpopdcews moA€uous C. 
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to rekindle the flames of civil strife. He then com- 
mended those who held that there was but one 
advantage to be considered and that the common 
advantage, and regarded everything else as secon- 
dary to harmony; and he showed them that, if the 
populace obtained the right to try this man, as they 
demanded, and received this privilege also with the 
consent of the senate, possibly they would not even 
press the prosecution to the end but, satisfied with 
having got him in their power, would treat him with 
lenity rather than severity. And even if the tribunes 
should believe it to be necessary by all means to 
carry the case through to its lawful conclusion and 
the populace should thus be empowered to give 
their votes concerning him, they would acquit him 
of the charge, partly out of respect for the defendant 
himself, whose many brave deeds they had cause to 
remember, and partly by way of making this return 
to the senate for the favour it had granted by giving 
them this power and by opposing them in nothing 
that was reasonable. Wevecthelens, he advised that 
not only the consuls, but all the senators and the 
rest of the patricians as well should be present in a 
body at the trial and assist Marcius in making his 
defence and entreat the people to come to no harsh 
decision concerning him, assuring them that the 
presence of these men also would contribute not a 
little toward turning the scales on the side of the 
defendant’s acquittal; and he advised that they 
should not only thus assist him themselves by 
expressing their views, but that each of them should 
summon his own clients and assemble his friends, 
and if they thought that any of the plebeians were 
attached to them as the result of benefits they had 
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received from them, they should ask these too to 
show their gratitude for former favours now when 
they were to give their votes. He showed them also 
that there would be no small element among the 
populace which loved the right and hated the wrong, 
and an even larger number who knew how to sym- 
pathize with human misfortunes and to feel com- 
passion for men in positions of honour when their 
fortunes have suffered reverse. But the greater 
part of his speech was addressed to Marcius him- 
self, in which he joined exhortation to admonition, 
and entreaty to compulsion. For he begged of him, 
since he was accused of dividing the populace from 
the senate and also charged with being tyrannical 
by reason of his arbitrary manner, and since all 
men were filled with fear that because of him there 
would spring up sedition and all the irreparable evils 
which civil wars bring in their train, that he would 
not make true and valid the accusations against 
himself by persevering in his invidious way of life, 
but would change it to an humble deportment, 
submit his person to the power of those who com- 
plained of being injured, and not decline to clear 
himself by a just defence of an unjust charge. For 
that course was not only for saving his life the 
surest, he told him, but also, as regarded the reputa- 
tion he coveted, the most brilliant, and it was in 
keeping with the deeds he had already performed ; 
whereas, if he should show himself arrogant rather 
than moderate and expect the senate to expose 
themselves to every danger for his sake, he declared 
that the defeat he might bring to those who had 
listened to him would be disastrous, while a victory 
would be disgraceful to them. He then indulged 
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in many lamentations and enumerated the most im- 
portant and the most obvious evils that befall states 
in times of dissension. 

LV. When he had related all these evils with 
many tears—tears that were not feigned and 
affected, but genuine—this man who was eminent 
for the dignity both of his years and of his merits, 
perceiving that the senate was moved by his words, 
proceeded then with confidence to deliver the 
remainder of his speech. “ If any of you, senators,” 
he said, “ are disturbed by the thought that you will 
be introducing a pernicious custom into the com- 
monwealth if you grant the populace the power of 

' giving their votes against the patricians, and enter- 
tain an opinion that the tribunician power, if con- 
siderably strengthened, will serve no good purpose, 
let them learn that their opinion is erroneous and 
their surmise is the opposite of what it should be. 
For if anything is going to be the means of pre- 
serving this commonwealth and insuring that she 
shall never be deprived of her liberty or her power, 
but shall ever continue to be united and harmonious 
in all respects, the most effective instrument will 
be the populace if taken as partners in the adminis- 
tration of affairs; and what will benefit us above 
everything will be, not to have a simple and un- 
mixed form of government administering the state, 
whether monarchy, oligarchy, or democracy, but a 
constitution combined out of all of these. For each 
of these forms by itself alone very easily ends in 
wantonness and lawlessness; but when all of them 

5 Kiessling: prjre O. 
5 advtwv Sylburg: rovrwv O. 
7 pare povapxiav added by Spelman, Kiessling. 
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are duly combined, the element which is inclined at 
any time to make innovations and to overstep the 
customary bounds is held in check by the element 
which is self-restrained and remains true to its own 
character. Thus monarchy, when it becomes cruel 
and insolent and begins to pursue tyrannical measures, 
is overthrown by a few good men. And an oligarchy 
composed of the best men, which is your present 
form of government, when it has become elated by 
reason of its wealth and its bands of partisans, and 
pays no regard to justice or to any other virtue, is 
overthrown by a prudent democracy. And when a 
democracy that is moderate and governs in accord- 
ance with laws begins to be disorderly and lawless, 
it is taken in hand by the strongest man and set 
right by force. You, senators, have devised all the 
precautions possible to prevent the monarchical 
power from degenerating into tyranny, for you 
have invested two men instead of one with the 
supreme power of the commonwealth, and though 
you have entrusted this magistracy to them, not for 
an indefinite time, but only for a year, you never- 
theless appoint, to keep watch over them, three 
hundred patricians, at once the best and the oldest, 
of whom this senate is composed. But you do not 
seem as yet to have appointed any to watch over 
you yourselves, to insure your remaining within 
proper bounds. Now as for you, I have no fear so 
far that you will permit your minds to be corrupted 
by the magnitude and number of your blessings, 
since you have only recently delivered the com- 
monwealth from a long tyranny and because of the 
long and continuous wars have not yet had leisure 
to grow insolent and wanton. But with regard to 
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your successors, when I consider how great changes 
the long course of time brings with it, I am afraid 
that the men of power in the senate may introduce 
some change and, unnoticed, transform the govern- 
-ment into a tyrannical monarchy. 

LVI. “ If, then, you admit the populace also to a 
share in the government, no evil will arise for you 
here. But the man who aims at greater power than 
the rest of his fellow-citizens and has formed a faction 
in the senate of all who are willing to share his dis- 
affection and his crimes (for when we are deliberat- 
ing concerning the commonwealth we ought to fore- 
see every likely contingency), this great and august 
person, I say, when called upon by the tribunes to 
appear before the popular assembly, before the 
lowly and humble people, will have to give an 
accounting of both his actions and his purpose, 
and if found guilty, suffer the punishment he de- 
serves. And lest the people themselves, when vested 
with so great a power, should grow wanton and, 
seduced by the demagoguery of the worst men, make 
war upon the best citizens (for it is in the masses 
as a rule that a tyranny springs up), some person 
of exceptional sagacity, created dictator by you, 
will guard against this evil and will not allow them 
to do anything lawless; for, being invested with 
absolute and irresponsible power, he will cut off the 
diseased part of the commonwealth and will not 
permit that which is as yet uninfected to be con- 
taminated; he will reform in the best manner pos- 
sible the habits, usages and aims of the citizens, 
and appoint such magistrates as he thinks will govern 
the state with the greatest prudence; and having 
effected these things within the space of six months, 
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he will again become a private citizen, receiving no 
other reward for these actions than the honour. 
Do you, then, bearing these things in mind, and 
believing that this is the most perfect form of 
government, debar the populace from nothing, but, 
even as you have granted them the right of choos- 
ing the magistrates who are to preside each year 
over the commonwealth, as well as of confirming or 
invalidating laws, of declaring war and making 
peace—which are the greatest and the most im- 
portant matters that come up for action in the 
commonwealth—and have not invested the senate 
with authority over any one of these matters, in 
like manner give them also a share in the courts, 
and particularly in the trials of those who are accused 
of crimes against the state by raising a sedition or 
aiming at tyranny or discussing a betrayal of the 
state with the enemy or attempting some other 
mischief of like nature. For the more formidable 
you make it for the overbearing and self-seeking to 
transgress the laws and to alter your customs, by 
appointing many eyes to watch and many men to 
keep guard over them, the better will be the condition 
of your commonwealth.” 

LVII. After he had said this and other things to 
the same purport, he ended. And the rest of the 
senators who rose up after him, except a few, con- 
curred in his opinion. When the preliminary decree 
of the senate was to be drawn up, Marcius, asking 
leave to speak, said: ‘‘ You all know, senators, how 
I have acted with regard to the commonwealth, and 
that it is because of my goodwill toward you that I 
have come into this danger, and furthermore that 
your behaviour toward me has been contrary to my 
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1 Jacoby: ouvvevéyxor O. 
2 24? & Sylburg: ed’ of O. 
3 dnddixov Kayser: émidixov O, én di«nv Kiessling. 
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expectation; and you will know this even better 
when the action against me has ended. However, 
since the opinion of Valerius prevails, may these 
measures prove of advantage to you and may I 
prove a poor judge of future events. But in order 
not only that you who are to draw up the decree 
may know upon what terms you are going to deliver 
me up to the people, but that I also may not fail 
to know on what charge I am to defend myself, 
pray order the tribunes to declare in your presence 
what the crime is of which they intend to accuse 
me and what title they propose to give to the 
cause.” 

LVIII. He said this in the belief that he was to 
be tried for the words he had spoken in the senate, 
and also from a desire that the tribunes should 
acknowledge that they intended to accuse him on 
this charge. But the tribunes, after consulting 
together, charged him with aiming at tyranny and 
ordered him to come prepared to make his defence 
against that charge. For they were unwilling to 
confine their accusation to a single point, and that 
neither a strong one in itself nor acceptable to the 
senate, but were scheming to obtain for them- 
selves the authority to bring any charges they wished 
against Marcius, and were expecting to deprive 
him of the assistance of the senators. Thereupon 
Marcius said: ‘‘ Very well, if this is the charge on 
which I am to be tried, I submit myself to the 
judgment of the plebeians; and let there be nothing 
to prevent the drawing up of the preliminary decree.”’ 
The greater part of the senators too were well pleased 
that he was to be tried upon this charge, for two 
reasons—first, that to speak one’s mind freely in the 
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1 A period long enough to include three market-days 
(trinum nundinum or trinundinum) had to elapse between the 
official announcement of any business to be brought before the 
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senate was not going to render one liable to an 
accounting, and second, that Marcius, who had led 
a modest and irreproachable life, would easily clear 
himself of that accusation. After this the preliminary 
decree for the trial was drawn up and Marcius was 
given time till the third market-day 1 to prepare his 
defence. The Romans had markets then, as now, 
every eighth? day, upon which days the plebeians 
resorted to the city from the country and exchanged 
their produce for the goods they bought, settled 
their grievances in court, and ratified by their votes 
such matters of public business as either the laws 
assigned or the senate referred to them for decision ; 
and as the greater part of them were small farmers 
and poor, they passed in the country the seven 
days intervening between the markets. As soon, 
therefore, as the tribunes received the preliminary 
decree they went to the Forum, and calling the 
people together, gave great praise to the senate, 
and then, after reading the decree, appointed a day 
for holding the trial, at which they asked all the 
citizens to be present, as matters of the greatest 
moment were to be decided by them. 

LIX. When news of this was spread abroad, there 
was great enthusiasm and marshalling of forces on the 
part of both the plebeians and the patricians, the 
former feeling that they were about to avenge them- 

comitia and the putting of the matter to the vote. It is un- 
certain, in view of the ancient practice of reckoning intervals 
a whether this period was two Roman weeks or 
three. 

2 Literally “ ninth’’, by inclusive reckoning. 
3 Literally atroupyds means “ doing one’s own work’’; but 

the term was applied particularly to farmers who tilled their 
own fields. 
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1 6 Sylburg: «as O, Jacoby. 
2 én O: evdis Grasberger, Jacoby. 
8 xal’ abtds Sylburg: xar’ adras O. 
4 4 dudAerixy O: om. Jacoby, 
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selves upon the most arrogant of all men, and the 
latter striving earnestly to save the champion of the 
aristocracy from falling into the hands of his.enemies ; 
and to both parties it seemed that their whole claim 
to life and liberty was at stake in this trial. When 
the third market-day arrived, such a crowd of people 
from the country as had never before been known had 
come together in the city and held possession of the 
Forum from the very break of day. The tribunes 
then summoned the populace to the tribal assembly, 
first having roped off portions of the Forum in which 
the tribes were to take their places separately. And 
this was the first time the Romans ever met in their 
tribal assembly to give their votes against a man, the 
patricians very violently opposing it and demanding 
that the centuriate assembly should be convened, as 
was their time-honoured custom. For in earlier 
times, whenever the people were to give their votes 
upon any point referred to them by the senate, the 
consuls had summoned the centuriate assembly, after 
first offering up the sacrifices required by law, some 
of which are still performed down to our time. The 
populace was wont to assemble in the field of Mars 
before the city, drawn up under their centurions and 
their standards as in war. They did not give their 
votes all at the same time, but each by their re- 
spective centuries, when these were called upon by 
the consuls. And there being in all one hundred and 
ninety-three centuries, and these distributed into six 

5 3) évavrioupévwy Cobet: 5€ evavriovxpévwy O, dievavriov- 
péve Sintenis, évavtiovxzevwv Kayser, Jacoby. 

S dua added here by Kiessling, after ody by Sintenis; 
Jacoby omits. 
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1 paxouevwv after pdyas deleted by Reiske, who also 
suggested Aaxdvrwy for paxyopnéevwr. Sylburg proposed Tagoo- 
pévov, while Grimm retained payouevwy and deleted év rats 
paxas. 
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classes, that class was first called and gave its vote 
which consisted of those citizens who had the highest 
property rating and who stood in the foremost rank in 
battle; in this were comprised eighteen centuries of 
horse and eighty of foot.1 The class that voted in 
the second place was composed of those of smaller 
fortunes who occupied an inferior position in battle 
and had not the same armour as the front-line fighters, 
but less; this multitude formed twenty centuries, 
and to them were added two centuries of carpenters, 
armourers and other artificers employed in making 
engines of war. Those who were called to vote in 
the third class made up twenty centuries; they had 
a lower rating than those of the second class and were 
posted behind them, and the arms they carried were 
not equal to those of the men in front of them. 
Those next called had a still lower property rating 
and had a safer post in battle and their armour was 
lighter; these also were divided into twenty cen- 
turies, and arrayed with them were two centuries of 
horn-blowers and trumpeters. The class which was 
called in the fifth place consisted of those whose 
property was rated very low, and their arms were 
javelins and slings; these had no fixed place in the 
battle-line, but being light-armed men and mobile, 
they attended the heavy-armed men and were dis- 
tributed into thirty centuries. The poorest of the 
citizens, who were not less numerous than all the rest, 

1 For a fuller account of the comitia centuriata as established 
by Servius Tullius see iv. 16 ff. 

2 Adxot Portus: dudAai O, tAa Jacoby. 
3 é\arrova after éxeivors deleted by Reiske. 
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1 orpare.dv re Portus, Sylburg: orparira AB. 
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voted last and made but one century; they were 
exempt from the military levies and from the war- 
taxes paid by the rest of the citizens in proportion 
to their ratings, and for both these reasons were given 
the least honour in voting. If, therefore, in the case 
of the first centuries, which consisted of the horse and 
of such of the foot as stood in the foremost rank in 
battle, ninety-seven centuries were of the same 
opinion, the voting was at an end and the remaining 
ninety-six centuries were not called upon to give their 
votes. But if this was not the case, the second class, 
composed of twenty-two centuries, was called, and 
then the third and so on till ninety-seven centuries 
were of the same opinion. Generally the points in 
dispute were determined by the classes first sum- 
moned, so that it was then needless to take those of 
the later classes. It seldom happened that a matter 
was so doubtful that the voting went on till the last 
class was reached, consisting of the poorest citizens ; 
and it was in the nature of a miracle when, in con- 

sequence of the first hundred and ninety-two centuries 
being equally divided, the addition of this last vote 
to the rest turned the scale one way or the other. 
The supporters of Marcius, accordingly, demanded 
that this assembly based on the census should be 
called, expecting that he might perhaps be acquitted 
by the first class with its ninety-eight centuries, or, 
if not, at least by the second or third class. On the 
other hand, the tribunes, who also suspected this out- 
come, thought they ought to call the tribal assembly 

2 ya Todro Hudson: pera tovrwy A, pera rodro B. 
3 répas Cmg: zépas O. 
4 émi Kiessling: dao O. 
5 Hertlein: io O. 
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1 Aol Sylburg: dvAerixol O. 
2 tow B: towv yjdwv R. 
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and to empower it to decide this cause, to the end 
that neither the poor might be at a disadvantage as 
compared with the rich nor the light-armed men have 
a less honourable station than the heavy-armed, nor 
the mass of plebeians, by being relegated to the last 
calls, be excluded from equal rights with the others, 
but that all the citizens might be equal to one another 
in their votes and equal in honour, and at one call 
might give their votes by tribes. The claim of the 
tribunes seemed to be more just than that of the 
patricians in that they thought the tribunal of 
the people ought to be a popular, not an oligarchic, 
tribunal, and that the cognizance of crimes com- 
mitted against the commonwealth ought to be com- 
mon to all. 

LX. The tribunes having with difficulty gained this 
point also from the patricians, when it was time for 
the trial to be held, Minucius, one of the consuls, rose 
first and spoke as the senate had directed him. First 
he reminded the populace of all the benefits they had 
received from the patricians; and next he asked 
that in return for so many good offices they should 
grant at their request one necessary favour in the 
interest of the public welfare. In addition to this, he 
praised harmony and peace, told of the great good 
fortune which each of them brings to states, and 
inveighed against discord and civil wars, by which, he 
toldthem, many cities had beendestroyed with all their 
inhabitants and whole nations had perished utterly. 
He exhorted them not to indulge their resentment so 
far as to prefer worse counsels to better, but with 
sober reason to contemplate future events, nor, again, 

3 odro Kiessling: adroi R, om. Kayser. 
4 Sintenis: ypeiav O. 
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to take the worst of their fellow-citizens for their 
advisers when deliberating concerning matters of the 
greatest importance, but rather those they esteemed 
the best, men from whom they knew their country 
had received many benefits in both peace and war 
and whom they would not have any reason to 
distrust, as if they had changed their natures. But 
the sum and substance of his whole discourse was to 
persuade them to pass no vote against Marcius, but 
preferably to acquit him for his own sake, remember- 
ing what sort of man he had proved himself toward 
the commonwealth and how many battles he had 
won in fighting for both its liberty and its supremacy, 
and that they would be acting in neither a pious nor 
a just manner nor in a way worthy of themselves, if 
they held a grudge against him for his objectionable 
words, while feeling no gratitude for his splendid 
deeds. The present occasion, too, he told them, was 
a splendid one for acquitting him, when he had come 
in person to surrender himself to his adversaries and 
was ready to acquiesce in whatever they should 
decide concerning him. If, however, they were un- 
able to become reconciled to him, but were harsh and 

inexorable, he asked them to bear in mind that the 
senate, consisting of three hundred men who were the 
best in the city, was present to intercede for him, 
and begged them to feel some compassion and to 
soften their hearts, and not for the sake of punishing 
one enemy to reject the intercession of so many 
friends, but rather as a favour to many good men to 
disregard the prosecution of one man. Having said 

1 Of. Livy ii. 35, 5. 

2 §& adrov Ba: &’? adradv ABb. 
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1 Steph.: efwety A(?) B, Jacoby. 
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this and other things to the same purport, he ended 
his speech with this suggestion, that if they acquitted 
the man by taking a vote, they would seem to have 
freed him because he had not done the people any 
wrong, whereas, if they prevented the trial from 
being completed, they would appear to have done 
so as a favour to those who interceded in his behalf. 

LXI. When Minucius had done speaking, Sicinius 
the tribune came forward and said that he would 
neither betray the liberty of the plebeians himself 
nor willingly permit others to betray it, but if the 
patricians really consented that the man should be 
tried by the plebeians, he would take their votes and 

- do nothing more. After this Minucius came forward 
and said: “ Since you are eager, tribunes, that a vote 
shall be taken by all means concerning this man, let 
not your accusations go beyond the formal charge, 
but, as you have alleged that he aims at tyranny, 
show this and bring your evidence to prove it. But 
neither mention nor charge him with the words you 
accuse him of having spoken in the senate against 
the people. For the senate has voted to acquit him 
of this accusation and has thought proper that he 
should appear before the people upon specific 
charges.’’ And he thereupon read out the prelimin- 
ary decree. Having said this and adjured them to 
adhere to it, he descended from the tribunal. 
Sicinius was the first of the tribunes to set forth the 
charge, which he did in a very studied and elaborate 
speech, attributing everything the man had con- 
tinued to say or do against the people to a design to 
setuptyranny. Then, after him, the most influential 
of the tribunes spoke. 

LXIJ. When Marcius was given an opportunity to 
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speak,! he began from his earliest youth and enumer- 
ated all the campaigns he had made in the service of 
the commonwealth, the crowns he had received from 
the generals as rewards of victory, the foes he had 
taken captive and the citizens he had saved in battle ; 
and in each instance that he mentioned he displayed 
his rewards, cited the generals as witnesses, and called 
by name upon the citizens whom he had saved. 
These came forward with lamentations and entreated 
their fellow-citizens not to destroy as an enemy the 
man to whom they owed their preservation, begging 
one life in return for many and offering themselves 
in his stead to be treated by them as they thought fit. 
The greater part of them were plebeians and men 
extremely useful to the commonwealth; and their 
countenances and their entreaties roused such a sense 
of shame in the people that they were moved to pity 
and tears. Then Marcius, rending his garments, 
showed his breast full of wounds and every other part 
of his body covered with scars, and asked them if they 
thought that to save one’s fellow-citizens in war and 
to destroy in time of peace those thus saved were 
actions of the same kind of person, and if anyone who 
is endeavouring to set up a tyranny ever expels from 
the state the common people, by whom tyranny is 
chiefly abetted and nourished. While he was yet 
speaking, those of the plebeians who were fair- 
minded and lovers of the right cried out to acquit him, 
and were ashamed that a man who had so often 
scorned his own life to preserve them all was even 
being brought to trial in the first place upon such a 

1 Livy states (ii. 35, 6) that Coriolanus was not present at 
the trial. 

1 +6 deleted by Reiske before dAdo. 
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charge. Those, however, who were by nature male- 
volent, enemies of the right, and easy to be led into 
any kind of sedition were sorry they were going to 
have to acquit him, but felt that they could not do 
otherwise, since they could find no evidence of his 
having aimed at tyranny, which was the point upon 
which they had been called to give their votes. 

LXIII. When this had been observed by Decius, 
the one who had spoken in the senate and prevailed 
on them to pass the decree for the trial, he rose up, 
and having commanded silence, said: “Since, 

plebeians, the patricians acquit Marcius of the words 
he spoke in the senate and of the violent and over- 
bearing deeds that followed because of them, and 
do not permit us, either, to accuse him, hear what 
other deed, quite apart from words, this honourable 
man has been guilty of toward you, how insolent and 
tyrannical a deed, and learn what law of yours he, 
though a private citizen, has broken. You all know, 
of course, that the law ordains that all the spoils 
we are able to take from the enemy by our valour 
shall belong to the public and that not only no private 
citizen has the disposition of them, but not even the 
general of our forces himself; but the quaestor, taking 
them over, sells them and turns the proceeds over to 
the public treasury. And this law, during all the 
time our city has been inhabited, not only has been 
violated by no one, but has not even been criticized as 
being a bad law. But Marcius here is the first and 
only man who, in contempt of this law while it stood 

1 Kiessling: dmeymodAe O. 
2 GW’ obtos 6 Mapxios mpa@ros Kal pdvos brepidwv . . . dvTos 

2es K x IAN’ 2 , , € § \ ” 
ngiwce ayser - a OUTOS povos PapKtos UTrEpt WV . .«. « OVTOS 

povos (7patos Kal povos B) 7§iwoe AB. 
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and was valid, has thought fit, plebeians, to appro- 
priate to himself the spoils which belong to us in 
common; and this was only last year, not long ago. 
For when you made an incursion into the territory 
of the Antiates and captured many prisoners, many 
cattle, and a great quantity of corn, together with 
many other effects, he neither reported these to the 
quaestor nor sold them himself and turned the pro- 
ceeds over to the public treasury, but distributed 
and gave as a present to his own friends the entire 
booty. This action, now, I aver to be a proof of his 
aiming at tyranny. What else could it be, when he 
used the public funds to gratify his flatterers, his 
bodyguards, and the accomplices in the tyranny he 
meditated? And this I maintain to be an open 
violation of the law. Let Marcius, then, come for- 
ward and show one of two things—either that he did 
not distribute among his friends the spoils he took 
from the enemy’s country, or that in doing so he is not 
violating the laws. But neither of these things will 
he be able to say to you. For you yourselves are 
acquainted with both matters—with the law and with 
what he did. And if you acquit him, your decision 
cannot possibly be regarded as in accordance with 
justice and your oaths. Say naught, then, about your 
crowns, your rewards of valour, your wounds, and all . 
the rest of that claptrap, and answer to these points, 
Marcius: for I now yield the floor to you.”’ 

LXIV. This accusation caused a great shift in 
sentiment to the other side. For those who were 
more reasonable and were zealously working for the 
acquittal of Marcius, upon hearing these things, 
grew less confident, and all the malevolent, who 
constituted the larger part of the populace and were 
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of course eager to destroy him at all costs, were still 
more encouraged in their purpose now that they had 
got hold of an important and clear ground for their 
attack. For the distribution of the spoils was a fact, 
though it had been made without any evil intent 
and not for the setting up of a tyranny, as Decius 
charged, but from only the best of motives and for 
the correction of the evils that beset the common- 
wealth. For as the sedition still continued at that 
time and the populace was then divided from the 
patricians, their enemies, despising them, made 
raids into their country and plundered it without 
intermission; and whenever the senate decided to 
send out an army to stop these raids, none of the 
plebeians would serve in it, but rejoiced at what was 
happening and permitted it to continue; and the 
force of the patricians alone was inadequate. Mar- 
cius, observing this, promised the consuls that he 
would march against the enemy with an army of 
volunteers if they would give him the command of it, 
and would soon take revenge on them; and having 
received authority to do so, he called together his 
clients and friends and such of the citizens as wished 
to share in the advantages éxpected from the 
general's good fortune in war and his valour. When 
he thought an adequate force had assembled, he 
led them against the enemy, who had no previous 
knowledge of his purpose. And making an incursion 
into their country, which was well stocked with 
many good things, and capturing a vast amount of 
booty, he permitted his soldiers to divide up all the 
spoils among themselves, to the end that both those 
who had assisted him in this expedition, by receiving 
the fruit of their labours, might cheerfully engage in 
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1 Cobet: oracalov O. 2 ydAw Kiessling: dyAw O. 
3 éemupavetons odio. Reiske: davelons emi O, Jacoby. 
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5 Cobet: dmeAvero O. 

1 In view of the impossibility of an equal division of the 
votes if the total was an odd number Spelman substituted 22 
tribes for 21, while Mommsen (Die rém. Tribus, p. 9) argued 
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the service upon other occasions, and the others who 
had declined it, considering all the benefits they had 
lost through their sedition, when they might have 
shared in them, might act with greater prudence in 
the case of future expeditions. Such was the inten- 
tion of Marcius in this affair; but to the festering 
anger and envy of enemies the action, when con- 
sidered by itself, appeared a kind of flattery of the 
people and a bribery tending toward tyranny. As 
a result the whole Forum was full of clamour and 
tumult and neither Marcius himself nor the consul 
nor anyone else had any answer to make to the 
charge, so incredible and unexpected did it appear 
to them. When nothing further was said in his 
defence, the tribunes called upon the tribes to give 
their votes, and fixed perpetual banishment as the 
penalty inthe case. This, I suspect, was due to their 
fear that he could not be convicted if death were 
set as the penalty. After they had all voted and the 
votes were counted, the difference was found to be 
slight. For out of the twenty-one tribes that were 
then in existence and gave their votes Marcius had 
nine in favour of his acquittal; so that if two more 
tribes had joined his side, he would have been acquitted 
as the result of the equal division of the votes, as the 
law prescribed.1 

for 20. But it is more likely that the strange error is due to 
Dionysius himself. Livy informs us that there were 21 
tribes after 495 B.c. (ii. 21, 7), a number that was not increased 
until 387 (vi. 5, 8). Moreover, we have already noted a 
similar confusion on the part of our author in a case where 
there can be no question about the total. number of votes 
(v. 6, 3). Further uncertainty is found in the statement that 
Coriolanus would have been acquitted ‘‘if two more votes 
had come to him,” a point twice emphasized in the next book 
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LXV. Atrn mparn Kar’ dvdpds marpikiou 
mpookAnais 1 eis tov Shuov eyevero emt Sip. 
Kal am ékeivov Tod xpovov tots tarepov ap- 
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Xwpotoa iep@v re mpooracias AapBavew od KwAv- 
ovoa Kat doa GAda TYyuwraTa Hv Kal dia TOV 
TATpiKiWwY [ovwY dTact KoWwoapern, TA ev UT 
avdyKns Te Kal akovoa, Ta 8 €k mpovolas TE Kal 
codias: imép dv Kata Tov oiketov Katpov €pa. 
todro pévroe TO Bos, 70% Kadctabar Tods ev TH 
mOXeu Svvacrevovtas emi Sixnv tis 6 Shpos eyivero 
KUptos, ToAAas av mapdoyor Aoywv adoppas Tots 
evawweiv adto Bovdopevors 7) Yeyew. moAAol pev 
yap 70n Kadoi Kat dyabol dvdpes odk déia Tis 
Gperijs émabov, aicxpas Kal Kak@s Tas ypuyas 
tro ta&v Syudpywv adaipebevres: moddot 8 
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1 Reiske: mpoxAnas O. ® Kiessling: bao O. 
3 ro R: Adyw Se ro B. 
* rods tpdmous Grasberger: tots rpémas O. 

(viii. 6, 3; 24, 3), where he says that he was “‘ convicted by 
only two votes.” Does he mean that there was a majority 
of two, or rather of four votes for conviction? The latter 
would seem to be the more logical interpretation, since any 
additional votes for the defendant would mean so many 
fewer against him. But Mommsen, l.c., held that Dionysius 
was not concerned about where the votes would come from, 
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LXV. This was the first summoning of a patrician 
before the tribunal of the plebeians; and from this 
time it became customary for those who afterwards 
assumed the patronship of the people! to summon 
to stand trial before the people any of the citizens 
they thought fit. From this beginning the people 
rose to great power, while the aristocracy lost much 
of its ancient dignity by admitting the plebeians into 
the senate and allowing them to stand as candidates 
for magistracies, by not opposing their presiding over 
sacrifices, and by sharing with all the citizens the 
other privileges that were most highly prized and 
had been the special prerogatives of the patricians, 
some of which concessions they made because of 
necessity and against their will, and others through 
foresight and wisdom; but of these matters I shall 
speak at the proper time. However, this custom of 
summoning the men of power at Rome to a trial where 
the populace were always in control, would afford rich 
material for comment to those who are disposed either 
to commend or to blame it. For many good and 
worthy men have already been treated in a manner 
unworthy of their merits and have been put to a 
shameful and miserable death at the instigation of 
the tribunes, while many men of arrogant and 
tyrannical dispositions, being compelled to give an 

but meant merely that there were two more votes for con- 
viction than for acquittal. Apparently this was the view 
of Plutarch also. In his Coriolanus, a work based largely if 
not entirely upon Dionysius, he contents himself with the 
brief statement (20, 4): “‘ the tribes convicting him were 
three.” He evidently accepted the numbers 21 and 9, and 
getting 12 votes for conviction, silently corrected the faulty 
arithmetic of his source. 

1 The tribuneship. 
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Ta Kowa Traps? odre Siknv doxnpova dméoxev 
ovr eis airias dAdotpious ra&v émirndevpdtwv 
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1 abrov BC: adrov cue R; &f 8 eue Set xal adrdv Cobet. 
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accounting of their lives and conduct, have suffered 
the punishment they deserved. Whenever these 
verdicts were rendered with the best motives and 
the pride of the mighty was justly humbled, this 
institution appeared a great and admirable thing, 
and met with general praise, but when a virtuous and 
able statesman incurred hatred and was unjustly 
done away with, the rest of the world was shocked 
at the institution and the authors of it were con- 
demned. The Romans have often deliberated whether 
they should repeal this institution or preserve it as 
they received it from their ancestors, but have never 
come to any final decision. If I am to express an 
opinion myself concerning matters of so great 
moment, I believe that the institution, considered 
by itself, is advantageous, and absolutely necessary 
to the Roman commonwealth, but that it becomes 
better or worse according to the character of the 
tribunes. For when this power falls into the hands 
of just and prudent men, who prefer the interest of 
the public to their own, the punishing as he deserves 
of one who has injured his country strikes terror into 
the minds of all who are prepared to commit similar 
offences, while the good man who enters public life 
with the best intentions neither incurs the disgrace 
of being brought to trial nor is accused of wrong- 
doing inconsistent with his habits. But when 
wicked, intemperate and avaricious men gain so 
great power, the contrary of all this happens. Hence, 
instead of reforming the institution as faulty, they 
ought to consider by what means good and worthy 
men may become protectors of the people, and 

2 Kiessling: mpowwyv O. 
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1 «i Steph.: of ABb, od Ba. 
2 webispuocay O: peOnpudcavro Reiske. 
8 Steph.: dvvacrevoavres A(?) B, Jacoby. 
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positions of the greatest importance may not be 
conferred at random on the first who chance to 
turn up. 

LXVI. Such were the causes and such was the 
outcome of the first sedition that arose among the 
Romans after the expulsion of the kings. I have 
related these at length, to the end that no one may 
wonder how the patricians ever consented to entrust 
the populace with so great power, when there had 
been no slaying or banishing of the best citizens, as 
has happened in many other states. For everyone, 
upon hearing of extraordinary events, desires to 
know the cause that produced them and considers 
_that alone as the test of their credibility. I reflected, 
accordingly, that my account of this affair would gain 
little or no credit if I contented myself with saying 
that the patricians resigned their power to the 
plebeians and that, though they might have con- 
tinued to live under an aristocracy, they put the 
populace in control of the most important matters, and 
if I left out the motives for their making these con- 
cessions; and for this reason I have related them all. 
And since they did not make this change in their 
government by using compulsion upon one another 
and the force of arms, but by the persuasion of words, 
I thought it necessary above all things to report the 
speeches which the heads of both parties made upon 
that occasion. I might express my surprise that 
some historians, though they think themselves 
obliged to give an exact account of military actions 
and sometimes expend a great many words over a 
single battle, describing the terrains, the peculiarities 
of armament, the ways the lines were drawn 
up, the exhortations of the generals, and every 
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Kal TaAda Sie€ovrTes Soa THs viKns airia Tots 
érépois  eyévero, moAitixas Sé Kuwioets Kal 
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emixerphnoar avTois Kal moAdv épyacapevous THY 
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pyre Todvs ev tots a€iwpacw 7 dia opdv adrav 
7 €evixais émiKoupiais ypnoapevous diapbetpar ro 
Snpotiukov amav Kal To Aowrov oiKkety ade@s Tv 
modw: aad’, worrep adeAdods adeAdois 7 Traidas 
yovedow év oikia oddpow mepi THY towv Kai + 
duxaiwy dvadeyopevous, trevBot Kal Adyw SvadveoGat 
Ta velkn, avikeotov 5 7 avdcvov epyov pnbev 
bropetvar Spaca Kat adAAjAwv: ofa Kepxupatoi 
TE KATA THY OTdoW elpydoavTo Kail “Apyetor Kal 
MiAjowr Kai LiKeAia maca Kal ovxvat addat 
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1 fowv kal Sixalwv Kiessling: fowv dicaiwy O (but three 
letters erased in B after dicaiwv), ducaiwvy Kayser. 

1 The factional strife at Coreyra to which Dionysius refers 
was that of the years 427-25, so graphically described by 
Thucydides (iii. 70-85, iv. 46 f.). At Argos the democrats 
took dire vengeance upon the oligarchs in 370, slaying as 
many as 1200 or 1500 (Diodorus, xv. 58). The early struggles 
between the wealthy and the poor at Miletus, in the days 
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other circumstance that contributed to the victory 
of one side or the other, yet when they come to 
give an account of civil commotions and seditions, 
do not consider it necessary to report the speeches 
by which the extraordinary and remarkable events 
were brought to pass. For if there is anything about 
the Roman commonwealth that is worthy of great 
praise and deserving of imitation by all mankind, 
or, rather, anything that surpasses in its lustre all 
the many things which deserve our admiration, it 
is in my opinion this fact—that neither the plebeians 
in contempt of the patricians took up arms against 
them, and after murdering many of the best men, 
seized all their fortunes, nor, on the other hand, the 
men in positions of dignity either by themselves alone 
or with the aid of foreign troops destroyed all the 
plebeians and after that lived in the city free from 
fear, but conferring together about what was fair 
and just, like brothers with brothers or children 
with their parents in a well-governed family, they 
settled their controversies by persuasion and reason 
and never allowed themselves to commit any ir- 
reparable or wicked deeds against one another, such 
as the Corecyraeans committed at the time of their 
sedition, and also the Argives, the Milesians, and all 
Sicily, as well as many other states.1 For these reasons, 
therefore, I have chosen to make my narration 
accurate rather than brief; but let everyone judge 
of the matter as he thinks fit. 

when that city was at the height of its power, were character- 
ized by revolting excesses, some of which are related by 
Athenaeus (xii. p. 524); and Herodotus (v. 28) speaks of a 
civil war there that continued for two generations. In the 
case of the Sicilian cities it is not easy to point so confidently 
to the specific events that Dionysius had in mind. 
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/ Towjootro. 
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1 olduevos B: vouloas R. 
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LXVII. On the occasion in question, then, when the 
trial had resulted as I have related, the populace when 
dismissed had acquired a spirit of frantic jubilation 
and thought they had destroyed the aristocracy, where- 
as the patricians were cast down and dejected, and 
blamed Valerius, by whose persuasion they had been 
induced to entrust the trial to the populace ; and there 
were lamentations and tears on the part of those who 
pitied Marcius and escorted him to his home. But 
Marcius himself was not seen either to bewail or to 
lament his own fate or to say or do the least thing 
unworthy of his greatness of soul; and he showed 
still greater nobility and resolution when he reached 
‘home and saw his wife and mother rending their robes, 
beating their breasts, and uttering the lamenta- 
tions natural in such calamities to women who are 
being separated from their dearest relations by 
death or banishment. For he was not moved at all 
by the tears and lamentations of the women, but 
merely saluted them and exhorted them to bear their 
misfortunes with firmness; then, recommending his 
sons to them (the elder son was ten years old and the 
younger still a child in arms) and without showing 
any other mark of tenderness or making provision 
for what would be needed in his banishment, he 
departed in haste to the gates of the city, informing 
no one to what place he proposed to retire. 

LXVIII. A few days after this the time came for 
the election of magistrates, and Quintus Sulpicius 

2 ryv added by Kiessling. 
3 Reiske: wapaféuevos AB. 
4 ovre diocxnodpevos added by Sintenis, obre AaBwy Sylburg, 

ovTe KatacKxevacdpevos Jacoby (in note). 
5 6mot C, by correction: ézov AB, and C (at first). 
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1 Xépyvos is an error for Xdpuos, as the name appears else- 
where in the Antiquities. For the corrupt form MAatws see 
on vi. 69, 3. 

2 «ai Sintenis: 7 O. 
8 Kiessling: Aarivos 0; but 4 lines below Aarive in B is a 

correction from Aarivie. 
4 ris... moumfs Hertlein: rf .. . woprA O. 
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Camerinus and Spurius Larcius Flavus were chosen 
consuls by the people, the latter for the second time. 
Sundry disturbances fell upon the commonwealth as 
the result of prodigies, and these were many; for 
unusual sights appeared to many, and voices too 
were heard, ionek no one uttered them; births of 
children and cattle, so very abnormal as to approach 
the incredible and the monstrous, were reported; 
oracles were uttered in many places; and women 
possessed with a divine frenzy foretold lamentable 
and dreadful misfortunes to the commonwealth. A 
kind of pestilence also visited the population and 
destroyed great numbers of cattle; Gacevey. not 
many persons died of it, the mischief going no farther 
than sickness. Some thought that these things had 
occurred by the will of Heaven, which was angry with 
them for having banished from the country the most 
deserving of all their citizens, while others held that 
nothing that took place was the work of Heaven, but 
that both these and all other human events were due 
to chance. Afterwards,? a certain man named Titus 
Latinius, being ill, was brought to the senate-chamber 
in a litter; he was a man advanced in years and 
canes of a competent fortune, a farmer who did 
is own work and passed the greater part of his life 

in the country. This man, having been carried into 
the senate, said that Jupiter Capitolinus had, as he 
thought, appeared to him in a dream and said to him: 
“Go, Latinius, and tell your fellow-citizens that in 
the recent procession? they did not give me an 

1 His first consulship had been 16 years earlier (see v. 36). 
a MSS, give the name here incorrectly as Sergius Larcius 

avius. 

2 For chap. 68, 3-69 and 73, 5 cf. Livy ii. 36. 
3 See chap. 69, 1 and note. 
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KaAdv ovte bo voowv ovte bm adAAns Twos 
aitias davepas avapracbévra* aidvidiws amobaveiv 
kal abOis thv tod Beod oyu pavetoay ev Tots 
Umvots Sn Aody Ort Tijs Urreporpias Kal THS Kara- 
ppovjcews Trav adtod Adywr THY prev 700 5edexe 
diknv Tov viov dparpebeis, Tas 8 oXtyov dorepov 
duce. Tatra 8 dxovoas épn Kal? mdovny 
défacbar tov Adyov, et peor Oavaros avr@ 
eredoeobau TrapnpeAnKore Too Biov: TOV de Beov 
od radryny ade mpoobeivar THY TyLvpta adn’ ets 
dmavra ta ped Tod ocwparos adopytrous Kat 
dewas éeuBadreiv ddrynddvas, wore pndev apOpov 
dvev Katardcews ® ths eaxdtns S¥vacbar Kuweiv. 

1 Jacoby: én O. 
* €xew after aioxdvns deleted by Reiske, 
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acceptable leader of the dance, in order that they 
may renew the rites and perform them over again; 
for I have not accepted these.” He added that after 
awaking he had disregarded the vision, looking upon 
it as one of the deceitful dreams that are so common. 
Later, he said, the same vision of the god, appearing 
to him again in his sleep, was angry and displeased 
with him for not having reported to the senate the 
orders he had received, and threatened him that, if 
he did not do so promptly, he should learn by the 
experience of some great calamity not to neglect 
supernatural injunctions. After seeing this second 
dream also he had formed the same opinion of it, and 
at the same time had felt ashamed, being a farmer 
who did his own work and old, to report to the senate 
dreams full of foreboding and terrors, for fear of 
being laughed at. But a few days later, he said, his 
son, who was young and handsome, had been sud- 
denly snatched away by death without any sickness 
or any other obvious cause. And once more the 
vision of the god had appeared to him in his sleep and 
declared that he had already been punished in part 
for his contempt and neglect of the god’s words by 
the loss of his son, and should soon suffer the rest of 
his punishment. When he heard this, he said, he had 
received the threats with pleasure, in the hope that 
death would come to him, weary of life as he was; 
but the god did not inflict this punishment upon him, 
but sent such intolerable and cruel pains into all his 
limbs that he could not move a joint without the 

3 dvra added by Reiske. 
4 Kiessling : cvvapracbévra O. 
5 Sylburg: xaraordcews O. 
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tore 51) Tots didous Kowwodpevos Ta ovpBeBnKoTa 
Kai KeAevobeis im’ exeivwv yKew emt tHv Bovdnv. 
dueEvv S€ Taira Kata puxpov eddKker TOV adyn- 
ddvwv amadddrrecba: Kal éredn mavTa Sief- 
HAvev, avaoras é€x tod KAwidiov Kat tov Beov 
avaBojoas amyjet Tots EavTod root dia THs TOAEwS 
oiKkade Dyiys. 
LXIX. ‘H dé Bovd? dSéouvs dvatAews eyevero, 

Kal axavys hv ekacros ovK éxwv oupPadetv 6 TL TO 
dyAovpevov Hv imo TOO Yeo Kal Tis mote 6 THS 1 
ToumHsS opxnatis mponyovpevos” od Kadds avT@ 
epdvyn. émeita réyer Tis €€ adbr@v avayvyobeis 7d 
yevopevov, Kal mavTEs EuapTupynoav. Hv de ToLvoe: 
avnp ‘Pwyatos otk adavis Oepdrovra idiov emt 
Tywpia Oavdrov mapadods Tots opodovdAots dyew, 
iva 61 mepiparyis 1 Tyswpia tod dvOpa@mou 
yérntat, dv dyopas atrov eéexédevoe paortuyov- 
pevov eAxew Kal et tis adAdos iv THs moAews 
ToTmos emupavijs, jyovpevov Tis Topas iv 
€oTeMc TH Oe@ Kat’ exeivov Tov Kaipov 7 mods. 
ot 5° dyovres Tov Oepdmovra emt tiv Tymwplay Tas 
xeipas amoreivavres apudotépas Kal EvAw mpoo- 
dyjcavres Tapa Ta oTépva Te Kal Tods apous 
Kal péxp. Tov Kaprdv Sijkovte mapynKoAovbouv 
Eaivovres pdorig. yupvov dvra. 6 8 ev rode 
avdyKn Kpatovpevos éBoa re dwvas dvod¢ipous, 
ds i) dAyniay éBovdero, Kal Kuoes dia THYV 
aikiay doxrpovas exweito® rtodrov 8) amdvres 

1 6 ris R: 6 apo rhs B. 
* mponyovpevos Sylbang: Hyovpevos Kiessling: mpoaydpevos 

A, dydpevos B. 
® €xwveiro B (and Plutarch, Cor. 24): émovetro A. 
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greatest effort. Then at last he had informed his 
friends of what had happened, and by their advice had 
now come to the senate. While he was giving this 
account his pains seemed to leave him by degrees; 
and after he had related everything, he rose from the 
litter, and having invoked the god, went home on 
foot through the city in perfect health. 

LXIX. Upon this the senators were filled with 
fear and everyone was speechless with astonishment, 
being at a loss to guess what the god’s message 
meant, and who was the leader of the dance in the 
procession who appeared unacceptable to him. At 
last one of them, recalling the incident, related it to 
the rest and all of them confirmed it by their testi- 
mony. It was this. A Roman citizen of no obscure 
station, having ordered one of his slaves to be put to 
death, delivered him to his fellow-slaves to be led 
away, and in order that his punishment might be 
witnessed by all, directed them to drag him through 
the Forum and every other conspicuous part of the 
city as they whipped him, and that he should go 
ahead of the procession which the Romans were at 
that time conducting in honour of the god.1_ The men 
ordered to lead the slave to his punishment, having 
stretched out both his arms and fastened them to a 
piece of wood which extended across his breast and 
shoulders as far as his wrists, followed him, tearing his 
naked body with whips. The culprit, overcome by 
such cruelty, not only uttered ill-omened cries, 
forced from him by the pain, but also made indecent 
movements under the blows. This man, accordingly, 

1 The procession was a part of the festival described in 
ch, 71 ff. Livy (ii. 36, 1) styles the festival ludi magni, a 
term he usually applies to votive games. 
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A ~ / evopucav elvat tov td Tob Oeod pnvudpevov 
opxnotiy od KaAdv. 

~ a / LXX. ’Ezei 5€ xara totro yéyova ris ioropias 
A \ ¢ A 

TO pépos, ovK olopar Setv Ta Tepl THY €opTHY 
: ~ a oe 

emiteAovpeva. dm adTa@v rrapeAbciv, ody Wva pot 
xapteotepa yeévntat tpoabrjKas AaBodoa Dearpikas 
Kat Adyous avOnporépovs 7 Sujynois, GAN’ Wa tov 

A avayKaiwy TL TMOTwWONTAaL TpayuaTwY, OTL TA 
/ ” \ € / / ¢ cuvoixicavtTa evn tHv “Pwpaiwy médAw “EXAn- 

vwuKa Hv ek Tov emdbaveotdtwr drouKobevra 
/ > > > LA ” / /, 

Tomwv, aA’ ody, womep evior vouilovar, BapBapa 
Kat avéotia. tTecxounv yap emt Tm TéAE THs 
mpwrns ypadis, av mepl tod yévous advrav 
ouvragdpevos e€€dwxa, pupiows BeBauboew Texun- 
plows tHv mpdlecw, €0n Kal vouysa Kal em- 

a / THSEVUATA TAAGLA TAapEXopEVvos AVTOV, A Méexpl TOD 
Kar’ eye pvddtrovot xpovou ola mapa t&v mpo- 
yovwv edé€avTo: ody iWyovpevos amoxphy Tots 

¢ avaypapovor Tas apxaias Kal TomuKas toropias, 
Ws Tapa TaV emiywpiwy adras mapéAaBov afvo- 
mlotws diebciv, adAd Kal paprupidv olopevos adrats 
detv moMdv Kai Svoavrirekrwv, et péeAdovar 
mora davycecba. ev als mp@ra Kal kupwirara 

> mavrwv elvar mreOopar Ta ywopeva Kal? éxdorny 
mokw mepi Oedv Kai dSatudovwv matpiovs oeBac- 
povs. Tatra yap emt pnKiorov xpdovov dia 

~ ” ¢ / \ / 7 ‘ dvdakijs exer “EAAds te Kal BapBapos xwpa, Kat 
ovfev afvot Kaworopeity eis ada bd Setparos 

/ / , /, Kpatoupern pnvindatrwr Satpoviwy. pddvora Se 
~ / € /, A \ ee tovro memovOacw ot BapBapou dia woAAds airias, 

1 See i. 90, 2. 
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they all thought to be the unacceptable dancer 
signified by the god. 

LXX. Since I have come to this part of my history, 
I believe I ought not to omit mention of the rites 
performed by the Romans on the occasion of this 
festival. I do this, not in order to render my narra- 
tion more agreeable by dramatic embellishments and 
flowery descriptions, but to win credence for an 
essential matter of history, namely, that the peoples 
which joined in founding the city of Rome were Greek 
colonies sent out from the most famous places, and not, 
as some believe, barbarians and vagabonds. For I 
promised at the end of the first Book, which I composed 
and published concerning their origin,! that I would 
demonstrate this thesis by countless proofs, by citing 
time-honoured customs, laws and institutions which 
they preserve down to my time just as they received 
them from their ancestors. For I believe that it is 
not enough that those who write the early histories 
of particular lands should relate them in a trust- 
worthy manner as they have received them from the 
inhabitants of the country, but that these accounts 
require also for their support numerous and indispu- 
table testimonies, if they are to appear credible. 
Among such testimonies I am convinced that the first 
and the most valid of all are the ceremonies connnected 
with the established worship of the gods and other 
divinities which are performed in the various states. 
These both the Greeks and barbarian world have pre- 
served for the greatest length of time and have never 
thought fit to make any innovation in them, being 
restrained from doing so by their fear of the divine 
anger. This has been the experience of the bar- 
barians in particular, for many reasons which this is 
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~ +P a) ds od Kaipos ev T@ mapdvre déyew, Kal xpdvos 
odbeis expt Too mapdvTos azropabeiv 7) tapavonA- 
cai Te Tept Tods dpyvacnods Tay Oedv Ezevcev 

vw 3 > / ” Ad EA K Xr ‘ ” ovr Alyumtiouvs otre AiBuas ovre KeArovds ovre 
Xxvbas ovr’ *Ivdovds ov7’ ddAo BapBapov eOvos 

39O\ ¢c ~ > / we Rad oat > , 

oddev amAds: ef pu) twes bd’ Erépwv e€ovata ror 
~ / yevopevot Ta THY KpaTnodvTwy jvayKkdoOnoay 

emiTnoevpara peTtadaBeiv. rH dé ‘Pwyatwv morc 
~ 4 ToavTns ovdéroTe meipabhva. ovveBn Tdxns, 

¢ GAN’ airy ra Sixaa rarrer dia wavrds érépois. 
et 51 BdpBapov abr&v ro yévos hv, rocov’rov av 

~ > edéqoav abrol ta matp@a) fepa Kat rods ém- 
xwpious eOiopods drropabeiv, dv’ ods eis Tooadryy 
mponABov eddaioviav, wore Kat Tots dAXows 
dnacw, dv Apxov, ev KadA@ Karéorncav Tods 
Geods tots oferéepois Tidy vopipors: Kat odbev 
x” > , ¢ > ~ p Bees av exwdvoev dav éxBeBapBap@obar 7d “EXAy- 
vixov b770 ‘Papaiwy éBdduny dn Kparovpevoy b2° 
avT@v yevedy, eimep hoav BapBapor. 
LXXI. “Erepos ev obv amoxyphy av drédaBe 

kat adra Ta vov mparrdpeva ev? rh adder pnvi- 
para ov puiKpa Ta&v madadv emirndevpatwr: ® 
eyd 8°, iva pn Tis dobeva tiv miorw evar tadrny 
bmohdByn Kar 4 exelvny tiv amibavov tadAnbw 
drt mavtds Tob ‘EAAnviKod Kparioavres dopevws 
dv 7a Kpeirrw pereuabov On trav emiywplov 
dmepoovres, €€ exeivov moujoojat TOO xpdvou TV 
Téxpapow, 67 odmw civ ris ‘EAAddos elyov 

1 natp@a Reiske: mpdra O. 2 év Kiessling: émi O. 
_* brodaBetv after eémirndevpdrwv deleted by Kiessling; 

Sintenis would read dzoAafeiv. 
* etre before xar’ deleted by Portus. 
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not the proper occasion for mentioning ; and no lapse 
of time has thus far induced either the Egyptians, 
the Libyans, the Gauls, the Scythians, the Indians, 
or any other barbarian nation whatever to forget or 
transgress anything relating to the rites of their gods, 
unless some of them have been subdued by a foreign 
power and compelled to exchange their own insti- 
tutions for those of their conquerors. Now it has 
not been the fate of the Roman commonwealth ever 
to experience such a misfortune, but she herself 
always gives laws to others. If, therefore, the 
Romans had been originally barbarians, they would 
have been so far from forgetting their ancestral rites 
and the established customs of their country, by 
which they had attained to so great prosperity, that 
they would even have made it to the interest of all 
their subjects as well to honour the gods according to 
the customary Roman ceremonies ; and nothing could 
have hindered the whole Greek world, which is now 
subject to the Romans for already the seventh genera- 
tion,! from being barbarized if the Romans had in- 
deed been barbarians. 

LXXI. Anyone else might have assumed that the 
ceremonies now practised in the city were enough 
even by themselves to afford no slight indication of 
the ancient observances. But for my part, lest any- 
one should hold this to be weak evidence, according to 
thatimprobable assumption that after the Romans had 
conquered the whole Greek world they would gladly 
have scorned their own customs and adopted the 
better ones in their stead, I shall adduce my evidence 
from the time when they did not as yet possess the 
supremacy over Greece or dominion over any other 

1 Cf. i. 3, 5 and note; also the note on iii. 69, 6. 
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jyepoviay odde GAAnV SiarrovTLov oddepmiav apyny, 
Kotvrw Dafiw BeBawrh Xpepevos Kal oddemeds 
ere Bedpevos mores erépas* traAadTatos yap 
avnp * TOV 70. ‘Pewpaird ovvragapeven, Kal 
mow ovK e€& av TKouGE provov, dAAa Kal e€ dv 
abros eyva TOPEXOHEVOS.. 

oi avrny 87) TH copray eympicaro pev % Bovdr 
TOV ‘Pewpater dyew, cos Kab TpoTepov edny, 
KaTa Tas yevopevas edyas v0 TOO Suxtdropos 
Addov Tlooropiov or emedAev dyevileoBac 7pos 
Tas dmoordoas Aarivey mAeus KaTayew €7- 
xetpovous Tapxdvov € emt THV dipxiy dvahodobat om 
erage Kal? ExaoTOV evlauTov els TE Tas buaias Kad 
tovs ay@vas dpyupiov mevtakooias pds’ Kal 
péxpt Tod Douwrkikod mod€uov tobr’* eéamdvev 
eis THY éoptryv. ev dé tats lepais huepats Tav- 
tais moA\Ad pev Kat dddAa eyivero vopows “EAAn- 
viKots KaTad Te Tavnyuptapods Kal E€vwv brodoxas 
Kal exexeipias, & moAd av épyov® ein A€yew, Ta 
dé mepl moumynv te Kai Ovoiay Kal Ta KaTa TOS 
ay@vas—anoxypn yap ek tovTwy Kal Ta py 
NexPevra e&eralew—roidde* 
LXXII. ITpiv apfacba TOV dywveny, Topary 

€aTeAAov Tots Beots of tH peylorny exovres 
eCovotav,* dro Too KarmurwAtov TE Kal be ayopas 
ayovres emt tov péyay innddpopov. wyyodvto de 
THS Tounhs mp@tov pev of maides adT@v ot 
mpoonpol Te Kal Tod Topmevew Exovres HAtKiaY, 
immeis pev av of marépes Tysjpara tmméwv 

a dvinp Kiessling : 6 dvijp A, aviip B. 
3 Toor’ O(?): tabr’ Jacoby. 

av €pyov B: €pyov av R. 
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country beyond the sea; and I shall cite Quintus 
Fabius as my authority, without requiring any further 
confirmation. For he is the most ancient of all the 
Roman historians and offers proof of what he asserts, 
not only from the information of others, but also from 

his own knowledge. 
This festival, therefore, the Roman senate ordered 

to be celebrated, as I said before,! pursuant to the vow 
made by the dictator Aulus Postumius when he was 
upon the point of giving battle to the Latins, who had 
revolted from the Romans and were endeavouring to 
restore Tarquinius to power; and they ordered five 
hundred minae of silver to be expended every year 
upon the sacrifices and the games, a sum the Romans 
laid out on the festival till the time of the Punic War. 
During these holidays not only were many other 
observances carried out according to the customs of 
the Greeks, in connection with the general assemblies, 
the reception of strangers, and the cessation of 
hostilities, which it would be a big task to describe, 
but also those relating to the procession, the sacrifice, 
and the games—these are sufficient to give an idea of 
those I do not mention—which were as follows: 

LXXII. Before beginning the games the principal 
magistrates conducted a procession in honour of the 
gods from the Capitol through the Forum to the 
Circus Maximus. ‘Those who led the procession were, 
first, the Romans’ sons who were nearing manhood 
and were of an age to bear a part in this ceremony, 
who rode on horseback if their fathers were entitled 

1 Cf. vi. 17, 2; 94,3; but nothing is said in those passages 
about future celebrations of a festival. 

4 éfovaiav O: odciav Mommsen. 
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elyov, mreCot 8 of wédAovres ev Tots meCois orpareve- 
e \ > \ A /, ¢ 

afar ot pev Kat’ tas re Kal Kata Adxous, ot Se 
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THv aid& KadumTopevor. Totto Kal eis epe TO 
” > ¢ tA / e > > ~ t Eee : > 

Bos ev “Padyn Srépever, as e€ dpyfs éyivero map 
“EAAnow: év b€ 7H “ENdde KaraddAvrar Aake- 

Satpoviwy adrto KatradvodvTwv. 6 Sé mp@tos éem- 
xXElpyjoas amodvlfvat TO CHa Kat yopvos *OAvp- 
miaot Spapwv emt ris mevrexawdeKarns oAvpmTddoOS 

"AxavOos 6 Aakedayndvios Hv. Ta dé mpd TOUTWY 

du’ aicxdvyns elyov dmavres “EAAnves oAa yupva 

paivew ev rais aywvias Ta cwpara, cs “Opnpos 

TEKUNpLOL, LapTUpwv akvomioroTraTés TE Kal apyat- 
dratos wv, Cwvvupevovs rods tpwas mov. 

\ ~ ” 4/ -2 / ? yes, | a Tv yoov Atavros Kat *Odvacéws madnv ent TH 

Ilarpéxdov radi yevonéevnv adnyotpevos dyoc: 

Ta d€ Cwoapevw Byrnv és péocov ayava. 

1 ra and rds added by Jacoby (cf. ch. 73, 1); Kiessling 
preferred to delete rods before alevKrous immous. 
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by their fortunes to be knights, while the others, who 
were destined to serve in the infantry, went on foot, 
the former in squadrons and troops, and the latter in 
divisions and companies, as if they were going to 
school; this was done in order that strangers might 
see the number and beauty of the youths of the 
commonwealth who were approaching manhood. 
These were followed by charioteers, some of whom 
drove four horses abreast, some two, and others rode 
unyoked horses. After them came the contestants 
in both the light and the heavy games, their whole 
bodies naked except their loins. This custom con- 
tinued even to my time at Rome, as it was originally 
practised by the Greeks; but it is now abolished in 
Greece, the Lacedaemonians having put an end to it. 
The first man who undertook to strip and ran naked at 
the Olympics, at the fifteenth Olympiad, was Acanthus 
the Lacedaemonian. Before that time, it seems, all 
the Greeks had been ashamed to appear entirely 
naked in the games, as Homer, the most credible 
and the most ancient of all witnesses, shows when he 
represents the heroes as girding up their loins. At 
any rate, when he is describing the wrestling-match 
of Aias and Odysseus! at the funeral of Patroclus, 
he says: 

And then the twain with loins well girt stepped 
forth 

Into the lists.” 

1 But the verse Dionysius cites is Iliad xxiii. 685, from the 
account of the boxing-match between Epeus and Euryalus. 
In introducing the wrestling-match between Aias and Odysseus 
the poet begins the verse (710) a little differently: Cwoapévw 
3 dpa rd ye Barnv. The historian was probably quoting here 
from memory. 

2 Tl. xxiii. 685. 
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' The MSS. of Homer read Spnarijpes. 
* ScadvdAdrrovres Sintenis: of dvAdrrovres O, Jacoby, dudAdr- 

tovres Sylburg. 
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And he makes this still plainer in the Odyssey upon 
the occasion of the boxing-match between Irus and 
Odysseus, in these verses: 

He spake, and all approved; Odysseus then 
His rags girt round his loins, and showed his thighs 
So fair and stout; broad shoulders too and chest 
And brawny arms there stood revealed. 

And when he introduces the beggar as no longer 
willing to engage but declining the combat through 
fear, he says: 

They spake, and Irus’ heart was sorely stirred ; 
Yet even so the suitors ? girt his loins 
By force and led him forward.® 

Thus it is plain that the Romans, who preserve 
this ancient Greek custom to this day, did not learn 
it from us afterwards nor even change it in the course 
of time, as we have done. 

The contestants were followed by numerous bands 
of dancers arranged in three divisions, the first 
consisting of men, the second of youths, and the third 
of boys. These were accompanied by flute-players, 
who used ancient flutes that were small and short, 
as is done even to this day, and by lyre-players, 
who plucked ivory lyres of seven strings and the 
instruments called barbita.4. The use of these had 
ceased in my time among the Greeks, though 
traditional with them, but is preserved by the 
Romans in all their ancient sacrificial ceremonies. 

1 Od. xviii. 66-69. 
2 A mistake for “‘ servants’; see critical note. 
3 Od. xviii. 74 f. 
4 The barbiton was a stringed instrument much like the lyre. 
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TaV opxnoTdv hoav xirdves dowixeot Cworipat 
xaAKéois eodiypevor, kal Ein mapnprnméeva,! Kat 
Aoyxat Bpaxdrepar Tav petpiwv: tots 6 avdpaar 
Kat Kpavn xdAKea AdHors emrojpois KeKoopNpEeva 
Kat mTepois. ayyeito b¢ Kal? ExacTov xopov® els 
avnp, Os evedidov® roils dAdois Ta THS Opyjoews 
oxypaTa, mpa@tos «idodopHv tas modeuiKas Kal 
auvTovous KWhoes ev Tots mpokeAevopariKots * 
ws 7a Toda pvOwots. ‘EAAnvikov 8 dpa Kai 
TobTo Hv ev Ttois mdévy tadav emurndevpa, 
evoTrAos Opxnois 1 Kadovpevn mupplyn, etre 
"AOnvas mparyns emt Tirdvwv adavop@ yopevew 
Kat opxetobar odv trois SmAois ramwikia std 
xXapads apéayévyns, eire madatrepov ért Koupyrwv 
avTiy KaTacTnoapevwr, dre Tov Ala riOnvodpevor 
Oédyew €Bovdovto Krimw te dmAwY Kal KWwhoe 
pehav evpvOum,? Kabdrep 6 pd00s exer. Sydot 
dé Kal TovTov Tiv apxaidTnTa ws emtywplov Tots 
“Ednow “Opnpos rodAayh péev Kal GAAn, padvora 
&° €v aonidos katackevy, jv “AyiAde? Swpjoacbai 
dynow “Hdaorov. trobéuevos yap ev adr_ dvo 
moves THV ev eipryvn Koopovpevnv, tiv Se 
ToAeum KaKoTabotcay, ev i Thy apeww Kab- 
torno.® rixnv €optas mowwy Kal ydpous Kal 
Gadias domep eikos Kal Tadra Aéyeu- 

~ : Jes aA 97 > > » a Kodpou 8’ dpxnorijpes ediveov: év 8 dpa rotow 
> ‘\ , / \ ” ¢ \ a Advrot ddoppryyés te Bony éxov: ai Sé yuvaikes 

‘lordpevar Oavpalov emi mpobvpovow éxdorn. 

1 Reiske : zepinprnpéva O. 2 Sylburg: ywpiov AB. 
8 Sylburg: dvediSou O. * Steph.: mpoxeAedvopaow AB. 
5 evpvOuw Kiessling : ev pvdud B, pv0u@ Aa, re pvOpe@ Ab. 
6 Sylburg: xafiorn AB. 
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The dancers were dressed in scarlet tunics girded 
with bronze cinctures, wore swords suspended at 
their sides, and carried spears of shorter than average 
length; the men also had bronze helmets adorned 
with conspicuous crests and plumes. Each group 
was led by one man who gave the figures of the dance 
to the rest, taking the lead in representing their 
warlike and rapid movements, usually in the pro- 
celeusmatic rhythms.t This also was in fact a very 
ancient Greek institution—I mean the armed dance 
called the Pyrrhic—whether it was Athena who 
first began to lead bands of dancers and to dance in 
arms over the destruction of the Titans in order to 
celebrate the victory by this manifestation of her joy, 
or whether it was the Curetes who introduced it 
still earlier when, acting as nurses to Zeus, they 
strove to amuse him by the clashing of arms and the 
rhythmic movements of their limbs, as the legend 
has it. The antiquity of this dance also, as one native 
to the Greeks, is made clear by Homer, not only in 
many other places, but particularly in describing the 
fashioning of the shield which he says Hephaestus 
presented to Achilles. For, having represented 
on it two cities, one blessed with peace, the other 
suffering from war, in the one on which he bestows the 
happier fate, describing festivals, marriages, and 
merriment, as one would naturally expect, he says 
among other things: 

Youths whirled around in joyous dance, with sound 
Of flute and harp; and, standing at their doors, 
Admiring women on the pageant gazed.” 

1 The proceleusmatic was a foot of four short syllables. 
2 Il. xviii. 494-96. The translation here given is that of 

the Earl] of Derby. 
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Kat adlis erepov ev 1 adr rAéywv SiaxexoopHabat 
Kpyrucov nuléwv re Kat mapbévwv yopov de 
elpyKev" 

*Ev d€ xopov troikiAXe rrepixAutos apduyujets 
T® txeAov ofdv mor’ evi Kywoo@ edpetn 
Aaidados joxnoev KaAduTrAokdum *Apiadvy. 
"EvOa pev 7iWeor Kal rrapbévor aAdpeotBoraw 
’Opxebvr’ GdAjAwv emi KapT@ yxeipas Exovoa.? 

Koopov te adtod adnyovpevos, iva SHAov npiv 
TOWNTELEV OTL 1) T@V appévwy Kivnots evoTALos Hv, 
Tae Adyeu* 

Kai p’ ai pev kadas oreddvas éyov, of dé 
payaipas 

Etyov xpuceias e& dpyupéwv TeAapwvewv. 

nyewovas TE THs Opyncews adt@v Tovs evdwdvTas 
tois dAAos Kal mpoKatrapyopevous eiadywv * roudde 
ypddec: 

IloAAds 8 iuepdevta yopov mepiioral? dpAos 
Tepropevot- dow d5é€ KuBiornthpe Kar’ adrods 
MoAmfjs e€dpxovres edivevov Kata péacous. 

Od pdvov 8 &ek rhs evaywviov te Kal KaT- 
eaTrovdacperns opxnoews THV xopOv, 7) mapa Tas 
OunmoXrlas te Kal moumas éxypdvtTo “Pwpaior, Td 
ovyyeves dv tis adT@v Td mpos tods “EAAnvas 
(dor, dAAa Kal ex THs Kepropov Kal TwHacTiKAs. 
peta yap rods evomdiovs yxopods ot tv oatv- 
pioTt@v eémdumevov yopot thy “EAAnvuxiy eido- 

1 év added by Reiske. 
* The MSS. of Homer read éyovres. 
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And again, in describing another Cretan band of 
dancers, consisting of youths and maidens, with 
which the shield was adorned, he speaks in this 
manner : 

And on it, too, the famous craftsman wrought, 
With cunning workmanship, a dancing-floor, 
Like that which Daedalus in Cnossus wide 
For fair-haired Ariadné shaped. And there 
Bright youths and many-suitored maidens danced 
While laying each on other’s wrists their hands.1 

And in describing the dress of these dancers, in order 
to show us that the males danced in arms, he says: 

The maidens garlands wore, the striplings swords 
Of gold, which proudly hung from silver belts.? 

And when he introduces the leaders of the dance 
who gave the rhythm to the rest and began it, he 
writes : 

And great the throng which stood about the dance, 
Enjoying it; and tumblers twain did whirl 
Amid the throng as prelude to the song.’ 

But it is not alone from the warlike and serious 
dance of these bands which the Romans employed 
in their sacrificial ceremonies and processions that 
one may observe their kinship to the Greeks, but also 
from that which is of a mocking and ribald nature. 
For after the armed dancers others marched in 
procession impersonating satyrs and portraying the 

1 Jl, xviii. 590-4. The translation follows in part that of 
the Earl of Derby. 

2 Il, xviii. 597 f. 3 Jl, xviii. 603-5. 

3 Sylburg: dywy AB. 
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dopobrres aikwvw. axevai 5’ adrots Hoav Tots pev 
eis LtAnvods eixacbetor padAwrot yir@ves, ods 
évtou yoptatovs Kadobdor, Kal epiBdAaa eK 
mavTos avOovs: tots 8’ eis Latdpous mepilmpara 
Kat Sopai tpdywv Kat dpOdrpiyes emt rais Keda- 
Aais PdBar Kal doa TovTows opoia. odrot KaT- 
ECKWTTOV TE Kal KATELLLODVYTO TAS OTTOVOGLAS KWH= 
geis emt TA yeAordTepa petadépovres. SnAodar de 
Kat at tav OpidpBwv etcodor madaiav Kal em- 
xXptov odcav ‘Pwyaious Thy KépTopov Kal caTupLKTY 
madudv. edeira yap tots KaTayovot Tas viKas 
tapBilew Te Kal KaTaoKwrrew Tods émidave- 
ordrous avdpas atrois orparnAdtais, ws “A@x- 
vynor Tois mopmevtais Tois emi TOV apak@v, mpo- 
TEpov aperpois! oKwppact mapopxoupevois,” vov 
S€ rrowjpara addovow adrocyédia. eldov dé Kal ev 
avdp@v emojnuwv tadais dua tats aAAats tropaats 
mponyoupevovs THs KAivns Tods caTtupioTa@y * 
Xopov’s Kwovpevous THY aikwrw Opynow, pddora 
& &v tots t&v eddayidvwy Kydeow. drt 8 ovre 
Avyiav ovre ’OuBpuxdv otre GAwv twav Bap- 
Bapwv trav ev “IraXia Karouxovvrwy edpnua 7 
caTupiKy) Travoud Kal Opxnots tv, GAN “ENAjvwr, 
dédouxa pr) Kal dxAnpos elvai rior Sdéw, Adyous 
mAcioar muaTobaba. duodroyovpevoy mpayyua Bovdd- 
HeEvos. 

1 duérpots Post: dua rots O, dua Hudson, Jacoby. 
® srapopxoupévors O : trapoxoujevors Sylburg, Jacoby. 
% Salmasius: carupioras }. 

? This was a Phrygian dance used in the worship of Sabazius 
(Dionysus). It was the name given to the dance of the 
chorus in the satyric drama. 
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Greek dance called sicinnis.1 Those who represented 
Sileni were dressed in shaggy tunics, called by some 
chortaioi,? and in mantles of flowers of every sort; 
and those who represented satyrs wore girdles and 
goatskins, and on their heads manes that stood 
upright, with other things of like nature. These 
mocked and mimicked the serious movements of the 
others, turning them into laughter-provoking per- 
formances. The triumphal entrances also show that 
raillery and fun-making in the manner of satyrs 
were an ancient practice native to the Romans; 

for the soldiers who take part in the triumphs are 
allowed to satirise and ridicule the most distinguished 
men, including even the generals, in the same 
manner as those who ride in procession in carts at 
Athens ;* the soldiers once jested in prose as they 
clowned, but now they sing improvised verses.* 
And even at the funerals of illustrious persons I have 
seen, along with the other participants, bands of 
dancers impersonating satyrs who preceded the bier 
and imitated in their motions the dance called 
sicinnis, and particularly at the funerals of the rich. 
This jesting and dancing in the manner of satyrs, 
then, was not the invention either of the Ligurians, 
of the Umbrians, or of any other barbarians who 
dwelt in Italy, but of the Greeks; but I fear I 
should prove tiresome to some of my readers if I 
endeavoured to confirm by more arguments a thing 
that is generally conceded. 

2 xopraios was originally an adjective, meaning ‘of or for 
a farmyard.” 

8 This seems to have been a regular part of the celebration of 
the Lenaea, the mid-winter festival held in honour of Dionysus. 

* Famous are the ribald verses sung by the soldiers on the 
occasion of Caesar’s Gallic triumph; see Suetonius, Jul: 49, 51. 
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Mera d€ rods xopods tovtovs KiBapiorai 7 
aOpdor Kat abAnrat modAot mapeEjecav: Kal per’ 
adrovs ot te TA Ovpuarypia Kopilovres, ef’ av 
apwapata Kat ABavwros map’ dAnv ddov eOvpuaro, 
kal ot Ta mopmeia Tapadépovtes apyupiov Kal 
xXpvatov temomnpeva Ta TE lepa Kal Ta Onpoota. 
TeAevtaia 5¢ ravtwr at Tov Deady eixdves eopmrevoV 
apo bm avdpav depopevar, pophds Te dpotas 
mapéxovaa tais map “EAAnot mAarropevats Kal 
oKxevas Kat ovuPodAa Kal Swpeds, dv edpetal Kat 
Sorfjpes avOpwmmois Exaorot mapadidovrat, ov 
povov Atos Kai “Hpas kat ’A@nvas Kat Iooe- 
davos Kal tdv dddAwy ods “EAAnves ev Tots 
da@dexa Oeois KatrapiOpotow, adda Kal TOV mpo- 
yeveotépwr, e€ dv ot SwWdexa Deot pvOoroyodvrat 
yevéoar, Kpdvov Kai ‘Péas kat @éuidos Kai 
Anrots kat Mowdv cal Mvynpootvns Kal trav 
dAAwv andvrwy dowv éeotiv tepa Kal Tewevyn Trap” 
“Edge Kai t&v borepov, ad’ ob } tiv apynv 
Zeds mapédaBe, pvloroyouvpéevwy yevécbar, Mepoe- 
dovyns EiAtebvias Nupddv Movody ‘Opav Xapitwv 
Avovicov, Kai dowv nuléwv yevopevow at yvyat 
Ta OvnTa amodumodaa. compara eis ovpavov 
aveMbeiv éyovrar, Kal Tyas Aaxeiv dpoias Oeois, 
“HpaxAéovs *AckAnmod Atocxodpwr ‘EXévns * 
Ilavos dAAwy pupiwv. Kairor ef BapBapot joav ot 
T7v ‘Papnv oikioavtes Kat tiv éopriy tadrny 

1 ad’ od R: ad’ dv AB. 
® édévns O: LevAnvod Kiessling, LeAjvys Jacoby. 

1 We now return to the account of the Roman festival. 
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After these bands of dancers! came a throng of 
lyre-players and many flute-players, and after them 
the persons who carried the censers in which perfumes 
and frankincense were burned along the whole route 
of the procession, and also the men who bore the show- 
vessels made of silver and gold, both those that were 
sacred to the gods and those that belonged to the 
state. Last of all in the procession came the images 
of the gods, borne on men’s shoulders, showing 
the same likenesses as those made by the Greeks 
and having the same dress, the same symbols, and 
the same gifts which tradition says each of them 
invented and bestowed on mankind. These were 
the statues not only of Jupiter, Juno, Minerva, 
Neptune, and of the rest whom the Greeks reckon 
among the twelve gods, but also of those still more 
ancient from whom legend says the twelve were 
sprung, namely, Saturn, Ops, Themis, Latona, 
the Pareae, Mnemosyné, and all the rest to whom 
temples and holy places are dedicated among the 
Greeks; and also of those whom legend represents 
as living later, after Jupiter took over the sovereignty, 
such as Proserpina, Lucina, the Nymphs, the Muses, 
the Seasons, the Graces, Liber, and the demigods 
whose souls after they had left their mortal bodies 
are said to have ascended to Heaven and to have 
obtained the same honours as the gods, such as 
Hercules, Aesculapius, Castor and Pollux, Helen,? 
Pan, and countless others. Yet if those who founded 
Rome and instituted this festival were barbarians, 

2 The name of Helen has been suspected here, though it 
is certain that she received divine honours in various parts 
of the Greek world. Neither Kiessling’s Silenus nor Jacoby’s 
Seléné is any more satisfactory. 
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KaraoTnodmevor, Ti mpoojKey adrois Ttods per 
‘EMyvixods amavras o€Bew Oeovs Te Kat daipovas, 
tav dé Tatpiwy brepopav; 7 Sec€dtw Tis Hiv 
é£w rod “EAynvixod didov erepov @ matpid eore 
Taira Ta lepd, Kai tore SiaBaddrAerw Tav’rny THY 
amddeEw ws ody vyrh. 

LuvreAcobetons Sé€ THs Topmhs €Bovbdrouv 
evOds ot te Uraror Kal THY iepewv ols davov, Kal 
6 tav OunToAAv TpdTos 6 adTos Hv TH Tap Hiv. 
xepvupdpevol te yap avrol Kal Ta tepa Kabap@ 
mepiayvioavtes voatt Kat Anpntpiovs 1 Kapzods 
emippavarres adT@v tais Kedadats, émerra KaTevea- 
pevor, Qew tore Tots banpérats adra eKéAevov. 

tov S of pev éor@tos ett Tod Odpatos oKxuTadAn 
Tovs Kpotadous Emaiov, of 5€ mimrovtos bmeribe- 
cav tas odpayidas, Kal peta TodTo Seipavrés TE 
Kal pedioavres amrapyas eAduPavov e€ éxdorou 
omAdyxvov Kal tmavTds dAAov péAous, as aAdirots 
léas dvadevoavres mpocédepov trois Ovovow emi 
Kav@v' ot 8 émi rods Bwpyods éembévres? dd- 
qmTov Kal mpooéeomevdov olvov Kata Tav ayvilo- 
Hévwv. Exactov 8 dtu Kata vouous eyiveto TovS 
appt Ovaiav bd’ ‘EAAjvwv Kkaraorabevras ex THs 
‘Opjpov movjoews yr@var pddwv. Kal yap 
XEpviTrropévous eiadyet Tovs Tpwas Kal ovdAats 
xXpwpevous ev ols dna: 

Xepvipavro 8 érera Kai odAoy’ras avéAovTo. 

1 Meineke: 8xunrpos O. 
* Kiessling : émrBévres O. 
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how could they properly worship all the gods and 
other divinities of the Greeks and scorn their own 
ancestral gods? Or let someone show us any other 
people besides the Greeks among whom these rites 
are traditional, and then let him censure this demon- 

stration as unsound. 
After the procession was ended the consuls and the 

priests whose function it was presently sacrificed 
oxen; and the manner of performing the sacrifices 
was the same as with us. For after washing their 
hands they purified the victims with clear water and 
sprinkled corn! on their heads, after which they 
prayed and then gave orders to their assistants to 

_ sacrifice them. Some of these assistants, while the 
victim was still standing, struck it on the temple 
with a club, and others received it upon the sacrificial 
knives as it fell. After this they flayed it and cut it 
up, taking off a piece from each of the inwards and 
also from every limb as a first-offering, which they 
sprinkled with grits of spelt and carried in baskets to 
the officiating priests. These placed them on the 
altars, and making a fire under them, poured wine 
over them while they were burning. It is easy to 
see from Homer’s poems that every one of these 
ceremonies was performed according to the customs 
established by the Greeks with reference to sacrifices. 
For he introduces the heroes washing their hands 
and using barley grits, where he says: 

Then washed their hands and took up barley- 
grains.” 

1 Literally, “the fruits of Demeter.’ The reference is to 

the mola salsa, grits of spelt mixed with salt, or sometimes a 
salt cake. 

2 Jl. i. 449, 
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TpixoTopobyrds Te amo Ths Kepadis Tas Tpixas 
Kal TWévras emi TO Op We ypadwv* 

"AN 6 y’ arrapyopevos Kepadijs Tpixas ev mrupt 
Bare. 

~ € / : 
oxuTdAas Te Taiovras Ta peTwWITA TV lepetwr 

~ 4 

Kal Ta TeadvTa Oovras, Ws emi THs Edpatouv roel 
Ouatas: 

Kore 8° arrapydopevos! oyiln Spvds, nv Ate kelwv: 
Tov & edure vyy: rol 8 Eofakdy te Kat edoav. 

amapyds Te amo TOV om\dyxveov kat amo Ta 
adAwv AapBdvovras pedOv, Kad TAvTAS dAgirous 
devorvtas Kal Kabayilovras emit trav Bwudr, ws 
emt THs abTis movi Pvaias: 

6 5° wpobereiro ovBwrns, 
IIdvrofev apydpevos pedewv és triova Snpov- 
Kat ra pev mupt Bade zaddvas dAdirov axri. 

Tatra dé ‘Pwpaious ert Kal eis eue mparrovras 
emt tails Ovoiais idwv eriorapa: Kal ud mioret 
THde dpkoupLevos ov BapBapovs eretoOnv elvauw 
Tovs oiKLoTas this ‘Popys, adn’ éx TOoMav rome 
avveAnAvbdras “EAnvas. odiya pev yap em 
Tdevpara, rep Ovaias Te kat €opTas dpolws 
“EAAnot kal BapBdpous twas? éemureAciv evdéxe- 
Tat, mavrTa dé TavTa ® mparrew ariBavor. 

1 The MSS. of Homer read dvacxdpevos. 
* BapBdpous twas Sylburg: BapBapous xai twas O, BapBapous 

kal mAdvynras Kiessling. 
3 Reiske: raéra O. 

1 Od. xiv. 422. 
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And also cutting off the hair from the head of the 
victim and placing it on the fire, writing thus: 

And he, the rite beginning, cast some hairs, 
Plucked from the victim’s head, upon the fire.+ 

He also represents them as striking the foreheads 
of the victims with clubs and stabbing them when 
they had fallen, as at the sacrifice of Eumaeus: 

Beginning then the rite,? with limb of oak— 
One he had left when cleaving wood—he smote 
The boar, which straightway yielded up his life ; 
And next his throat they cut and singed his hide.® 

And also as taking the first offerings from the 
inwards and from the limbs as well and sprinkling 
them with barley-meal and burning them upon the 

altars, as at that same sacrifice : 

Then made the swineherd slices of raw meat, 
Beginning with a cut from every limb, 
And wrapping them in rich fat, cast them all 
Upon the fire, first sprinkling barley-meal.4 

These rites I am acquainted with from having seen 
the Romans perform them at their sacrifices even in 
my time; and contented with this single proof, I have 
become convinced that the founders of Rome were 
not barbarians, but Greeks who had come together 
out of many places. It is possible, indeed, that some 
barbarians also may observe a few customs relating 
to sacrifices and festivals in the same manner as 
the Greeks, but that they should do everything in 
the same way is hard to believe. 

2 Our MSS. of Homer have dvacxydpevos (“lifting up”) 
instead of dapxdpevos (‘‘ beginning ”’). 

3 Od. xiv. 425 f. 4 Od. xiv. 427-9. 
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LXXIII. Aourov 8 éru + por Kat epi trav 
aywvwv ots peTa THY Topmnv emeréAovy odtiya 
dueAB ety. mp&ros 6 Tav reOpimmav TE Kal OUV- 
wpideov | Kal TOV alednraw t Umma eyivero Spdpios, 
ws map 2 “KAAnou 70 dpxatov Odvpriact TE KGL 
péxpt Tod mapovros. ev de Tats immucats dpid- 
Aaus emutndevpata S00 TOV mdavu mahaudy ws e€ 
dpxijs evopobern On dudarropeva b770 ‘Papaicor 
Hexpe TOV Kar’ eye Sudicevrar 9 xXpovwy, Td TE mrepl 
Ta Tplimwra T&v apyatwr, 6 map’ “EAAnow pev 
exréAourrev, apxyaiov ov 4 emuridevpa Kal hpwiKdr, 
e ~ A LA oo > ~ / 

@ trove tovs “EAAnvas “Opnpos ev tats payats 
Xpwpevovs: dvoi yap mos elevypevors, ov 
TpoTrov _bedyvurau ovvepis, Tpitos TmapetieTo oet- 
patos trros puriipe TUVEXOWEVOS, év amo Tob 
Trapnwphabat TE Kal pa * ovveledxPau Tra,pi}opov 
exdAovv of maAaol: eTEpov de Trap" odtyats er 
dudatropevov moAcow “EAAnviow év tepoupyiats 
Tiow apxaikais, 6 ta&v mapeuBeBnKoTwy Tots 
dppac. Spouos. drav yap téAos ai Tay timméewv 
dprdau AdBwow,* dom davres dro Tov dippudireav 
ot TApoXovpLevor Tots Hvidxols, OVS Of moUNnTal per 
mapaparas, “A@ynvator d€ Kadodow? dmoBaras, 
Tov oTadiatov apuwAA@vrar Spdpov adrol mpos 
> / / \ ~ 7 ~ / aAAjAous. tedeobévrwy dé Ta&v immKdv dSpouwv 
ot ois é€avTdy odpaow aywrildouevor ToT 

éru Kiessling: €ort O. 
ws map’ Sylburg: dozep O. 
didxecrac O: ScareAe? Kiessling. 
év added by Kiessling. 
pi} added by Valesius. 
Cobet: AdBwvra O. 
xadotow B: om. R. sy cocnck8 © & 
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LXXIII. It now remains for me to give a brief 
account of the games which the Romans performed 
after the procession. The first was a race of four- 
horse chariots, two-horse chariots, and of unyoked 
horses, as has been the custom among the Greeks, 
both anciently at the Olympics and down to the 
present. In the chariot races two very ancient 
customs continue to be observed by the Romans 
down to my time in the same manner as they were 
first instituted. The first relates to the chariots drawn 
by three horses, a custom now fallen into disuse 
among the Greeks, though it was an ancient institu- 
tion of heroic times which Homer represents the 
Greeks as using in battle. For running beside two 
horses yoked together in the same manner as in the 
case of a two-horse chariot was a third horse attached 
by a trace; this trace-horse the ancients called 
paréoros or “‘ outrunner,’’ because he was “ hitched 
beside” and not yoked to the others. The other 
custom is the race run by those who have ridden in 
the chariots, a race which is still performed in a 
few Greek states upon the occasion of some ancient 
sacrifices. For after the chariot races are ended, 
those who have ridden with the charioteers, whom 
the poets call parabatai and the Athenians apobatai, 
leap down from their chariots and run a race with 
one another the length of the stadium. And after 
the chariot races were over, those who contended 
in their own persons. entered the lists, that is, 

1 The word parabatés means, literally, “ one who goes (or 
rides) beside (another), apobatés ‘“‘one who dismounts.” 
The latter word, however, was commonly used in the sense 
of the Latin desultor, “‘ one who leaps off (from one horse to 
another).” 
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etojeoav Spopets TE Kab TUKTOL Kab TraAaLorat. 
Tpia yap db Anwara Tapa Tots apyatous “EXAnaot 
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cacbat Aoyov dmavrovons TAS trobecews Karas 
cixev, ouTeE _ bankivew mépa tod dSéovros Tpuorre. 
Katpos 8° emt tiv amoXdevmopevny Sinynow émav- 
dyew. 

‘Os yep 57 Ta Tepl TOV drraxBevra emt TUL 
play obo Tob Seomdrov Kal mponynadpevov Ths 
Topas enabev a Bovdx) Tapa Tod TO _Tpaxbev 
AVAVEWOU[LEVOU, Tobrov drroAaBotoa bo Too 
beod AéyeoBat Tov ov Kadov & emapXov 2 rev opxn- 
oT@v, worrep Eby, avalnricaca Tov T@ Oepdzrovre 
AwBnodpevov Kal Cnuiav emBahodoa fis d&wos HV, 
érépay edn picaro TO Dee Tommy emureAcoOhvat 
Kal ayavas e€ apyfs €érépovs amo dimAaciwv 
Xpnparov n mporepov eyevovTo. 

Kai 7a pev ent tovtwv ovvreAccbévra trav 
bmaTwv Toudde Hv. 

* rypsdy als éripav Reiske : : twas ols é éripey O. 
? €rapxyov Jacoby: dmdpxovra O, dpxovra Kiessling, én- 

dpxovra L. Dindorf. 
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runners, boxers, and wrestlers; for these three contests 
were in use among the ancient Greeks, as Homer 
shows in describing the funeral of Patroclus. And in 
the intervals between the contests they observed 
a custom which was typically Greek and the most 
commendable of all customs, that of awarding 
crowns and proclaiming the honours with which 
they rewarded their benefactors, just as was done at 
Athens during the festivals of Dionysus,! and dis- 
playing to all who had assembled for the spectacle the 
spoils they had taken in war. But as regards these 
customs, just as it would not have been right to make 
no mention of them when the subject required it, 
so it would not be fitting to extend my account farther 
than is necessary. It is now time to return to the 
narrative which we interrupted. 

After the senate, then, had been informed, by the 
person who remembered the incident, of the circum- 
stances relating to the slave who had been led to 
punishment by the order of his master and had gone 
ahead of the procession, they concluded that this 
slave was the unacceptable leader of the dancers 
mentioned by the god, as I have related. And 
inquiring after the master who had used his slave so 
cruelly, they imposed a suitable penalty upon him, 
and ordered another procession to be performed in 
honour of the god and other games to be exhibited 
at double the expense of the former. 

These were the events of this consulship. 

1 At the Greater Dionysia. 
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Vol. II. 6th Imp.) 

HOMER: ODYSSEY. A. T. Murray. 2 Vols. (Vol. I. 5th 
Imp., Vol. I1. 6th Imp.) 

ISAEUS. E. W. Forster. (2nd Imp.) 
ISOCRATES. George Norlin. 3 Vols. Vols. I. and II. 
ST. JOHN DAMASCENE: BARLAAM AND IOASAPH. 

Rev. Be R. Woodward and Harold Mattingly. (2nd Imp. 
revised.) 

JOSEPHUS. H. St. J. Thackeray and Ralph Marcus. 9 Vols. 
Vols. I-VI. (Vol. V. 2nd Imp.) 

JULIAN. Wilmer Cave Wright. 3 Vols. (Vols. I. and II. 
2nd Imp.) 

LUCIAN. A. M. Harmon. 8 Vols. Vols. J.-V. (Vols. I. 
and II. 37d Imp. 

LYCOPHRON. Cf. CALLIMACHUS. 
LYRA GRAECA. J. M. Edmonds. 3 Vols. (Vol. I. 3rd 

Imp., Vol. Il. 2nd Ed. revised and enlarged, Vol. Ill. 2nd 
Imp. revised.) 

LYSIAS. W.R.M. Lamb. (2nd Imp.) 
MANETHO. W.G. Waddell: PTOLEMY : TETRABIBLOS,. 

F. E. Robbins. i 
MARCUS AURELIUS. C. R. Haines. (37d Imp. revised.) 
MENANDER. F. G. Allinson. (2nd Imp. revised.) 
MINOR ATTIC ORATORS (ANTIPHON, ANDOCIDES, 
DEMADES, DEINARCHUS, sah Si ceck ee Maid- | 
ment and J. O. Burtt. 2 Vols. Vol. I. 1 Th Maidment. 

NONNOS. W.H. D. Rouse. 3 Vols. (Vol. III. 2nd Imp.) 
OPPIAN, COLLUTHUS, TRYPHIODORUS. A.W. Mair. 
PAPYRI. NON-LITERARY SELECTIONS. A.S. Hunt and 

C. C. Edgar. 2 Pees LITERARY SELECTIONS. Vol. I. 
(Poetry). D.L. P. 

PARTHENIUS. CE *DAPHNIS AND CHLOE. 
PAUSANIAS: DESCRIPTION OF GREECE. W. H. S. 

Jones. 5 Vols. and Companion Vol. (Vols. I. and III. 2nd 
Imp.) 

PHILO. 10 Vols. Vols. I.-V.; F. H. Colson and Rev. G. H. 
Whitaker. Vols. VI.-IX.; F. HL Colson. (Vol. 1V. 2nd Imp.) 

PHILOSTRATUS: THE LIFE OF APOLLONIUS OF 
TYANA. F. C. Conybeare. 2 Vols. (Vol. I. 3rd Imp., 
Vol. II. 2nd Imp.) 

PHILOSTRATUS: IMAGINES; CALLISTRATUS: DE- 
SCRIPTIONS. A. Fairbanks. 

PHILOSTRATUS anp EUNAPIUS: LIVES OF THE 
SOPHISTS. Wilmer Cave Wright. 

PINDAR. Sir J. E. Sandys. (6th Imp. revised.) 
PLATO: CHARMIDES, ALCIBIADES, HIPPARCHUS, 
THE LOVERS, THEAGES, MINOS AND EPINOMIS. 
W. R. M. Lamb. 

PLATO: CRATYLUS, PARMENIDES, GREATER HIP- 
PIAS, LESSER HIPPIAS. H.N. Fowler. (2nd Imp.) 
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PLATO: EUTHYPHRO, APOLOGY, CRITO, PHAEDO, 
PHAEDRUS._H. N. Fowler. (oth Imp.) 

PLATO: LACHES, PROTAGORAS, MiENO, EUTHYDE- 
MUS. W. R. M. Lamb. (2nd Imp. revised.) 

PLATO: LAWS. Rev. R.G. Bury. 2 Vols. (20d Imp.) 
PLATO: LYSIS, SYMPOSIUM, GORGIAS. W. R. M. Lamb. 

(3rd Imp. revised.) 
PLATO: REPUBLIC. Paul Shorey. 2 Vols. (2d Imp.) 
PLATO: STATESMAN, meet H. N. Fowler; ION. 
W.R.M.Lamb. (37d Imp.) 

ier Tin THEAETETUS anp SOPHIST. H. N..- Fowler. 
vd Imp. 

PLATO : ZIMAEUS, CRITIAS, CLITOPHO, MENEXENUS, 
EPISTULAE. Rev. R. G. Bury. (2nd Im mp.) 

PLUTARCH: MORALIA. 14 Vols. Vols. I.-V. F. C. 
Babbitt; Vol. VI. W. C. Helmbold; Vol. X. H. N. 
Fowler. 

PLUTARCH: THE PARALLEL LIVES. B. Perrin. 11 
Vols. (Vols. I., II., III., VI., VII., and XI. 2nd Imp.) 

POLYBIUS. W.R. Paton. 6 Vols. 
PROCOPIUS: HISTORY OF THE WARS. H. B. Dewing. 

7 Vols. (Vol. I. 2nd Imp.) 
PTOLEMY: TETRABIBLOS. Cf. MANETHO. 
a ie SMYRNAEUS. A. S. Way. Verse trans. (2nd 

sExtis EMPIRICUS. Rev. R. G. Bury. 3 Vols. (Vol. I. 
2nd Imp.) 

SOPHOCLES. F. Storr. 2 Vols. (Vol. I. 6th Imp., Vol. II. 
5th Imp.) _ Verse trans. 

STRABO : GEOGRAPHY. Horace L. Jones. 8 Vols. (Vols. 
I., V. and VIII. 2nd Imp.) 

THEOPHRASTUS : yc beaaloag J. M. Edmonds; 
HERODES, etc. A. D. Kno 

THEOPHRASTUS : ENQUIRY. INTO PLANTS. Sir Arthur 
Hort, Bart. 2 Vols. 

THUCYDIDES. C. F. Smith. 4 Vols. (Vol. I. 37a Imp., 
Vols. I1., III. and IV. 2nd pee Soigices 

TRYPHIODORUS. Cf. OPPIA 
XENOPHON : CYROPAEDIA. Walter Miller. 2 Vols. 

(Vol. I. 2nd Imp., Vol. Il. 3rd Imp.) 
XENOPHON: HELLENICA, ANABASIS, APOLOGY anp 
SYMPOSIUM. C. L. Brownson and O. "Fs Todd. 3 Vols. 
(2nd Imp.) 

XENOPHON: MEMORABILIA anp OECONOMICUS. E, C. 
Marchant. (2nd Imp.) 

XENOPHON: SCRIPTA MINORA, E. C. Marchant. 
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Greek Authors 

ALCIPHRON. A. R. Benner. 
ARISTOTLE: DE MUNDO. W. K. C. Guthrie. 
ARISTOTLE: HISTORY OF ANIMALS. A. L. Peck. 
ARISTOTLE : METEOROLOGICA.,. H. P. Lee. 
DEMOSTHENES: EPISTLES, etc. N.W.and N. J. De Witt. 

Latin Authors 

ST. AUGUSTINE: CITY OF GOD. J. H. Baxter. 
[CICERO]: AD HERENNIUM. _ H. Caplan. 
CICERO: PRO SESTIO, IN VATINIUM. PRO CAELIO, 
DE apedieat a. CONSULARIBUS, PRO BALBO. J. H. 
Freese and R. Gar 

it a CURTIUS. oISTORY OF ALEXANDER. J.C. 

PRUDENTIUS. J. H. Thomson. 
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